
Warning: To Owners Of Projection Televisions

Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture-tube damage or mark the phosphor

of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended use of video games on large-screen projection

televisions.

Epilepsy Warning

Please Read Before Using This Game Or Allowing Your Children To Use It.

Some people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed

to certain flashing lights or light patterns in everyday life.

Such people may have a seizure while watching television images or playing certain video

games. This may happen even if the person has no medical history of epilepsy or has

never had any epileptic seizures.

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy (seizures or

loss of consciousness) when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to

playing.

We advise that parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If you or

your child experience any of the following symptoms: dizziness, blurred vision, eye or

muscle twitches, loss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or

convulsion, while playing a video game, IMMEDIATELY discontinue use and consult your

doctor.

Precautions To Take During Use

• Do not stand too close to the screen. Sit a good distance away from the screen, as far

away as the length of the cable allows.

• Preferably play the game on a small screen.

• Avoid playing if you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing is well lit.

• Rest for at least 10 to 15 minutes per hour while playing a video game.
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WELCOME TO SEATTLE
What a place to fly! A clean, sparkling city located on a beautiful waterway, surrounded by

tall mountains accented by evergreen trees everywhere you look. Sounds like a good

place to live? It is. So much so that Seattle and vicinity are now getting crowded as the

population takes advantage of a good economy and wonderful physical surroundings.

We chose this region to model for many reasons. The first is obvious: we wanted the pilot to be

able to fly in the most diverse terrain in our lifelike region. Similar to the San Francisco area,

you encounter major international airports, quiet country fields and water to splash down into.

But the Seattle area offers that in a larger scale. The mountains are taller, the waters more

numerous and the weather is more exciting! That’s right. The weather. We wanted snow and

ice. We wanted thunderstorms. We wanted more challenges while airborne—and Seattle

seemed like a great place to implement our new weather engine. With the trend towards global

weather changes for all of us, the Pacific Northwest is getting more stormy weather, whether it

be thunderstorms, massive ocean fronts or snowfalls. Our weather engine is designed to model

these goodies. While you may not yet experience violent 50,000 foot monster thunderstorms in

real Seattle, you certainly encounter these beasts lurking in the skies of FlightIII!

Looking Glass had a survey up on the web asking people for many suggestions. One was

for their choice of a city. Seattle was one of the top three. We are always bombarded by

the question “why not do the whole US?”. We would love to but could not release such a

mammoth product without trying to earn a profit on the great expense occurred in

building the entire US at the same detail level of our current scenery regions. It would

not only be priced at hundreds of dollars per version, but we’d also have to figure away

to get it onto less than 30 CD-ROMs! With the coming popularity of DVD, large-scale

coverage of detailed terrain will become a reality. Flight Unlimited III’s future involves not

only new versions but add-on scenery as well. If you already own Flight Unlimited II, you

are now able to fly to the San Francisco region on a continuous flight and experience the

new features found in Flight Unlimited III.

Throughout your explorations, you’ll see in great detail many landmarks that make this

region famous. All the buildings in downtown are accurately rendered and artistically

enhanced to match the real life counterparts. You’ll see little details like gold leafing and

office windows that change lighting depending on the time of day. You’ll fly past the Space

Needle, Kingdome, the campus of Microsoft®, and the smaller cities of Redmond, Everett,

Renton, Tacoma, Olympia and Bremerton. You can taxi up to the world’s largest building

by volume at Paine Field or try landing on its roof—not to be attempted in real life, please.

You can park your seaplane at the dock of the world’s wealthiest man at Gill Bates’

waterfront palace. Soar around majestic Mount Rainier in your Stemme S10VT motorised

glider or try landing on a high altitude lake airport in the middle of a mountainous valley.

The world around you is alive, from mountaintop to seashore, so head out and explore the

region that really is a pilot’s paradise. This part of the Pacific Northwest is filled with so

many things; we’ll let you discover the rest. You never know what you may come across!

To expand your flying distances we now have included eight western states for you to

explore and fly to and from in our new “outer terrain” region. Although at slightly lesser

resolution, our artists have created an accurate landscape for each area based on real

elevation data and local features. Major airports, cities, points of interest and many details

are included to make the flying in this area a rewarding and adventurous experience for

all. From the Grand Canyon, to Los Angeles, to Yosemite, the Tetons, Portland Oregon

and all places in between, the skies are only limited to the fuel you carry in your tanks!
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the world of Flight Unlimited™ III! This flight simulation was built with the

purpose to expose you, the desktop pilot, to the most realistic flight environment

possible. We want you to feel through your eyes and ears what it is really like to pilot

an aircraft through a world of dynamically changing air traffic, scenery and weather

conditions. Imagine flying through hazy summer skies and puffy cumulous clouds

when all of a sudden you see in the distance a dark, menacing thunderstorm that’s

growing as you fly closer. Fly over the sparkling shorelines of inland waterways or whiz

down mountain valleys at breakneck speed. Hear the wind rushing past you as you play

the part of a corporate pilot on a long distance flight at 41,000 feet. Practice touch-and-

go’s at the local airport in the company of other visible traffic. Gone are the days of

simple singular lines, mountains made of pyramids, clouds that look like sugar cubes

and aircraft that look like toys. You no longer need your imagination with the scenery

either. What you see is real. Real rivers, hills, mountains and airports. Our artists have

masterfully recreated a major American city and the most accurately rendered aircraft

available in a PC flight simulation. Our programmers have worked late into the night

making sure that the rain, snow, wind, thunder and lightning leave a lasting impression

on each and every flight. Graphics are not everything however. The flight model and

physics are based on real aircraft data, hands-on flight experience and numerous hours

of input by seasoned pilots who fly these real life counterparts each and every day. Our

physics modellers dream of lift and drag in their sleep. We spent the time to personally

fly, photograph and audio record all real aircraft used for this simulation. Anything less

would not be worthy of the Looking Glass name.

This is your flight simulator. We continue to accept suggestions and input from our

customers. We want Flight Unlimited III to be the launching pad for numerous add-ons

and future versions. While we can’t incorporate everyone’s ideas into any particular

version, we hope you see your suggestions come to life. Please contact us through our

website, email addresses, telephone or snail mail. We want to hear from you!

We are proud of our product and hope you’ll spend many hours late into the night

discovering what it is like to be a pilot. So go to your computer, fire up your favourite

plane and discover the sky! We promise not to turn you in should you decide to be

slightly deviant from normal FAA procedure.

Peter James & Tom Sperry

Lead Design Team, Flight Unlimited III
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Flight Training

Click on this icon to go to the Flight Training screen where you can select from a list of

lessons that teaches you to fly or help you hone your advanced skills with more advanced

lessons.

Options

Click on this icon to go to the Options screen where you may adjust game options such as

sound volume, graphic detail levels, joystick configuration, etc.

Help

Click on this icon to go to the on-line Help screen where you can go if you ever have any

technical questions during the game.

Credits

Click on this icon to go to the Credits screen where you may view the “flight crew.”

Exit

Allows you to leave the game.
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THE MAIN MENU
This is the screen to which you’ll always proceed once FlightIII has finished loading.

Select an icon on the screen to proceed to the desired game menu.

Main Menu Screen

Quick Flight

Click on this icon to go to the Quick Flight screen where you may set flight variables and

take to the skies.

Challenges

Click on this icon to go to the Challenges screen where you may select from a list of

interactive and fun situations that challenge your Pilot skills.

Airport

Click on this icon to proceed to the default Seattle Tacoma International Airport FBO
screen. Most game activity takes place directly from this screen.
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Quick Flight Map

Use this relief map—mimicking an actual sectional map of the Seattle Area¾to choose the

starting location for your aircraft.

You have two choices with which to begin your Quick Flight: on the ground of a selected

airport, or in the air. Let’s take a closer look at the map…

Airport Icons

Notice the coloured icons sprinkled about the Quick Flight map. These are the Airport
Icons representing a total of 8 Controlled Airports and 34 Uncontrolled Airports. Blue
denotes controlled airports and magenta denotes uncontrolled airports.

The airport icons are persistent and serve the same function throughout all four of the

following game maps: The Quick Flight map, the Airport Selector map, the Flight Planner
map and the In-Flight map.

To place your aircraft at an airport:

Move the mouse cursor over one of the airport icons. The icon is highlighted and its

name appears in the Quick Flight Notepad. Left-click to have the following pop-up menu

appear:

QUICK FLIGHT AIRPORT POP-UP MENU

This is the Quick Flight Airport Pop-Up Menu which allows you to choose a starting

position either on the ground or lined up for a final approach. There are three types of

buttons from which to make your selection:

Click on the PARKING RAMP button to begin your flight stationed outside of the Looking
Glass Aviation hangar. From here, taxi out to the runway. Note that every airport in

FlightIII features a Looking Glass Aviation hangar. Your aircraft is always parked outside of

this hangar whenever you select the option to start on the parking ramp.
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QUICK FLIGHT
In Quick Flight, you are given a default aircraft and setup with which to take to the skies

the very first time FlightIII loads. Thereafter, feel free to alter any settings as you see fit.

View the Quick Flight screen as a quick and easy way to get up in the air and have fun

with as little fuss as possible (especially if detailed flight planning is not your cup of tea).

With the ability to place your aircraft anywhere on the map and begin flight in the air,

Quick Flight is particularly useful for touring urban areas, mountainous regions and

individual airports.

The interface is simple to use:

Quick Flight Screen 

Your selection options here are varied, with choices ranging from your starting location

on the map, the aircraft that carries you and the weather conditions in which you fly.

• To use the interface, move the cursor over the desired button or icon to highlight it

and then click to select its feature.

Get Going

When you’ve finished tweaking all of the available options or you just want to get into the

air right away, click on the following buttons located on the Quick Flight screen to: takeoff

with the currently selected options, reset the original Quick Flight defaults, or create a

random scenario using all options.

Current Location
Click on the Current Location button to bring up the Quick Flight map.

Maps

Select the Maps icon to see the larger outer terrain area map. This area covers all of the

western United States. To scroll around the map use the arrow keys on the Number pad.

Note you must have installed the outer terrain area for all the airports to appear. Clicking

on it again brings you back to the high detailed region map.
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Quick Flight Notepad

The Quick Flight Notepad, residing in the upper right-hand corner of the screen, displays

a single page indicating the following information:

This Airport

If the mouse cursor is located over an airport icon, this displays the name of that airport.

If the cursor is not located over any airport icon, then this heading instead reads Current
Airport: followed by the name of the active airport (i.e., the airport at which you are

presently based).

Point of Interest

If the mouse cursor is located over a Point of Interest, this displays the name of that

point.

Latitude/Longitude

This displays positional information for the mouse cursor, which is continuously updated

as the cursor is moved about the map.

POD

This displays your Point of Departure, referring to the airport or location from which

you’re currently slated to fly.

Note: The Quick Flight Notepad is a moveable object. If you left-click and hold the mouse

down, you can drag it around the screen and place it where you like.

Choose Your Aircraft

Click on the left and right arrows to cycle through the ten flyable aircraft featured in

Flight Unlimited III, including the Beechjet, Stemme Glider, Mooney Bravo, Lake

Renegade, Trainer 172, Piper Arrow, Muskrat and the P-51D Mustang. You can also view

the aircraft from any angle by left clicking on it and moving the mouse in any direction.

The default aircraft is the Mooney Bravo.

Current Weather

Weather File Controls

Load Button

Clicking on this brings up a pop-up, a vertical scrollable set of buttons, which are labelled

with weather description strings. Clicking on any pop-up button loads the weather file

which has the description on the label. Clicking outside the pop-up cancels the load

operation.

Save Button

Clicking on this brings up a pop-up, a vertical scrollable set of buttons, which are labelled

with weather description strings. The top button of the list is special and is labelled “New

File”. Clicking on the “New File” pop-up button saves the current weather, with the

description string currently in the weather  description edit box. Clicking on any other

pop-up button loads the weather file which has the description on the label. Clicking

outside the pop-up cancels the save operation.
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Click on the TAKEOFF: RUNWAY [DESIGNATION] button to begin your flight stationed

at the end of the designated runway.

Click on the FINAL: RUNWAY [DESIGNATION] button to begin your flight stationed two

miles out and lined up for a perfect final approach to the designated runway.

Note that some airports have multiple runways, so you may need to scroll down the

menu via the provided scroll buttons.

To place your aircraft anywhere else:

Clicking anywhere on the map except an airport icon brings up the following pop-up

menu:

ALTITUDE POP-UP MENU 

This is the Altitude Pop-Up Menu. Click on the button to indicate the altitude (in feet) at

which you’d like the aircraft to be positioned at the selected location. You have five

possible choices: 500 feet, 1,000 feet, 3,000 feet, 5,000 feet and 10,000 feet. The height

entered is always AGL (Above Ground Level), not MSL (Mean Sea Level). Furthermore,

your aircraft, once placed, always begins by facing a northerly direction.

If you need to see greater detail in order to place your aircraft at a specific spot, click on

the ZOOM CONTROL button to bring up a black constraining box on the Quick Flight
map. Place the box where you want and left-click to zoom in. Once zoomed in, click on

the button again to zoom in again or right-click to zoom out. There are a total of two

zoom levels below the default to aid in the precise placement of your aircraft.

Note: You can zoom back out by right-clicking on the zoom control button.

POINTS OF INTEREST

Clicking on this brings up all the points of interest in the Seattle area. From here you can

click on one of the exclamation points to see all the cool sights in Seattle. Clicking on any

exclamation point updates the notepad text to tell you what exact location and point of

you interest you are at.
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Main Controls

Generate Weather Clicking on this button generates a new set of weather

conditions, based on the Weather Selection Controls.

Accept Clicking on this button makes the currently displayed

weather be the weather which is used the next time you go

flying. Clicking on this button also exits the weather screen.

Cancel Clicking on this button exits the weather screen without

changing the weather that is used the next time you go flying.

Zoom Button Left clicking on this button starts a zoom-in operation. An

animated rectangle is displayed, which the user can position

with the mouse over the spot on the map that they want to

zoom in on. The user left clicks to finish the zoom in

operation. Right clicking on this button zooms out.

Challenges

From this screen you select to access the pre-scripted flights called Challenges. Challenges

are flights created to test your skill, nerve and bravado. Once in the Challenges screen, a

challenge description appears. To choose a challenge, click on the FLY button when that

challenge is the current one listed. Clicking FLY starts the challenge. To view all the

challenges on the list, simply click on the up or down arrow (there are 11 challenges to

choose from). To leave the Challenges screen and return to the main screen, click on the

cancel button.
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Delete Button

Clicking on this brings up a pop-up, a vertical scrollable set of buttons, which are labelled

with weather description strings. Clicking on any pop-up button deletes the weather file

which has the description on the label. Clicking outside the pop-up cancels the delete

operation.

Weather Description Edit Box

This box displays the description string for the currently loaded weather file. Editing this

string has no permanent effect, unless you use the Save button.

Weather Selection Controls

All the weather selection controls take effect the next time the user clicks on the Generate

Weather button.

Time Edit Box The user can set the time of day, in 24-hour military time by

editing the text in this box.

Severity Slider Adjusts severity of weather conditions.

Season Knob Rotating this knob selects the season.

Phase of Moon Knob Rotating this knob selects the phase of the moon.

Weather Map Controls

Weather Front Left click on the weather front line and drag it around to

position the weather front. Right click on the weather front

line and drag it around to rotate the weather front. The front

pivots around the place on the front that the user right

clicked on. The distance between the place the user clicked

down at and the place the user up clicked at determines the

speed of front movement. As the user moves the mouse with

the right button held down, the front speed text box

continuously updates. The weather front line may not always

be visible.

Winds Before Front Knob Left or right click on the winds before front icon and drag it

around to rotate the direction of winds before the front. The

distance between the Wind icon and the place the user up

clicked at determines the speed of winds before the front. As

the user moves the mouse with either button held down, the

winds before front speed text box continuously updates. The

winds before front icon may not always be visible.

Winds After Front Knob Left or right click on the winds after front icon and drag it

around to rotate the direction of winds after the front. The

distance between the Wind icon and the place the user up

clicked at determines the speed of winds after the front. As

the user moves the mouse with either button held  down, the

winds after front speed text box continuously updates. The

winds after front icon may not always be visible.

14
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Airport

The Airport screen serves as your home base and control just like an FBO (Fixed Base

Operation). The FBO is where you go before and after flying, to access your logbook and

make new choices in the game. When you first start FlightIII, you are based out of Seattle

Tacoma International Airport. Let’s have a look around…

SEATTLE FBO

Large, medium, small and maritime airports are represented in FlightIII, each with

similarly themed FBO’s. A button is highlighted once the mouse cursor is positioned over

it. Simply click on the button when you wish to select it to proceed to the relevant screen.

Use the ESC key to cycle back to the FBO from these screens.

Welcome To …(Selecting an Airport)

The name of the airport at which you are currently situated is indicated on the

WELCOME TO sign at the top of the airport screen.

To choose a new airport:

• Click the WELCOME TO sign (note the WELCOME TO sign always updates with the

currently selected airport). This brings up a full-screen view of the Airport Selector
map:

AIRPORT SELECTOR MAP 

Use this relief map—mimicking an actual sectional map of the Seattle Area¾to quickly

switch between the various FBO’s.

Let’s take a closer look at the map…

Airport Icons
There are 8 controlled airports and 34 uncontrolled airports. Blue denotes controlled

airports and magenta denotes uncontrolled airports.

To select an airport, simply move the mouse cursor over one of the airport icons. The

icon becomes highlighted and its name appears in the Notepad (see next page). Left-click

to proceed directly to the FBO for the new airport.
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Airport Selector Map Notepad
The Airport Selector Map Notepad, residing in the upper right-hand corner of the screen,

displays a single page indicating the following:

This airport If the mouse cursor is located over an airport icon, this

displays the name of that airport. If the cursor is not located

over any airport icon, then this heading instead reads

Current Airport, followed by the name of the active airport

(i.e., the airport at which you are presently based).

Latitude/Longitude This displays positional information for the mouse cursor,

which is continuously updated as the cursor is moved about

the map.

POD This displays your Point of Departure, referring to the airport

out of which you’re currently slated to fly.

If you’d rather stay put instead of going to a different FBO, click on the AIRPORT button

to return to the current FBO, or alternately, press the ESC key.

Selecting an Aircraft

To choose an aircraft:

1. Click on the Aircraft icon to choose the aircraft you’d like to jump into. The Aircraft

screen appears.

2. In the Aircraft screen you can cycle through all the available aircraft which you can fly.

To cycle through all the player planes , first click on the PLAYER PLANES button.

3. Use the right and left arrows to cycle through all the planes. The aircraft performance

specifications appear in the box to the left.

• You can also view any of the other aircraft you may see in the skies at some of the

airports. To view them, click on the OTHER AIRCRAFT button. You can cycle through

them by clicking on the right and left arrows. You see the aircraft information update

as you cycle through them.

• You can also view the aircraft from any angle by left clicking on it and moving the

mouse in any direction.

4. Click on the ACCEPT button to accept the selected aircraft or the CANCEL button to

return to the FBO.

Press the ESC key to return to the current FBO.

Region

This button allows the user to change your flight areas. If you own Flight Unlimited II and
have chosen to install the San Francisco region, clicking this button allows you to switch

to the San Francisco Bay area.



Zoom Control

Adjust the viewing level of the map. Left-click to zoom in and right-click to zoom out.

There are two zoom levels below the default.

Flight Options

Proceed to options screen, which allows you to set your flight options.

Save Flight Plan

Save the current flight plan as either a new or existing file name.

Load Flight Plan

Load a previously saved flight plan.

Delete Flight Plan

Delete a previously saved flight plan.

Clear Flight Plan

Clear the current flight plan.

Fly

Accept the currently chosen flight plan and begin your flight.

Airport 

Return to the current FBO.
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Flight Planner
Pilots file what’s known as a flight plan prior to taking to the skies. A flight plan

essentially allows the pilot to plot a navigational course between a departure airport and a

destination airport. Flight planning involves detailed information management. Many

variables are taken into consideration—everything from calculating how long the flight

takes, to reviewing safety considerations for the aircraft and the passengers under the

conditions in which you are currently licensed to fly, to projecting fuel consumption rates.

In FlightIII, while you are not actually required to “file” a flight plan, you do, nonetheless,

have access to your own Flight Planner.

Flight Planner Map 

The Flight Planner Map is essentially a modified version of the Airport (Sectional) Map.

To access the Flight Planner Map:

• Click on the FLIGHT PLANNER button from any Airport FBO.

Airport Icons
There are a total of 8 controlled airports, 34 uncontrolled airports and 8 maritime

airports represented on the Flight Planner Map. Blue denotes controlled airports (i.e.,

those airports with a control tower present) and magenta denotes uncontrolled airports

(i.e., those airports with no control tower present).

Flight Planner Toolbar

Note the row of buttons running along the left-hand side of the Flight Planner Map. This

is the Flight Planner Toolbar and is used to activate the following features (via left-mouse

click):

Airspace Information

Toggle the Airspace Information map layer on and off.

VOR Information

Toggle the VOR (Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range) stations map layer on and off.

GPS (Global Positioning System)

Toggle the position of your aircraft on the map and off. This may only be accessed from

the In-flight map. At other times it is greyed out.

Points of Interest 

Toggle the Points of Interest (i.e., landmarks, etc.) map layer on and off.
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To change your P.O.D.:

1. Exit the Flight Planner, go to the Airport (Sectional) Map in the current FBO.

2. Select a new airport (SeeWelcome To … Selecting an Airport).

3. Return to the Flight Planner from the new FBO.

The name of the airport is additionally located in the Flight Planner Notepad under the

Current airport heading, along with its latitudinal and longitudinal positional

information.

2. Analysing Your Route

Now that you’ve recognised which airport you’ll be taking off from on the Flight Planner

Map, decide where you want to fly. The best thing to do is eyeball a destination airport on

the map and then decide which route to lay. Before you start laying turning points, think

about whether you want to shoot for a scenic route, setting as many turning points as you

wish, or perhaps opt for a more direct approach to the destination airport.

There are four buttons devoted to showing you sundry levels of detail on the Flight

Planner Map that assist you with choosing your flight route: Airspace Information, VOR
Information, Points of Interest and Zoom Control. The Airspace and VOR Information

buttons toggle overlays onto the base layer of the Flight Planner Map, which is always

shown.

Airspace Information

Click on this button in the Flight Planner Toolbar to toggle the Airspace Information map

layer on and off:

Flight Planner With Airspace Info Layer

The Airspace Information layer on the Flight Planner Map indicates the controlled

airspace surrounding the selected region and the various airports in that region. The blue

shaded area is called Class B airspace and the magenta shaded area is called Class C
airspace. The higher volume of traffic the airport services, the higher classification

designation is given to the airspace, therefore, Class B is more congested than Class C.

The altitude limits of each coloured circular segment are depicted by numbers displayed

within each segment. For example, 60 over 40 (60/40) inside a specific segment indicates

the controlled airspace begins at 4,000 feet MSL and terminates at 6,000 feet MSL.

You can visualise the entire Class B airspace as an “upside-down wedding cake.” If you are

going to enter Class B or Class C airspace, you must receive a clearance from the radar

approach controller. If you fail to receive clearance, you get a radio call on guard

frequency to contact the approach controller on a specific radio frequency and to state

your intentions.
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Flight Planner Notepad

The Flight Planner Notepad, residing in the upper right-hand corner of the screen,

displays information pertinent to the current flight plan, including general airport,

positional, departure, destination and flight route data.

Turning Point Icons

There are three types of turning point icons, used to marks events along the current flight

plan:

Point of Departure (P.O.D.)

Indicates the airport from which you are departing.

General Turning Point

Indicates any turning point between your P.O.D. and your Destination Airport.

Destination Airport

Indicates the airport at which you are landing.

Creating a Flight Plan

Creating a flight plan in FlightIII is a 5 step process:

1. Locate your point of departure (P.O.D.).

2. Use the Flight Planner Map to analyse your route.

3. Lay turning points along your intended flight route.

4. Use the Notepad to keep track of your flight plan.

5. Select an airport for your destination.

1. Locating Your P.O.D.

The first thing you should do when you reach the Flight Planner is locate the airport you

are going to fly out of on the map. Look for the following yellow, hollow, double-circle

icon:

This icon represents your Point of Departure or P.O.D. It is always the airport at which you

are currently situated. It is also always the first Turning Point in the flight plan.
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Adding Turning Points

As was previously discussed, your P.O.D. is always your first turning point, so there is no

need to manually select it again. To select a second turning point, simply left-click on a

spot anywhere on the map, preferably a short distance away from your P.O.D. and the

following yellow bulls-eye icon appears:

At the highest zoom level, yellow tick marks that each represents 2 minutes of travel are

displayed across the route line, denoting the average cruise speed of the aircraft, with no

wind. This gives you, the pilot, an estimate on how long it’s going to take to get to a

specific turning point (once again, minus wind).

Left-click again to lay down another turning point, this time labelled TP 2 on the

Notepad. Another route line appears (and so on and so forth). Note that you may lay up

to but no more than 20 turning points. Tick marks have different spacing for all planes,

depending on the speed of travel for each aircraft.

The Airport Pop-Up Menu

If you decide to click on an airport icon to choose it as your next turning point a pop-up

menu appears. This menu allows you to choose what you’d like to do at the selected

airport. Left click on one of the provided buttons to enable its feature as follows:

Land (Runway #)

Enter the pattern and land at the airport runway you’ve been directed toward by the

Tower. A new icon appears overlaid onto the airport icon.

Touch and Go (Runway #)

Enter the pattern and practice single or multiple landings at the selected airport runway.

Once this button is clicked, the same bulls-eye icon as the other turning points appears

overlaid onto the airport icon and the Notepad is amended to reflect the action at that

airport.

Transit Airspace 

Enter the pattern and buzz the selected airport (i.e., do a flyover—do not touch down).

The same bulls-eye icon as the other turning points appears overlaid onto the airport icon

and the Notepad is amended to reflect the action at that airport. You may then continue

to choose additional turning points.
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VOR Information

Click on this button in the Flight Planner Toolbar to toggle the VOR stations on and off.

Flight Planner With Vor Station Layer

The VOR or NAVAID station layer on the Flight Planner Map illustrates where the VOR

radio navigation aides exist in our terrain area (used to assist pilots with navigating under

IFR conditions). Around each VOR station is a white compass rose with a white arrow

indicating magnetic North.

A pilot can “dial-up” a specific VOR station, determine the radial the aircraft is currently

crossing and plot that radial on the map to help determine your position. You can

determine if you have crossed a desired VOR station when the TO/FROM indicator

displays “FR” on the VOR indicator and the course bar is centred in the middle of the

indicator. The VOR frequencies are located on the map after clicking the VOR information

icon.

Points of Interest

Click on this button in the Flight Planner Toolbar to toggle the points of interest on the

map on and off.

Flight Planner With Points Of Interest Layer 

The Points of Interest layer on the Flight Planner Map shows you all of the major

landmarks in the selected region, allowing you to then plan a sightseeing tour.

Zoom Control

Click on this button in the Flight Planner Toolbar to adjust the viewing level of the map.

If you are experiencing difficulty reading the map and would like to take a closer look at

the details of the terrain and information layers provided, click on the Zoom Control
button. A black constraining box appears overlaid onto the Flight Planner Map. Use the

mouse to position the box over an area of the map of which you wish to adjust the

viewing level. Left-click on the terrain to zoom in and right-click on the icon to zoom out.

There are two zoom levels below the default. 

3. Turning Points

Once you know where you want to ultimately land and have a good idea roughly where

you want to go to get there, you should begin laying Turning Points. Turning points are

essentially waypoints used to navigate between your P.O.D. and the destination airport.
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Ensuing Pages

The second page of the Notepad (and beyond) illustrates navigational data pertaining to

the remainder of the flight plan and is only available for viewing after you’ve laid the first

turning point. The moment a turning point is added on the map, a new “page” in the

Flight Planner Notepad is automatically created. Left-click on the dog-ear crease in the

lower right-hand corner to cycle forward to the second page. You see a page resembling

the following:

TP1 indicates your first selected turning point.

TP2 indicates your second selected turning point (and so on…)

Distance refers to the range between either your P.O.D. (if you’re

viewing the initial turning point) or the last turning point and

is measured in nautical miles (NM).

Heading indicates the magnetic heading of the given turning point and

is measured in degrees.

e.t.a. indicates the time it takes to proceed to this turning point

from the turning point (or P.O.D.) immediately preceding it

and is always measured in minutes.

Run Time refers to the total anticipated time the flight takes based on

the current flight plan and is measured in minutes.

Distance refers to the total range the flight covers and is measured in

nautical miles (NM).

5. Selecting a Destination Airport

When you feel you’ve selected enough turning points to get you where you want to go,

it’s time to select a landing airport. To do so, left-mouse click one of the airport icons to

enable the Airport Pop-up Menu:

Click on the LAND button.

A yellow, hollow triangular-shaped icon appears overlaid onto the airport icon, denoting

this airport as the flight’s destination airport. The Notepad’s DEST heading is updated to

reflect the name of the new destination airport. That’s all there is to it.
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Moving Turning Points

To move a turning point:

1. Place the mouse cursor over it so that the icon highlights green.

2. Now left-click to “grab” and drag it about the screen.

3. Once satisfied, simply drop it into the new position on the map. The relevant

information on the Notepad changes to reflect the new location.

Note: When a turning point is moved to an airport icon, the same pop-up menu

described in the section above this appears. If the LANDING button is chosen, all turning

points that were previously selected beyond the landing site are automatically deleted, a

new icon appears overlaid onto the airport icon and the map updates accordingly.

Deleting Turning Points

If you make a mistake and wish to delete a turning point at any time, left-mouse click on a

given turning point icon to highlight green. Now, while holding the button down, right-

mouse click. The turning point disappears and the flight plan as displayed on the map is

automatically updated to reflect the change in addition to the Notepad (See Notepad below).

4. Using the Notepad

The Flight Planner Notepad, which provides you with detailed information regarding the

current flight plan, is a moveable object. If you left-click and hold the mouse down, you

can drag it around the screen and place it where you want. Left-clicking on the dog-ear

crease located in the lower right-hand corner cycles forward one page at a time. Right-

clicking cycles back.

The First Page

The first page of the Notepad illustrates the following information:

Current Airport/This Airport
The full name of the active airport is displayed under this

heading. The heading switches between THIS AIRPORT if the

mouse cursor is located over a given airport icon on the map

or the CURRENT AIRPORT if the mouse cursor is not located

over any airport icon.

Latitude/Longitude Angular positional distance information from the relevant

meridian is displayed under each of these headings. This

information is continually updated as the cursor is moved

about the map.

POD The full name of the airport from which you are departing is

displayed under this heading.

DEST The full name of the airport at which you are landing is

displayed under this heading.
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Delete Flight Plan

Click on this button to delete a previously saved flight plan from a series of saved files

available through a pop-up menu similar to the following:

Highlight the flight plan file you’d like to delete and left-click. The old flight plan is erased

for good!

Taking Off/Aborting

The following functions are accessed from the Flight Planner Toolbar:

Fly

Accept the currently chosen flight plan and begin your flight.

Airport

Click on this button to return to the current FBO.

Flight Recorder

The flight recorder is a feature that allows the user to record their flight experience. You

can record yourself formation flying with another aircraft, practising IFR landings, or

trying your hand at some mountain flying in the Stemme Glider. All this can be recorded

and played back at any time. You can also share your files with friends and they can watch

your awesome piloting skills. We call the recording method using the “black box”.
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Clearing the Flight Plan

If you suddenly change your mind at any time and wish to clear the current flight plan,

click on this button in the Flight Planner Toolbar to erase all turning points but the

original Point of Departure. This returns the Flight Planner to the state when you first

entered it for the current flight session.

Choosing Your Flight Options

Click on the Flight Options button in the Flight Planner Toolbar to proceed to the Options

screen where you may then set your flight options for the planned flight:

Saving, Loading and Deleting Flight Plans 

The following functions are accessed from the Flight Planner Toolbar:

Save Flight Plan

Click on this button to save the current flight plan. A pop-up menu appears that allows

you to save the flight plan as an existing filename or enter a new filename.

Click on a named flight plan (marked with .PLN extensions) to save over an existing

filename.

Click on the NEW FILE button to bring up a new pop-up box that lets you save the

current flight plan under a new name, as an existing name, or cancel out of the SAVE

routine altogether.

Left-click anywhere in the black box. A cursor appears. Type in the name of the new flight

plan to be saved. Now click on the SAVE button to save the current flight plan. If you

make a mistake at any time, simply click on the CANCEL button.

Load Flight Plan

Click on this button to load an existing flight plan from a series of saved files available

through a pop-up menu similar to the following.

Highlight the flight plan file you’d like to load and left-click. The new flight plan

momentarily appears on the map.
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To add text:

Position yourself at the proper frame and then hit the T key. The command line

appears at the top of the screen.

Type in the desired text and hit RETURN.

To add a camera change:

• Position yourself at the proper frame, select the desired camera view by using one of

the view select keys (F1 through F11) and then hit the C key.

In addition to the normal FlightIII view keys, the black box supports 9 fixed cameras. To

use a fixed camera, first move yourself to the desired position of the camera. Hit a

number key while holding down control to define the current position of a camera to be

your current position. Next, position yourself at the frame at which you want the new

fixed camera to start being used. Now hit the “c” key. If you want to use the same virtual

camera position later in the same recording, hit the number key without control pressed

to switch to that view.

To delete a sound, text or camera change marker: 

• Position yourself at the frame the marker occurs in and hit SHIFT + S, SHIFT + T, or

SHIFT + C to delete the corresponding marker.

• Hitting the “[“ key takes you to the first frame of a recording.

• Hitting the “]” key takes you to the last frame of a recording.

To remove extra unwanted stuff at the start of a recording:

• Position yourself at the frame you want to be the new first frame and hit the SHIFT +

[ key.

To remove extra unwanted stuff at the end of a recording:

• Position yourself at the frame you want to be the new last frame and hit the SHIFT + ]
key.

When you are all done editing, hit CTRL + S to save your edited recording in a new black

box file. This also exits you from edit mode back to the main black box UI screen.

Note: You can share your recorded flights with friends and watch someone else’s daring

flights. To share your recorded flights with others just give them the correct file from your

RECS directory. If you want to view theirs, just put their file in your RECS directory. Then

go to the UI, select the new recording and hit play.
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Recording

There are two ways to record your flight: 

1. To make a black box recording, start normal fly mode. If you are planning to do

something spectacular, hit CTRL + SHIFT +R to start recording and hit CTRL +

SHIFT +R again when you want to end the recording. You can then go view your

recording by going to the Flight Recorder User Interface screen, then selecting the

recording and hitting play.

2. If something amazing happens to you when you aren’t recording to a file, hit CTRL +

SHIFT + D to save it in a black box file. This automatically saves what you have been

doing and allows you to view it from the Flight Recorder screen.

Viewing your recording (Playback)

Once a flight recording is saved you can watch your latest recording by selecting it from

the UI and hitting the Play button. When you go into the Flight Recorder UI screen, on

the left-hand side is a list of the recordings. The entry for a recording displays part of the

first line of the text description which is in the black box file. The currently selected black

box file is highlighted in green. The full description of the currently selected black box

file is in the large edit box on the right. You can also edit the name and description at any

time by selecting it in the UI and typing anything you want. At any time you can delete a

flight recording by selecting the recording and hitting the delete button.

Play and Edit

Hitting the play or edit buttons takes you to the black box playback screen. If you choose

the play button, the only keys available to you are the speed adjustment, pause/resume
and seek to beginning/end of file. In play mode, when you reach the last frame of the

black box you automatically exit play mode and are taken back to the main black box UI

screen.

If you chose the EDIT button, several extra editing hotkeys are available to you. These

keys allow you to add sounds and scrolling text or camera changes to the playback, to

shorten the playback file by cropping the ends and to save the edited playback in a new

black box file.

The black box file is stored as a sequence of frames. Most editing commands are

associated with a single frame. The current frame number is displayed on the alternate

tape strip (use F12 & CTRL-F12 to display this). Also, the alternate tape strip has little 3

letter indicators, which tell you if there are any markers (sound, text or camera change) in

the current frame.

In general, editing is done like so:

Use fast forward or reverse play to find the spot where you want to make a change.

Pause play and use frame step forward backward to get to the exact frame where you

want to make the change.

Hit an edit hotkey to make a change at the current frame.

To add a sound, position yourself at the proper frame and then hit the S key. The

command line appears at the top of the screen. Type in the filename of the sound file

and hit return. You must place sound files in the RECS directory for them to be heard.
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Logbook
Like any pilot, you begin your flying career by starting a flight logbook (or log). In

FlightIII, the first thing you do when you begin a new log is to enter your name, sex and

date of birth in the spaces provided on the first “page.” 

What is it?

The logbook or “pilot’s log,” as it’s commonly referred, keeps a record of your flying

experiences. Every time you fly, FlightIII automatically enters information about your

flying session into the log. Each entry in your log displays which aircraft you flew, where

and how long you flew for (among other details). You may also add personal comments

regarding individual flight sessions.

Accessing the Logbook

The logbook is accessed from the FBO by clicking on the LOGBOOK button.

Pilot Info: This tab lets you view biographical and flight information on

the selected pilot.

Flight Info: This tab lets you view information on specific flights that the

chosen pilot has already flown.

Done: This tab automatically saves the active logbook and returns

you to the current FBO.

Click on a tab to turn to the first page of the selected section. Once a section has been opened,

if multiple pages within the section exist, click on the left and right arrows to cycle through the

pages.

Viewing Pilot Information

Click on the PILOT INFO tab to turn to the Pilot Info page.

LOGBOOK (PILOT INFO PAGE)

This is the page you first see when the logbook is opened in the FBO. Here, you enter

biographical information and view flight data for the pilot maintaining the active log (if

this information is not already present).

To enter your pilot information:

• Left-click on a given field to bring up the cursor and type in your name, sex and date
of birth in the spaces provided. You may go back and change this information later at

any time by clicking on a field and typing over the existing information.

Other flight-specific information presented here includes:

Takeoffs: The total number of times you’ve successfully taken off.

Landings: The total number of times you’ve successfully landed.

Single-Engine Time Logged: The total number of flight hours-logged in single

engine aircraft.

Multi-Engine Time Logged: The total number of flight hours-logged in multi-

engine aircraft.

Cross Country Time: The cumulative number of flight hours logged in all aircraft.

Day Hours Logged: The total number of flight hours logged during the

daytime.
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Quick Keys for the Flight Recorder

Normal Fly Mode

CTRL + SHIFT + D Dump the black box to a file

CTRL + SHIFT +R Start/stop recording to a file

Play Mode or Edit Mode

UP ARROW KEY Play forward at 1x or 16x

DOWN ARROW KEY Play backward at 1x or 16x

SHIFT + UP ARROW KEY Increase speed by a factor of 2

SHIFT + DOWN ARROW KEY Decrease speed by a factor of 2

CTRL + P Pause/resume toggle

RIGHT ARROW KEY Step frame forward

LEFT ARROW KEY Step frame backward

[ Seek first frame

] Seek last frame

F1—F11 Select view

F12 Bring up tape-strip

CTRL +F12 switches between normal tape-strip & edit info tape-strip

Edit Mode Only

SHIFT + [ set first frame

SHIFT + ] set last frame

S Add sound marker at current frame

SHIFT + S Delete sound marker at current frame

T Add text marker at current frame

SHIFT + T Delete text marker at current frame

C Add camera change at current frame

SHIFT + C Delete camera change at current frame

1—9 Select fixed camera 1 through 9

CTRL +1—9 Define fixed camera 1 through 9

CTRL + S Save edit changes and exit edit mode
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Exiting the Logbook

To exit the logbook at any time:

• Click on the DONE button, or alternately, press the ESC key. This saves the active

logbook and returns you to the current FBO.

Game Options

Use this screen to adjust various settings to suit both your hardware needs and personal

preferences in five categories: Audio, Aircraft, Weather, Graphics and Controls. Left-

click on one of the highlighted setting buttons running down the middle of the screen to

open up panels on either side of the setting buttons, displaying additional buttons and/or

slider bars pertaining to that setting’s category.

Interface

Move the cursor over a given button to highlight it and then left-click to select the

button’s feature.

Sliders

Left-click and, while holding, drag the slider along the length of the bar to adjust the

intensity level of a particular option. Settings range from Low (i.e., minimum intensity—

all the way to the left of the bar) to High (i.e., maximum intensity—all the way to the

right of the bar).

Click on the ACCEPT button when you’re satisfied with the current settings. Any new option

changes are instantly saved and you return to either the current FBO or the Main Menu.

Click on the DEFAULT button and all the settings return to their original states.

Click on the CANCEL button if you make a mistake at any time or choose not to change

any settings. You return to either the current FBO or the Main Menu with the original

settings intact. You may additionally click on the ESC key to exit the Options screen.
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Night Hours Logged: The total number of flight hours logged during the

night-time.

Instrument Time: The total number of flight hours spent in the adverse

weather conditions (e.g., cloudy or rainy conditions).

Crashes: The total number of times an aircraft you’ve flown has

bitten the big one.

The information presented on this page is automatically tracked and updated for all

subsequent flights for the given pilot.

To start a new pilot:

Click the NEW button to bring up a text box that allows you to enter a unique name

for the log.

Once you click the NEW button, you are taken to the Piloting page.

Note: Pilots are automatically saved every time an entry is created.

To delete an old logbook:

• Select the logbook you wish to remove from the list and then click on the DELETE
button. If you make a mistake or change your mind, click CANCEL

To close the current logbook:

• Click on the DONE button to automatically save and exit the active logbook, or

alternately, press the ESC key.

Note: The logbook is persistent throughout game sessions. Every time you start FlightIII, the

last pilot used is the default start-up. No loading is required. This is always the current pilot

until a new one is specifically loaded. Quick Flight sessions are never tracked in the logbook.

Viewing Flight Information

Each time you exit following a flying session, the Flight Info page of the logbook

automatically appears (or alternately click on the Flight Info tab).

Logbook (Flight Info Page)

This page displays data on the flight you just took. Flights subsequent to this are also

available by clicking on the left and right arrows at the bottom of the screen

The information provided here includes the following:

AC Type: This is the type of aircraft flown.

AC I.D.: This is the aircraft’s identification number.

POD: This is the aircraft’s point of departure.

DEST: This is the aircraft’s destination airport.

Flight Time: This is the total time the flight took (recorded in

hours, minutes and seconds).

You may additionally insert any comments regarding this particular flight into the field

labelled Remarks. Left-click within the box to bring up the cursor and type up to 1 line.

When finished, left-click anywhere outside of the box and the comments are instantly

saved. You may go back and change this information later by clicking on the field and

typing over the existing information.
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PILOT VOICE This button cycles through the different pilot voices installed

by setup.

AMBIENT SOUND This button toggles On or Off external sound effects such as

wind, rain, thunder, tertiary aircraft, etc. The default is On.

CLOSED CAPTION This button toggles On or Off text appearing on the screen

during COM radio operation for hearing impaired players.

The default is Off.

Aircraft Settings

Click on this button to bring up the Aircraft Settings panel where you may adjust various

options related to the aircraft (i.e., FlightIII level of realism).

INVULNERABLE This button toggles On or Off the ability of your aircraft to

take any damage whatsoever. The default is Off.

PROPELLER This button toggles between Manual operation, where you

have to use a control input to adjust prop RPM’s, or

Automatic operation, which allows FlightIII to automatically

handle this feature, devoid of any user input. The default is

Automatic.

ENGINE TORQUE This button toggles On or Off engine torque, which is the

tendency for the aircraft to want to roll to the left, an

opposite reaction created by the effect of the right-rotating

crankshaft, as the engine is increasing power upon takeoff.

The default is Off.

ENGINE FAILURE This button toggles On or Off the ability of your aircraft’s

engine[s] to fail through operational mishandling. The

default is On.

COLLISIONS This button toggles On or Off the ability of your aircraft to

collide with other aircraft or objects. The default is On.

GEAR DAMAGE This button toggles On or Off the ability of your aircraft’s

landing gear to receive any damage (i.e., due to poor

landings or exceeding specified airspeeds with the gear down

in applicable aircraft). The default is On.

BLACK BOX SLIDER This allows the user to always have the black box recorder

going. If on, all flights are being recorded and written out to

a file. You can then go watch that flight via the flight recorder.

If the slider is all the way to the left the black box is off.

AIRCRAFT TRAFFIC This slider adjusts the amount of air traffic buzzing about the

selected region. Note that Air Traffic Density figures are

proportionally lower at night and in bad weather just as in

the real skies.

FUEL SLIDER This allows you to set the fuel settings for your aircraft. The

default is 1/2 full.
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Graphic Settings

Click on this button to bring up the Graphic Settings panel where you may adjust various

options related to graphics (i.e., what you are able to see in FlightIII). If the frame rates

are sluggish, it is recommended you turn the following effects either off or set the

appropriate sliders to low.

DISTANCE CLIPPING This slider bar adjusts how far off into the horizon the level

of graphic detail is displayed.

TERRAIN DETAIL This slider bar adjusts the level of graphic detail displayed on

the ground.

BUILDING DENSITY This slider bar adjusts the amount of buildings being drawn

at any given time.

GAMMA CORRECTION This slider bar adjusts the brightness level of the game, a

useful device for darker monitors and/or poorly lit rooms.

3D ACCELERATION DRIVER
Displays a list of MicrosoftÒ Direct 3D™-supported

accelerator cards from which to choose. This is set to None
by default.

VIDEO RESOLUTION This button toggles between FlightIII’s three supported levels

of resolution: 640 x 480 (minimum), 800 x 600(optimum)
and 1,024 x 768 (maximum). The default is 640 x 480.

DISTANT MOUNTAINS This button toggles the viewing capability of mountains in the

distance. It is set to Off by default.

PERSPECTIVE This button toggles On or Off perspective correction for the

camera views. The default is On.

LENS EFFECTS This button toggles On or Off the lens flare created by

looking at the sun through the canopy during the daytime as

well as the glare of the moon at night during the night. The

default is Off.

Audio Settings

Click on this button to bring up the Sound Settings panel where you may adjust various

options related to sound (i.e., what you are able  to hear in FlightIII):

MASTER VOLUME This slider bar adjusts the overall volume control in the game.

SOUND EFFECTS This slider bar adjusts the volume level of in-cockpit sound

effects such as the sound of the landing gear during

touchdown, the stress on the aircraft during high-g

manoeuvres, the sound of parts of the aircraft breaking off

during a collision, etc.

ENGINE VOLUME This slider bar adjusts the volume level of the engine.

RADIO This slider bar adjusts the volume level of COM radio chatter.

STEREO REVERSE This button toggles between Normal and Reverse stereo

operation, with the latter switching channels from right to left

and vice-versa (i.e., what you used to hear coming out of your

left speaker would now emerge from your right speaker). The

default is Normal.
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Credits
See the team who brought you this amazing game…

Online Help
Click on the Help button to access Electronic Arts Online Help and Technical Support

Information page. 
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Weather Settings
FAIR- WEATHER CUMULUS

This button toggles On or Off fair weather cumulus clouds.

The default is Off.

ENHANCED CUMULUS This turns enhanced cumulus clouds on or off. The default is Off.

HAZE This slider gives you different depths of haze.

WIND ACCURACY This slider makes the wind more accurate. The default is

Medium.

CUMULIFORM VARIABILITY
This slider allows the user to set the variability of cumuloform

clouds. The default is Medium.

SKY LEVEL DETAIL The sky level detail slider allows the user to set the level of

detail for the sky. The higher the number the more detailed

the sky. The default is 1.

CUMULIFORM DISTANCE This slider allows the user to set the population of

cumuloform clouds, or how many appear in the sky. The

default is Medium.

TURBULENCE This slider sets the turbulence level.

Control Settings

Here you configure your game controller to best work with FlightIII.

CALIBRATE JOYSTICK Click on this button to proceed to either the Joystick

Properties or Game Controllers panel at the Windows®’95/98
desktop. Here, you setup Windows ’95 /98 and FlightIII to

operate with your particular joystick. Once you’re finished

selecting and calibrating your joystick, close the appropriate

panel and click on the minimised FlightIII button running

along the Windows ’95/98 Toolbar. You then return to the

Settings Screen where you last left the game.

JOYSTICK SENSITIVITY This slider sets your sensitivity level of your joystick.

JOYSTICK DEAD ZONE 

SIZE This slider sets the dead zone of your joystick.

FEEDBACK CONTROL Here you are able to configure certain types of Force

Feedback controls.

Flight Training

Click on the Flight Training button to expand your skills as a pilot. You can learn basic

flight manoeuvres, advanced Flight Manoeuvres, weather training or how to fly individual

aircraft.
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Basic Operating Weight 1,420 lb 

Maximum Payload 454 lb 

Maximum Fuel Capacity 32 gal (186 lb)

Performance

Average Fuel Burn Rate 5.0 gph 

Max Range 900 nm 

Top Speed 146 kias / 157 ktas 

Max Powered Cruising 

Speed 127 kias / 139 ktas 

Average Takeoff Speed 46 kias 

Average Landing Speed 50 kias 

Glide Speed 52 kias 

Service Ceiling 33,000 ft 

Maximum Rate of Climb 800 fpm 

Average Rate of Climb 590 fpm 

Stall Speed (Flaps Up) 47 kias 

Stall Speed (Flaps Dn) 42 kias 

Powerplant

Engine Type Bombardier-Rotax Turbo 914 F2/S1 

Engine Power 115 HP

Cockpit

The Stemme’s cockpit offers outstanding visibility in all directions as you can see. Its

“bubble window” or canopy makes up the entire roof and upper sidewall of the cabin.

When sitting in the Stemme, you may feel slightly crammed in, however the small size

makes you feel like you’re more of an integral part of this unique aircraft. You’ll get the
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STEMME S10-VT MOTORGLIDER

The Stemme S10 was designed as a high performance motorised sailplane. The unique

feature of the Stemme is the retractable prop. Once power is off, you just pull the

propeller inside the nose cone and you’ve transformed yourself into a true glider! There

were several models introduced since the original, yours being the S10-VT. The V stands

for variable pitch propeller and the T standing for Turbo. The Performance of the turbo-

charged version gives it the ability to operate out of high altitude airports and obtain a

true air speed in cruise flight of at least 125kts. The Stemme’s 75 foot wing span yields a

glide ratio of 50:1, which means for every 50 feet travelled forward, you’ll only loose 1

foot downward! Most light single-engine aircraft have a 10:1 glide ratio. We want to thank

Stemme for the hours we spent soaring with them over Telluride, Colorado. You now

have the keys to a most unique and adventurous way to fly!

Specifications

Dimensions

Length 27.6 ft 

Height 5.9 ft 

Wing Span 75.5 ft 

Weights

Gross Weight 1,874 lb 

Maximum Takeoff Weight 1,874 lb 

Maximum Landing Weight 1,874 lb 
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• Vertical Gust Meter

• Horizontal Toggles

• Annunciator Bulbs

• Airbrake Lever (blue) This lever activates the speedbrakes or spoiler. The lift is

“spoiled” or dumped and enable the Stemme to descend without gaining airspeed.

Without this device, it would often be nearly impossible to land! Just pull the lever to

activate the airbrakes and return the lever to normal position when retracting the

airbrakes. During activation you feel a vibration as the airflow is disrupted over the

wing. You also get a marked increase in vertical speed.

• Flap Lever (blue) The flap lever can be positioned in 0, -5 and –10 degree

increments. You experience a slight decrease in airspeed with each addition and a

slight increase in lift as well.

• Throttle Lever (black) Standard operation

• Choke (black) Your “mixture” knob. Standard operation

• Prop Pitch Toggle There are just two positions to the Stemme’s propeller. Takeoff

and Cruise position. Simply toggle this towards takeoff for departures and climbs and

then flip to cruise position for level altitude flight and long distance “cruising.”

• Propeller Dome handle (black) This is used to open and close the dome that hides

the propeller. The dome is open when the knob is forward and closed when the knob

is towards you.

• Propeller Positioning handle (black) Pull towards you to retract the prop back into

the cowl and push forward to “unlock” the blades and allow them to “spring” out into

extended position.

• Switches not shown on Panel

• Exterior lighting  [‘] [;] [shift-‘] [L] (refer to keypad reference card)

• Interior Panel lighting [J] (refer to keypad reference card)

• Parking Brakes [B] (refer to keypad reference card)

Flight Controls
• Stick The stick works the same as a yoke. Just pull towards you to bring your nose up,

forward to lower the nose. Side to side makes your aircraft bank towards the direction

you’ve moved the stick.

• Rudder Pedals The Stemme’s pedals work identical to any aircraft. However, to the

pilot, they do take a moment to get used to. They are like pushing handlebars with

your feet!
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sensation of flight like no other aircraft in FlightIII. As you look around you can see there

is not a whole lot of room for baggage, so plan accordingly! When inside the virtual view,

you are able to manipulate the gear, throttle, prop and flaps levers. In addition, you are

able to read the airspeed, altitude and vertical speed gauges.

The Stemme S10-VT has a basic instrument panel with “just enough” to give you the

information you need to fly the aircraft. You may notice a few “odd” gauges that you’ve

never come across before in an aircraft.

Unique Instruments, Equipment & Operation
The following is all the new instrumentation and systems for your aircraft.

• Airspeed Indicator This slightly unusual airspeed indicator contains the same

valuable information that is contained on standard airspeed indicators such as in the

Mooney. You notice the lower end of the airspeed gauge’s thick white arc contains the

flaps down stalling speed. The beginning of the green arc shows your flaps up stall

speed. The funny thing about this gauge is that the yellow band circles under the

white. This airspeed indicator can wrap itself around, whereas most airspeed

indicators only use about 70% of their face. The Stemme’s airspeed is displayed in

knots IAS.

• Variometer
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How to Fly your Stemme S10-VT
After climbing into your new Stemme, take a moment to look around. Familiarise yourself

with the cockpit layout and arrangement of the instruments. Notice the excellent visibility

around you. However, being a taildragger while on the ground, the Stemme does not

have great forward visibility. We talk about that later in the Descriptive Section. For now,

go on to the Checklist Section.

Checklist Section

Starting Engine 

• Press E if you don’t want to do this manually.

• Set parking brake

• Make sure electrical switches and radios are in the OFF position

• Landing gear lever should be DOWN 

• Master Switch ON

• Propeller Dome handle OPEN (forward)

• Fuel Quantity should be sufficient for your planned flight

• Propeller Switch should be in T/O position

• Fuel Pump ON

• Choke ON (forward)

• Throttle IDLE

• Anti-Collision lights ON

• Starter to START

• After startup, advance throttle slightly to improve engine warmup

• RPM set via throttle to 2000

• Fuel Pump OFF

Taxiing

• Use rudder to steer with

• Be aware of your huge wingspan! We can’t afford to give you new wings should you

be sloppy.

Pre-Takeoff Check

• Set parking brake

• Flight controls check for full movement

• Engine gauges in green range

• Engine RPM to 5200 (5800 maximum not to exceed)

• Magneto check – 4150 rpm on BOTH, then check RPM drop of 300 between B and L

or R

• Throttle back to 2000 rpm

• Airbrakes DOWN

• Trim neutral
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Operating Limitations
Vne (never exceed speed) 146kias

Vra (maximum rough air speed)  97kias

Va (designed manoeuvring speed) 97kias

Vfe (maximum flaps extended speed) 76kias

Vlo (maximum landing gear operating speed) 76kias

Vpo (maximum speed for engine start in air) 76kias

Maximum Load Factor up to Va +5.3G  / -2.6G

Maximum Load Factor up to Vne +4.0G / -1.5G

Maximum Load Factor with airbrakes extended +3.5G

Maximum Load Factor with Flaps Down +4.0G

Maximum Takeoff Weight 1,874 lb 

Maximum Landing Weight 1,874 lb 

Basic Operating Weight 1,420 lb 

Maximum Payload 454 lb 

Top Speed 146 kias / 157 ktas 

Max Powered Cruising Speed 127 kias / 139 ktas 

Service Ceiling 33,000 
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• Choke ON

• Throttle IDLE

• Magnetos to START

• Magnetos to BOTH

• Throttle to 2000 rpm

• Oil Pressure Green range

• Fuel pump OFF

• Engine warm-up RPM to 2500 rpm

Landing

• Fuel Pump ON

• Approach Speed to 60kias (unpowered landing speed should be higher if runway
length allows! 80kias is a good value for added safety)

• Gear DN

• Landing lights if necessary

• Flaps DN to amount desired

• Throttle IDLE

• Airbrakes USE as NECESSARY

• Maintain wings level

After Landing

• Propeller dome OPEN

• Oil temp Green range

• Flaps UP

Engine Shutdown

• Parking Brake ON

• Throttle 2200 rpm

• Electrical equipment OFF (lights, radios etc.)

• Magnetos OFF

• WAIT 10 minutes before closing Propeller dome (cooling)

• Propeller dome CLOSED
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• Warning lights not on

• Landing gear down

• Engine gauges in green range

• Prop in takeoff position

• Fuel pump ON

• Magnetos on BOTH

• Additional external lights as needed

Takeoff

• Set brakes

• Throttle to 5400 rpm

• Release brakes

• Push forward slightly to lower nose and liftoff at 45 to 50kias

• Hold nose down slightly to accelerate in “ground effect” until 62kias

• Climb speed is 62kias unless obstacle clearance is needed then climb at Vx 56kts

• Landing gear UP

• Any flaps down can go UP

• Landing gear lights OFF

• Fuel pump OFF

Cruising

• Prop controller to CRUISE

• Set rpm between 4300 – 5000 rpm (max allowed is 5500rpm)

• Cruise between 50 – 130 kias

Transition to Non-Powered flight 

• Throttle to IDLE

• Airspeed to 54kias

• Propeller control to Takeoff Position

• Magnetos to OFF

• Propeller Brake handle – PULL until prop stops

• Propeller Positioning handle – PULL out so that prop retracts into dome

• WAIT for engine cooling about 3 minutes

• Propeller Dome handle CLOSE

• Enjoy the thrill of pure glider flying!

Transition to Powered flight

• Airspeed to less than 76 kias

• Propeller dome OPEN

• Propeller toggle to Takeoff Position

• Fuel Pump ON
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If experiencing great vertical speeds, just pitch up to hold 60 or 70kias and watch yourself

go higher and higher. Circle around and sightsee. Just remember where your sources of

lift are and DON’T cross the line. I mean the other side of the mountain where you’ll hit

just as strong downdrafts as you are getting on the upwind side. This can be dangerous

and deadly if you’re not prepared. Just realise you may be getting 4000 fpm updrafts on

the upwind side and 4000 fpm downdrafts on the downwind side of the mountains! What

small aircraft can climb greater than that? Certainly none we gave you in FUIII!

The aircraft is very manoeuvrable and fun to fly. If you should want to return to earth,

remember the 50:1 glide ratio. You are sitting in the world’s “safest aeroplane”. What

really could go wrong? You don’t need the engine to fly at all. The airframe is sturdy and

will take more abuse than you will. This aircraft is the nervous pilot’s best friend! Why an

engine failure would almost be welcome! I can’t say that for other light aircraft.

The real problem here is when you want to come down you may not be able to! Good

thing the S10 is equipped with airbrakes or spoilers. Just grab the handle and pull the

brakes up for as long as you need them to spoil all that lift and help you get back to

earth. On the trip that I was on, we had to “ride the brakes” all the way in, even in an

unpowered landing. Adding the speedbrakes will not only slow you down quickly, your

sink rate will also increase. If you’re sinking too fast, then just stow them a bit until you’re

lift returns or you’re satisfied with the results.

In preparation for the landing, just pretend you’re in any regular aircraft. Let’s say you’re

entering on the downwind leg of an airport. In this case I will assume you’re landing non-

powered, with the engine tucked away. “Glider Bob” of Stemme USA was my pilot the day

we flew and he had us doing a  non-powered approach for landing. This really is more

fun and challenging this way and in FlightIII you will experience the same challenge.

Landing the Stemme with power on will be the same except you do have an option to go

around, in this scenario you do not!

On downwind, get your gear down and flaps down while slowing to around 80kias. Use

the airbrakes as needed to get to 1000 feet agl. The landing gear will add a good amount

of drag, so less “airbraking” will be needed once you’ve lowered the feet. Turn base

around 80kias as well and adjust pitch for airspeed and sink rate, keeping yourself slightly

high on the approach as you have no go around options. Starting the engine at this point

would take more time than you’ve got. Keep a final approach speed of around 80kias all

the way in. This is some 20kias faster than you would hold for a powered landing and the

reason is this: just in case you hit a downdraft, sink too low on the glideslope or realise

you’ve made an error in judgement, you can pull up and “trade airspeed for altitude”.

Going from 80kts to 60kts in the Stemme is like a good shot of engine power! If you find

yourself too low on short final flying your Stemme and have a scary moment, I’d

recommend some approaches with the engine running first. Try flying in at idle (normal

landing anyway) and monkey with pitch and airbrakes until getting the hang of arriving

over the runway with some extra speed to spare. Then go back and enjoy precision power

off landings!

In the flare, just level off a few feet above the runway like a normal plane, letting your

speed bleed off. When the aircraft starts to “settle” down around 50kts, keep the nose up

a little like you would in any tricycle gear aircraft. Upon touchdown on the mains, apply

brakes gently (not so hard to pitch over on your nose!) and let the tail fall to the ground.

Now you can taxi around as a taildragger when you’re down to a safe taxi speed. Taxi in

and shutdown per the checklist. Congratulations! You now know how to fly the Stemme

S10-VT! I would recommend the lessons we have  included in this program to learn more
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Descriptive Section 

Note: References to “I” refers to Peter James, our in-house flight instructor and designer

of FlightIII who wanted to present this from a real pilot’s point of view. Peter was able to

fly the real Stemme in preparation for FUIII.

Taxiing the Stemme can be challenging. It is a “tail dragger” by nature, so some time will

be needed to get used to not seeing so well during the taxi. Just use your rudder to taxi

as you would any other light aircraft. However, you may have to gently S-turn down the

taxiway just to see if there’s nothing in front of you. Be aware of your huge wingspan and

be careful not to hit any other aircraft or objects. We can not furnish you with new parts if

you choose to be a bit sloppy.

In preparing for departure, make sure all your checklist items have been completed. If

anything is not “in the green” as they say, don’t takeoff. Align yourself on the runway and

hold the brakes. Run the rpm up to full or slightly less than full so you don’t exceed the

5400 rpm. Once ready, release the brakes. Upon acceleration, gently lower the nose a bit

to bring the tail off the ground. Don’t push too far forward! Once achieving 45 to 50kts,

pull back to get airborne, then lower the nose some more to accelerate in ground effect

to climb out speed of 62kias. If you are taking off over trees or some other obstruction

and don’t have much room, you can climb out at 56kias. This acceleration to climb speed

is almost instantaneous so you won’t have to be holding yourself down in ground effect

for more than a second. Once at 62 kias or so, just pitch up and hold that speed as long

as you’re climbing. Retract the gear and put out the landing lights if they were on. Be sure

to monitor engine temperatures. Retract flaps if they were used for the takeoff. You

should get at least a 700 fpm rate of climb at light weights. The Stemme’s long wingspan

makes for great lift and short field takeoffs. Even at Telluride, Colorado where the airport

is at some 9200 feet above sea level, we used only 2000 feet to get airborne! At sea level,

you could expect to be up in much less than 1000 feet.

Anywhere you’re comfortable you can shut off the engine and soar. Refer to the checklist

previously for steps on transitioning to non-powered flight. The Stemme will gladly climb

just after takeoff with the engine off if your departure path remains in an area of uplift.

Great care and experience is needed to know where to do this.

Once reaching cruise altitude you can continue in powered flight at speeds up to near

130kias, while “sipping” fuel. The Stemme does travel faster than many light single-engine

aircraft and is very affordable to operate due to the low fuel burn. What fun is that

however, when you can fly the way the S10 was made for? After transitioning to a glider,

the Stemme will climb and descend in the air currents that you’re flying through. Notice

the variometer and see how much you’re going up or down. When flying over the rugged

mountains of Telluride, I noticed we were climbing in bursts of 4000 feet per minute and

never felt it! The huge wings were flexing up steeply, obviously dampening the lift so that

in the cabin, your stomach doesn’t feel it in a great way! Just adjust your pitch for the

desired airspeed. For instance, if you’re at 60kts and going up rapidly, lower the nose,

trim down and get the speed up to 130kias. Now, you may still be climbing! Lower the

nose some more (keeping in mind how fast you can go if it’s bumpy) and if it’s smooth

out, you could achieve 146kias! If you are positioned along a mountain ridge on the

upwind side, you could now point your nose to keep paralleling that ridge and seriously

travel! You’re counteracting the lift with nosing down, gaining airspeed without the help

of an engine and covering serious distance all at the same time! Of course you could just

choose to let the thermals or lift carry you to great heights. Some Stemme’s have reached

altitudes over mountain waves of 30,000 feet or more! I hope you have oxygen with you.
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LAKE RENEGADE T-270  SEAPLANE

The Lake Renegade Seaplane is an amazing aeroplane, boat and amphibious vehicle all-in-

one! Its sleek, modern design and boat-like appearance turnss heads wherever it goes. We

wanted to give you a true seaplane that really makes a splash when landing! The

Renegade is a great aircraft for any pilot who loves the outdoors. Popular in places such

as Alaska, Florida, New England, and the Seattle region, the Renegade can go anywhere

and do practically anything.

You can fly the Renegade just like a normal aircraft. Takeoff from paved runways, climb to

heights of 20,000 feet for high altitude cruising (the Turbo version that is) and travel at

true airspeeds of near 150kts! That’s much faster than most “floatplanes”. With 4 roomy

seats, it’s a comfortable aircraft to travel in as well.

Fear water? Most single-engine pilots do. Not in the Renegade. You’re in a boat as well. I

can tell you first hand that landing and taking off from liquid is so much fun that it “beats

the wheels” of any pavement takeoffs and landings I’ve ever done. Imagine blasting

through smooth waters of inland lakes at over 70 mph, zooming past boaters and

swimmers! You can “drive” the Renegade around as much as you like while on the water

and discover the joy of  “speed-boating” and flying at the same time! 

If that’s not enough, imagine landing in water, then taxiing up out of the water onto a

beach for some afternoon island exploration! When you’re done, just taxi past other boats

and quietly disappear into the surf! Blast off! Who needs jetskis, boats or other watercraft

when you can have a Renegade! Aren’t you glad you do?
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about lift and ridge soaring.

Additional notes to keep in mind:

• You’ll hear a lot of wind noise when gliding (it’s not silent like some think)

• The best places for “uplift” are fields and paved urban areas on sunny days and

mountains anytime the wind is blowing over the summits and ridges at strong speeds.

This will make lift regardless of time of day or sky condition. Just make sure you’re on

the upwind side only.

• The worst places for lift are bodies of water and densely wooded areas. They absorb

sunlight and will actually create downdrafts.

A special thanks to “Glider Bob Saunders” of Stemme, USA. His help in our development

was invaluable. The time our team had in Telluride was magnificent, educational and

productive. We hope you find your experience in flying this amazing aircraft in FlightIII as

rewarding as I did in flying the real thing. Contact www.stemmeusa.com for more details

on how you can take a flight in a real Stemme and ask for “Glider Bob”!
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Dimensions

Length 28’ 4” 

Height 10’ 4” 

Wing Span 38’ 4” 

Weights

Gross Weight 3,140 lb 

Maximum Takeoff Weight 3,140 lb 

Maximum Landing Weight 3,140 lb 

Basic Operating Weight 2,075 lb 

Maximum Payload 777 lb 

Maximum Fuel Capacity 76 gal (456 lb)

Performance

Average Fuel Burn Rate 15.0 gph 

Max Range 1120 nm 

Top Speed 135 kias / 155 ktas 

Average Takeoff Speed 60 kias 

Average Landing Speed 60 kias 

Glide Speed 80 kias 

Service Ceiling 23,800 ft 

Maximum Rate of Climb 1240 fpm 

Average Rate of Climb 900 fpm 

Stall Speed (Flaps Up) 55 kias 

Stall Speed (Flaps Dn) 49 kias 

Powerplant

Engine Type Lycoming TIO-540-AA1AD

Engine Power 270 HP
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The pitot heat is to keep ice from forming on the pitot tube or to melt it off. This would

prevent your airspeed from reading inaccurate while flying in icing.

Your nav lights are the red and green position lights, the strobes are the flashing “anti-

collision” white wingtip lights, the landing light beam and taxi beam come from the

engine cowl above your head. The taxi beam just aims slightly lower than the landing

light beam and is used use for night land or sea operations.

Engine Gauges Stack

This section groups together the most important section of the panel. If an engine or

electrical failure were to occur, you would see it here first!

The amps meter shows draw on your plane’s electrical system. It’s good to see it low:

near to 0 means it’s not being overworked. However, seeing it at or below 0 means the

battery is being drained and for some reason the electrical system is not doing the job. An

electrical failure may be forthcoming!

The oil pressure and temperature gauges are self-explanatory and work the same as in

Flight II.

The cylinder head temperature measures the temperature average of all six cylinders. If

they get too hot, you may have trouble. Try flying at a faster airspeed or enrich the

mixture to cool them down. Reducing power may help but only if you have a good

airspeed.

Fuel quantity gauges are standard and the pressure gauge is equally important. If this

runs in the red zones, try turning on or off the fuel pump. And if that doesn’t help,  you

may want to land before something bad happens.

Throttle, Mixture and Prop levers

These are the same as you would find in the Piper Arrow. However their location is a bit

odd. I really don’t know why, but seaplanes always seem to put these above the forward

windshield. In any event, we think it looks cool there too! 
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Cockpit

The Renegade offers excellent visibility out the side windows and has a nicely arranged

instrument panel similar to most modern single-engine aircraft. The doors are actually the

forward windows! They pop up as a “gull wing” door does on some automobiles. When

inside the virtual view, you are able to manipulate the gear, throttle, prop and flaps levers.

In addition, you are able to read the airspeed, altitude and vertical speed gauges. We just

didn’t have enough time to enable the paddles. Maybe we can release a “paddle patch” in

the future.

As you can see, the Lake Renegade comes nicely equipped with standard IFR avionics and

an autopilot for those of you who want to prepare the fish you caught earlier and can’t be

bothered by tending house on a long flight.

Unique Instruments, Equipment & Operation
The following is all the new instrumentation and systems for your aircraft. 

Horizontal Toggles 

This row of toggles controls your optional equipment as shown. The fuel pump is used

for engine priming, starting and takeoff & landing (just for backup safety).
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glideslope by trimming to get the proper rate of descent for the glideslope beam. This

mode does not work properly on a backcourse ILS.

The BC button tracks a localiser backcourse approach. It does not track a normal ILS

properly. You can not select BC and APR together!

The FD button just pops up the localiser, glideslope, or Nav 1 bars into your artificial

horizon unit. This is a deluxe way of seeing all the information on one unit.

The UP DN rocker at any time trims your plane for a climb or descent. How many clicks

in or out determines how fast this vertical speed becomes. Each “click” or one press

makes a 100 feet per minute change in vertical speed. If you should hold the rocker down

a rapid climb or descent can be initiated so care must be taken not to put in more input

than the plane is ready to accept. This unit only produces values of 1500 feet per minute

to keep you from doing aerobatics with this knob!

EGT gauge

This only shows the change in exhaust gas temperature (EGT) in degrees F. You can

control this via the mixture knob. When in cruise, just pull back the mixture until the

temp rises to near the star. At the star your aircraft is performing at “peak EGT” which also

means it’s as hot in there as is allowed. The hotter it is, the less fuel you’re consuming, so

this star area is really the lowest you are allowed to lean out the mixture. You get the best

fuel economy here, but may run the engine hotter than it would like to be at. In most

cases, enrich the mixture just enough to place the needle a tick below the star to make

sure your engine remains happy. If you exceed the star to the right, you’re in risk of

damaging your engine and eventually burning up your cylinders.

Switches not shown on Panel

Exterior lighting  [‘] [;] [shift-‘] [L] (refer to keypad reference card)

Interior Panel lighting [J] (refer to keypad reference card)
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Avionics Stack

The comm radio functions as it did in Flight II, however you now have the option to

“spin” the digits using the knobs, instead of the “click and type” method.

You also have a tuneable Nav 1 radio on the same row. Use Nav 1 for either ILS, LOC or

VOR information.

The DME row also works the same as before, except for the fact that you can now toggle

your distance information between Nav 1 and Nav 2.

You also have a tuneable Nav 2 for VOR data.

The ADF row is brand new to FlightIII. It tunes the same way as the other radios but

hones in on the NDB you have selected and be seen on the RMI gauge. The transponder

row is only modelled more realistically but works the same. You can twirl the knobs to

select the digits this time.

If requested by ATC, you can “squak ident” by pressing on the flashing amber lamp above

the IDENT label. ON gives your position to ATC radar scopes and the ALT position

broadcasts your plane’s altitude to them as well.  

Autopilot

The autopilot that is included in FlightIII is just like that found in a real plane. The AP
switch turns on or off the entire unit. Just turning it on does nothing. Turning it off

however deactivates all modes selected. This button is accompanied by a beeping when

turned off.

The Test switch illuminates all modes and set off the beeping for a total system check.

The ALT is probably the most common button pushed on the autopilot. This locks your

current altitude even if you’re in a descent or climb. It does take a moment to react, so

know that the plane does not respond right away. To keep autopilot on and just “unlock”

the altitude hold function, just press the ALT button again to deactivate.

The HDG button turns the aircraft to the heading that’s “bugged” via the moveable bug

that’s on the H.S.I. So if you want to go straight ahead hands-on, make sure you’ve

changed your bug heading to toward the aircraft’s nose on the H.S.I.

The NAV button makes the aircraft follow any station tuned in Nav 1. This means it tracks

any active VOR radial that’s selected in Nav 1.

The APR button makes the aircraft track an IFR approach. A Localiser alone or a full ILS

with glideslope is tracked depending on what you have tuned. The plane operates the
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• After startup, advance throttle slightly to improve engine warmup

• RPM set via throttle to 1000

• Check oil pressure for green arc

Taxiing

• Use rudder to steer with.

• If in water, realise that you may be near boats, swimmers and other hazards.

• You float and drift with the water currents so steering precisely may be difficult.

Pre-Takeoff Check

• Set parking brake

• Prop Full Forward

• Engine RPM to 2200

• Magneto check – switching from L to B or R to B should not exceed 175 rpm drop

• Throttle back to 1700 rpm

• Prop Cycle from high to low rpm. Go fast enough to not allow rpm drop to exceed 500!

• Low Voltage light should not be lit

• Throttle back to 1000 rpm

• Fuel Pump ON

• External lights as necessary

• Gear DN for land and UP for sea departure

• Flaps DN

• Trim pitch for Neutral

• Prop Full rpm

• Mixture RICH

• Flight Controls FREE and correct

• Flight instruments set and checked

• Door latched

Takeoff

• Manifold and Prop to full

• Takeoff speed 50 to 60kts

Climb

• Once positive rate of climb, GEAR UP, FLAPS UP

• RPM and manifold pressure back to top of green

• Climb at forward speed desired (usually 80 to 90 kts)

• External lights as needed

• Fuel pump OFF

Cruising

• Prop controller to CRUISE
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Flight Controls
• Yoke Just pull towards you to bring your nose up, forward to lower the nose. Side to

side makes your aircraft bank towards the direction you’ve moved the yoke.

• Rudder Pedals The Renegade’s pedals are completely standard and easy to use. They

get a workout most often while taxiing in the water.

Operating Limitations 
Vne (never exceed speed) 145kias

Va (designed manoeuvring speed) 115kias

Vfe (maximum flaps extended speed) 107kias

Vlo (maximum landing gear operating speed) 107kias

Maximum Takeoff Weight 3140 lb 

Maximum Landing Weight 3140 lb 

Basic Operating Weight 2075 lb 

Maximum Payload 777 lb 

Top Speed 135kias / 155 ktas 

Average Cruise Speed 125 kias / 145 ktas 

Service Ceiling 24,000 ft 

How to Fly your Lake Renegade Seaplane
After climbing into your new Renegade, take a moment to look around. Familiarise

yourself with the cockpit layout and arrangement of the instruments. Notice the cabin and

window locations. We get into the details of flying the Renegade in the Descriptive
Section. For now, go on to the Checklist Section.

Checklist Section

Starting Engine 

• Press E if you don’t want to do this manually.

• Set parking brake

• Make sure electrical switches and radios are in the OFF position

• Landing gear lever should be DOWN (unless you’re operating from water)

• Mixture RICH

• Master Switch ON

• Prime by running electric Fuel Pump 5 seconds, check green pressure in arc

• Fuel Pump OFF

• Mixture to idle CUT-OFF

• Anti-Collision lights ON

• Starter to START

• After engine starts, advance Mixture to FULL slowly
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Cruising in the Renegade is just as easy as anything you’ve already flown in Flight

Unlimited II. For maximum forward speed, just keep the manifold and prop rpm at the

top of the green arcs. You should get around 125kias down low and a true airspeed of

155kts up above 10,000 feet if you’re going up that high. Be sure to set your mixture to

slightly below peak EGT. This would give you a fuel flow of 15 gph or slightly less.

Landing the Renegade is straight forward as well. Just remember it’s a fairly heavy little

aircraft so it will sink when reducing power to idle. On the downwind you could extend

the landing gear to stabilise your speed into the lower, flap operating arc. Downwind is

good around 100kts or so. Then on base, lower flaps and trim for 80kts. On final, keep

around 70kts and if there’s no wind, keep around 60kts all the way in to the flare. You

will need a slight amount of power on during the round out and then only cut power off

when in the flare. Don’t cut too early as you could hit hard on the runway. Remember

how close to the ground the hull is when landing! Upon touchdown, apply brake

pressure as necessary and if you want to stop quickly, retract the flaps and hold back on

the yoke a bit throwing the pressure onto the main wheels.

The real fun begins on the water! You’re floating. Bobbing up and down. After starting up

the Renegade the usual way, you will not be able to use your brakes. You can use them,

but any effect is purely psychological. Your wheels should be up. If not, you can certainly

raise them. You MUST raise them if you expect to taxi quickly or takeoff. The drag with

wheels down spoils anything the hull was made for so don’t even think of doing such a

foolish thing. Wheels up and flaps down for departure. Taxiing around requires rudder

movements and power adjustments. Remember you will be drifting with the current so

don’t expect to necessarily move in the direction you’re aiming. Once you get the hang of

taxiing around it’s time to takeoff!

Takeoff by aligning yourself into the wind. Once lined up, add full power. Once you get to

around 20kts or so, pull back quickly on the yoke. This will pull the nose up and raise the

hull of your “boat” out of the water a bit. This is called “getting on the step” and is

necessary for takeoff to occur. Once “on the step” just lower the nose a bit allowing the

Renegade to accelerate more rapidly. Somewhere around 45kts you are close getting

airborne. At 50 to 55, pull back to raise the nose further and you’ll be airborne. Don’t be

surprised that during  the takeoff run you jump up and down on the waves. You may hit a

wave, get airborne and then settle back down. Don’t fight it! Just keep the proper pitch to

get you to real takeoff speed and the aircraft will become airborne on its own! 

Climb out and cruise should be done just as in a land takeoff.

You can take off in the Renegade in a most unusual fashion. The 360 degree takeoff! By

applying full power, getting onto the step at 20kts, accelerating to around 40kts, just start

to “rudder” yourself into a turn, then pull back as your turning and accelerating through

50kts and voila! You can get yourself airborne while in a 20 degree bank on the water!

You will use very little room and the entire radius for this takeoff is only a couple of

hundred feet! So you could takeoff from a small pond or harbour! The Renegade is a

favourite among law enforcement agencies that patrol water, coastlines and illegal border

activities.

Landing in water is pretty much the same as on land, except you obviously don’t want to

land with the gear down. Doing so could flip you over on your back during touchdown

and destroy the landing gear. So make sure the gear stays UP. Plan your approach with

plenty of room to stop just like you would on land. Remember that water really slows you

down, so whether  you like it or not, you’re likely to have a short “water roll” upon
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• Set rpm at top of green or slightly less, manifold at top of green

• Adjust mixture to peak EGT or less

• Cruise between 110 and 130kias

Landing

• Fuel Pump ON

• External lights as needed

• Gear DN (unless landing on water)

• Flaps DN

• Approach speed around 70kts most cases

• Prop to Max Rpm once power reduction on short final is made

After Landing

• Flaps UP

• External lighting as needed

• Fuel Pump OFF

Engine Shutdown

• Parking Brake ON

• Power around 1000 rpm

• Electrical equipment OFF (lights, radios etc.)

• Mixture LEAN CUT-OFF

Descriptive Section 

Note: References to “I” refers to Peter James, our in-house flight instructor and designer

of FlightIII who wanted to present this from a real pilot’s point of view. Peter was able to

fly the real  Renegade in preparation for FUIII.

As I said earlier, the flight I took in the Renegade was a blast. To get started, we will first

describe land based takeoffs and landings and then water takeoffs and landings.

In using the Renegade as a land-based aeroplane, you will be sure that the landing gear is

down and locked (via the green lights) before even starting the engine. Since your life as

a seaplane pilot includes many operations without ever lowering the gear, this is very

important. Once you get the engine started per the checklist, just taxi like any tricycle

gear aircraft. It’s easy and steady. Just remember you have no view directly behind you

and of course the engine is above your head. It would be hard to see any oil leaks visibly

this way, so keep that in mind. However, you don’t have to shy away from puddles!

Takeoff is achieved by advancing the power to full (prop and mixture forward) and

rotating once you get around 60kias. Pull back gently and fly away at 80kts. Gear up.

Flaps up (if you had any). As in most complex aircraft, you should throttle back now to

top of the green for RPM and manifold pressure. Keep forward climb speed around 80 or

90kts, pretending you’re in an Arrow or something like that. Your climb rate could be as

great as 1500 feet per minute. Not bad for any single-engine. Note that the higher you go,

your indicated airspeed will drop, so at altitudes above 10,000 feet or so, you can afford

to hold 70kts indicated because you’re really going close to 90kts true airspeed up in the

thin air!
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MOONEY TLS BRAVO

The “Ferrari of General Aviation” can easily describe this half million dollar aircraft that is

known for speed. Topping out at nearly 252 mph this personal transport is loaded with

luxury and the latest high-tech gadgetry. The performance rivals many turbo-props and

twins. Pilots that fly the Mooney often visit the “flight levels” and plan trips above the

worst weather at 20,000 feet or more. The Mooney comes with speed brakes, something

rare on single-engine production aircraft but certainly needed, as its sleek design won’t

slow down on its own! The Mooney’s flight qualities most likely sit somewhere between

the Arrow and the Baron. We wanted to include the Mooney Bravo for those who thirst to

own their own, brand new aircraft with cost basically no object. It’s a great aircraft to put

on the “in case I get rich…” list!

Specifications

Dimensions

Length 26’ 9” 

Height 8’ 4” 

Wing Span 36’ 1” 
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touchdown! Experienced water pilots know that they can land in close to the docks and

stop in plenty of time. But for now, allow plenty of room. Approach with flaps down to

your touchdown location. Keep the speed around 70kts. In approaching the flare, slowly

bring power to idle, hold the nose up a bit and expect splashdown at around 60kts or so.

You will be shocked at how rough landing on water really is. When the Looking Glass

crew went to fly in the real Renegade, we were shocked. I have landed all my life on

pavement or grass and landing on water was a great thrill! I will never forget the hard

slam in my seat as we hit the water! Bang, up, down, bang, up, down, bang! Up and down

you may skip…until you come to a rest and sink into the water in the normal

displacement that takes place. The Renegade displaces about a foot and a half of water, so

don’t be surprised if, on your  first water touchdown, you feel like suddenly the water’s

coming up towards the windows! Don’t worry, you’re safely inside a pure boat now,

nothing can happen to you. I must also note that depending on the wave conditions and

how you come to a stop, lot of water will splash and wash up over the wings and perhaps

the windows. We have modelled this effect as best as possible for the entire experience!

If you want even more adventure, just lower the gear when safely stopped in the water

and taxi yourself right up on land! That’s right, you can be a true amphibian! I would

recommend trying this at one of the many sea plane bases with docks or ramps leading

into the water. Naturally the Renegade was designed to go the other way too. Anytime you

want to get your bottom wet, just drive on into your nearest lake or pond, put up the feet

and off you go!

Additional notes to keep in mind: 

• You’ll get wet when landing.

• The best conditions to land in are either smooth or slightly wavy waters.

• When water taxiing around, make sure that if you intend to “get out” onto dry land,

you have enough clearance under your hull to lower your landing gear.

We hope you enjoy your Renegade experience and that you log many hours exploring the

high country lakes of Washington, downtown seaports, ponds, rivers and normal airports

that make up Flight Unlimited III. We owe a special thanks to Bruce Rivard of Lake™

Aircraft in Laconia, New Hampshire for all his time helping us and the great flight he took

us on! I would highly recommend a flight in a real one. It’s the closest thing to being on a

roller coaster, speedboat and aircraft all in one. It’s simply amazing and does make

runway flying slightly boring.
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Cockpit

The Mooney cockpit is fully loaded yet arranged for ease and ergonomic appearance. A bit

intimidating for the novice pilot, but great for the pilot who enjoys a “busy panel” that

keeps them working. You’ll find it easy to reach to all parts of the panel, as the cabin

width is none too great. Keep in mind this aircraft is built for speed more than baggage

and elbow room! But fun it is! The rear passenger windows allow for excellent visibility to

the rear corners. You have access to the landing gear, flaps, prop, mixture and manifold

pressure. In addition, the airspeed, artificial horizon, altimeter and vertical speed are all

functional.

The Mooney is fully equipped with auto-pilot and IFR avionics.
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Weights

Gross Weight 3,368 lb 

Maximum Takeoff Weight 3,368 lb 

Maximum Landing Weight 3,200 lb 

Basic Operating Weight 2,225 lb 

Maximum Payload 609 lb 

Maximum Fuel Capacity 89 gal (534 lb)

Performance

Average Fuel Burn Rate 20.0 gph 

Max Range 975 nm 

Top Speed 174 kias / 205 ktas 

Average Takeoff Speed 75 kias 

Average Landing Speed 75 kias 

Glide Speed 85 kias 

Service Ceiling 25,000 ft 

Maximum Rate of Climb 1500 fpm 

Average Rate of Climb 1240 fpm 

Stall Speed (Flaps Up) 66 kias 

Stall Speed (Flaps Dn) 59 kias 

Powerplant

Engine Type Textron-Lycoming / TIO-540-AF1A

Engine Power 270 HP
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Avionics Stack

The comm radio functions as it did in Flight II. However you now have the option to

“spin” the digits using the knobs, instead of the “click and type” method. You also have a

tuneable Nav 1 radio on the same row. Use Nav 1 for either ILS, LOC or VOR information.

The DME row also works the same. You can toggle your distance information between

Nav 1 or Nav 2. You also have a tuneable Nav 2 for VOR data.

The ADF row is brand new to FlightIII. It tunes the same way as the other radios but

hones in on the NDB you have selected and be seen on the RMI gauge. The transponder

row is only modelled more realistically but works the same. You can twirl the knobs to

select the digits this time.

If requested by ATC, you can “squak ident” by pressing on the flashing amber lamp above

the IDENT label. ON gives your position to ATC radar scopes and the ALT position

broadcasts your plane’s altitude to them as well.  

Autopilot

The autopilot that is included in FlightIII is just like that found in a real plane. The AP
switch turns on or off the entire unit. Just turning it on does nothing. Turning it off

however deactivates all modes selected. This button is accompanied by a beeping when

turned off.

The Test switch illuminates all modes and set off the beeping for a total system check.

The ALT is probably the most common button pushed on the autopilot. This locks your

current altitude even if you’re in a descent or climb. It does take a moment to react, so

plan that the plane does not respond right away. To keep autopilot on and just “unlock”

the altitude hold function, just press the ALT button again to deactivate.

The HDG button turns the aircraft to the heading that’s “bugged” via the moveable bug

that’s on the H.S.I. So if you want to go straight ahead hands-on, make sure you’ve

changed your bug heading to toward the aircraft’s nose on the H.S.I.

The NAV button makes the aircraft follow any station tuned in Nav 1. This means it tracks

any active VOR radial that’s selected in Nav 1.

The APR button makes the aircraft track an IFR approach. A Localiser alone or a full ILS

with glideslope is tracked depending on what you have tuned. The plane operates the

glideslope by trimming to get the proper rate of descent for the glideslope beam. This

mode does not work properly on a backcourse ILS.
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Unique Instruments, Equipment & Operation
The following are all the new instrumentation and systems for your aircraft.

Overhead Panel Switches 

Right-click on the upper-right-hand of the cockpit to bring up the overhead panel

switches. This Master panel controls your exterior lighting. It is pretty self-explanatory

however the Mooney you purchased may not have the recognition lights installed.

Engine Gauges Stack 

This section groups together the most important section of the panel. If an engine or

electrical failure were to occur, you would see it here first! 

The amps meter shows draw on your plane’s electrical system. It’s good to see it low.

Near to 0 means it’s not being overworked. However, seeing it at or below 0 means the

battery is being drained and for some reason the electrical system is not doing the job. An

electrical failure may be forthcoming! 

The oil pressure and temperature gauges are self-explanatory and work the same as in

Flight II.

The CHT or cylinder head temperature measures the temperature average of all six

cylinders. If they get too hot, you may have trouble. Try flying at a faster airspeed or

enrich the mixture to cool them down. Reducing power may help but only if you have a

good airspeed.

TIT or Turbine Inlet Temperature is the exhaust gas temperature measured at the

turbocharger turbine inlet.

Fuel quantity gauges are standard and the pressure gauge is equally important. If this

runs in the red zones, try turning on or off the fuel pump. If that doesn’t help, you may

want to land before something bad happens.
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H.S.I. (Horizontal Situation Indicator)

This is your main nav gauge in one. Refer to the original equipment instruction in the Into

the Cockpit Section for full instructions. However, this one varies slightly from the one in

Flight Unlimited II in that it has a settable bug right on it. When you take the bug knob and

turn it to the heading you want the aircraft to go, the aircraft’s autopilot tracks to that

heading if you have the autopilot on with the HDG mode selected. We have added warning

flags should this unit not be tuned to any nearby frequencies or should it fail on you.

Speedbrakes

This pen-like button simply pops up the spoilers or speedbrake “boards” out of the top of

the wing. This keeps your speed from increasing (useful for descent) and increases your

rate of descent dramatically. You could just use these to slow down also, but you would

have to keep in a lot of back pressure to prevent the aircraft from sinking. In the Mooney,

you need to use these often to slow down, as in a turbocharged aeroplane, you don’t

want to cut the power to idle to slow down until landing! You can damage the

turbocharger this way and shock cool the engine. It’s a great feature that seems like it’s

only on jets but really does come in handy in a slippery aircraft such as the TLS Bravo!

Switches not shown on Panel

• Exterior lighting   [;] [shift-‘] [L] (refer to keypad reference card)

• Interior Panel lighting [J] (refer to keypad reference card)

• Taxi Lights
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The BC button tracks a localiser backcourse approach. It does not track a normal ILS

properly. You can not select BC and APR together!

The FD button just pops up the localiser, glideslope or Nav 1 bars into your artificial

horizon unit. This is a deluxe way of seeing all the information on one unit.

The UP DN rocker at any time trims your plane for a climb or descent. How many clicks

in or out determines how fast this vertical speed becomes. Each “click” or one press

makes a 100 feet per minute change in vertical speed. If you should hold the rocker down

a rapid climb or descent can be initiated so care must be taken not to put in more input

than the plane is ready to accept. This unit only produces values of 1500 feet per minute

to keep you from doing aerobatics with this knob!

Flaps Unit

This new unit shows the amount of flaps in a range, rather than degrees. Simply press

and hold flap toggle down to keep flaps moving down. Press and hold up to keep flaps

going up. Letting go spring loads the lever to Off or Neutral position. You can visibly see

the range used for takeoffs.

Rudder trim 

Simply press the rudder trim rocker to the left or right to move the indicator to where

you want. It normally defaults to the middle; however, you may want to keep it in the T/O

takeoff position to counteract the torque effect during the departure and climbout.

Switches Row

From left to right are shown your boost pump which is your fuel motor for engine

starting, priming and backup for takeoff and landing. Then you have your standby
vacuum pump, which is electrically operated and powers your artificial horizon should

your main engine driven vacuum pump fail. This is a real good thing to have if engine

failure occurs in clouds, or if, for some reason, a failure of these instruments occurs

related to the vacuum pump. Normally you would just leave this off. Cowl Flaps opens

up vent doors on the engine cowl to cool off the engine compartment. These should be

open (on and up) for takeoff and climb and closed for cruise. If you do takeoff with these

closed, the engine may get near overheat and you’d see that on your engine gauges. Open

these if your engine is getting too hot for any reason. During any landing, good practice is

to open them before hand. Lastly, the AV Master powers your avionics such as radios and

navigation equipment.
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Checklist Section

Starting Engine 

• Press E if you don’t want to do this manually.

• Set parking brake

• Make sure electrical switches and radios are in the OFF position

• Landing gear lever should be DOWN

• Cowl Flaps Open

• Prop full forward

• Throttle _” forward

• Master Switch ON

• Mixture FULL Rich

• Fuel Boost Pump OFF

• Anti-Collision lights ON

• Starter to START

• RPM set via throttle to 750

• Check oil pressure for green arc

• Ammeter Check

• All Engine Gauges Check

Taxiing

• Use rudder to steer with

Pre-Takeoff Check

• Set parking brake

• Prop Full Forward

• Cowl Flaps OPEN

• Engine RPM to 2000

• Magneto check – switching from L to B or R to B should not exceed 150 rpm drop

• Prop Cycle from high to low rpm. Go fast enough to not allow rpm drop to exceed 500!

• Ammeter check 

• Throttle back to 1000 rpm

• Elevator trim to T/O range

• Rudder trim to T/O range

• Check Flaps operation

• Flight Controls free and correct

• Speed brakes test

• Auto Pilot OFF

• External lights as needed

• Oil temp 100’F minimum
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Flight Controls
• Yoke Just pull towards you to bring your nose up, forward to lower the nose. Side to

side makes your aircraft bank towards the direction you’ve moved the yoke.

• Rudder Pedals The Mooney’s pedals are completely standard and easy to use.

Operating Limitations 
Vne (never exceed speed) 195kias

Vra (maximum rough air speed) 174kias

Va (designed manoeuvring speed) 127kias

Vfe (maximum flaps extended speed) 110kias

Vlo (maximum landing gear operating speed for extending gear) 140kias

Vlo (maximum landing gear operating speed for retracting gear) 106kias

Vlo (maximum landing gear operating speed with gear extended) 165kias

Maximum Load Factor Flaps Up +3.8  / -1.5G

Maximum Load Factor Flaps Dn +2.0G / 0.0G

Maximum Takeoff Weight 3,368 lb 

Maximum Landing Weight 3,200 lb 

Basic Operating Weight 2,225 lb 

Maximum Payload 609 lb 

Top Speed 174 kias / 205 ktas 

Max Powered Cruising Speed 174 kias / 205 ktas 

Service Ceiling 25,000 

How to Fly your Mooney TLS Bravo
Once you get into the Mooney you’ll feel like you are inside a sleek sports car. The fit is a

bit tight for any tall person. However, the comfortable bucket seats, carpeting and

advanced instrument panel make up for the lack of room. A sports car isn’t supposed to

be a family car is it? Take a moment to look around. Familiarise yourself with the cockpit

layout and arrangement of the instruments. Notice the large rear windows. It’s great for

the passengers. We get into the details of flying the Mooney in the Descriptive Section.

For now, go on to the Checklist Section.
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Descriptive Section

Flying the Bravo is a fun experience. The aircraft handles much more heavily than the

Piper Arrow but is equally manoeuvrable and nimble. In fact, the Mooney has a feel of

crisp, smooth precision more typical of high-end aircraft. It sits quite squatty to the

ground and during the taxi it bumps and hugs the “road”. The ride is stiff and responsive.

Turning is slightly “spongy” but responsive. It is a fairly heavy aircraft and will feel like

you’re driving around something much larger.

After your preflight checks have been done, align yourself on the active runway and very

slowly add to maximum power, making sure your prop stays full as well. If you add power

too quickly, you can over boost the turbo charger especially if oil temperature is not

above 100F. You will feel a good amount of torque to the left, so some right rudder is

needed. If you set your rudder trim in the proper location, minimal right rudder will be

needed. You will break ground around 70kts or so in a normal takeoff. Flaps are normally

not needed for departure unless a Vx climb out is desired. Gear can go up once a positive

rate of climb is indicated and there’s no foreseen threat to make you want to go back to

the runway. At around 500 feet retract prop for a top-of-the-green climb. Now you actually

have your power set for climb and max cruise. Just adjust pitch for the vertical speed

desired. Monitor all gauges and beware of the engine temperatures and whether or not

cowl flaps should be open or closed. In most cases, keep them open. Make sure landing

lights are out once you are out of populated areas.

In cruise, to avoid excessive fuel flow, lean mixture so that the TIT gauge goes to peak.

TIT is sensitive near peak, so care must be used. Changing altitude may require

readjustment of TIT. Above 12,500 feet you will need to use oxygen but in this simulation,

we recommend not strapping anything to your face. If in warm temperatures aloft, engine

temps run high, you can open cowl flaps slightly. Remember your true airspeed will be

way above what you’re indicating. You may think the Mooney doesn’t look like it’s going

that fast at only 150 kts up high, but that may really be around 200 kts plus true airspeed!

Note your ground speed if you’re flying with little winds aloft, it will verify how fast

you’re going.

On the descent be sure not to reduce power in abrupt amounts. This would shock cool

the turbocharger and result in trouble adding power later on. Keep reductions to a

minimum such as reducing power in 5” increments every 5 minutes or so. If you really

need to “chop and drop”, then use your speedbrakes! That’s what they are for. Mooney

pilots will use speedbrakes to slow down without needing to reduce the throttle!

You should try to get your speed down to 140 kts or so on the downwind. This will

enable you to get the landing gear down. However, if you’re having trouble slowing down

as expected, just use the speedbrakes as needed. Once you’re downwind slower than 140

kts, then you can drop the gear and add wing flaps to the T/O region. Keep your speed

around 110 kts for the remainder of the downwind. On base, you should add another

increment of flaps if needed and target your speed for around 100 kts. On final, keep

around 90kts and then slowly reduce to around 80kts. On short final, full flaps can be

used if the winds are light. Approach speeds will vary but somewhere around 80kts is

good. Any less and the Mooney will sink harder. On a windy day, 90kts may work out

well. Just see what speed keeps you on the approach path the best, with the power

remaining about the same setting. You don’t want to approach with lots of changes to the

power as that’s sloppy procedure. If you’re low or high, then change power somewhat

but don’t chase airspeed with the throttle. Use your pitch for that!
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• CHT 250’F minimum

• Flight Instruments set and checked

Takeoff

• Manifold and Prop to full

• Takeoff speed 50 to 60kts

Climb

• Once positive rate of climb, GEAR UP, FLAPS UP

• RPM and manifold pressure back to top of green

• Climb at forward speed desired (usually 120kias, but as slow as 105 for Vy best rate climb)

• External lights as needed

• Cowl Flaps OPEN always, unless a cruise, high forward speed climb is used, then

maybe CLOSED

Cruising

• Power set for 34”, 2400 rpm maximum or top of greens if high altitude cruising is

expected

• Set rpm at top of green or slightly less, manifold at top of green

• Adjust mixture to peak T.I.T. value

• True airspeed varies greatly with altitude, but the higher you fly, the higher this

number is. It tops out at around 220kts tas in the “flight levels” above 20,000 feet

Landing

• Fuel Pump ON

• Cowl Flaps OPEN

• External lights as needed

• Gear DN once under 140kias

• Mixture RICH

• Wing Flaps to T/O range on downwind and base legs

• Wing Flaps to FULL down at pilot’s discretion on short final when speed is under 110kias

• Approach speed around 80kts in most cases

• Prop to Max Rpm once power reduction on short final is made

After Landing

• Flaps UP

• External lighting as needed

• Fuel Pump OFF

Engine Shutdown

• Parking Brake ON

• Power to idle for 5 minutes prior to shutdown to let turbocharger cool down

• Electrical equipment OFF (lights, radios etc.)

• Mixture LEAN CUT-OFF
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BEECHJET 400A

The most advanced aircraft in the entire Flight Unlimited line is our brand new BeechJet

400A. The BeechJet was born out of the Mitsubishi Diamond 1A, a popular business jet of

the 1970s. Bought out by Raytheon®/Beechcraft, the Diamond was upgraded with

advanced avionics and more powerful engines. We are excited to bring you an aircraft

with so many new technological improvements over the original Flight Unlimited aircraft.

With the jet come three “glass cockpit” cathode ray tubes chock full of instrumentation

and information to make the flight experience more realistic than ever before. A real

BeechJet 400A was used extensively for our research, photos, recordings and actual flight!

We chose the BeechJet as our flagship because of several reasons. It has great short field

capability. It can easily be operated to and from 3000 foot airstrips. There are many of

those in the FlightIII region. Secondly, it’s fairly small and doesn’t have difficult flying

characteristics. Lastly, at the time of our production, no other flight simulation had a

BeechJet and we thought it would be fun to introduce all the sim-corporate pilots and

Flight Unlimited fans to our new jet!

Experience the thrill of true high altitude flight with our new aerodynamic and

atmospheric models of high altitude flight and sky rendering. Learn to fly using digital

displays for airspeed, altitude, climb rates, artificial horizon, heading, navigation

equipment and an actual moving map. Experience the thrill of dodging convective

weather with the first truly operational weather radar display for a PC flight sim! Best of

all, you’ll learn how to fly a jet, one of the most rewarding and challenging ways to fly.

Specifications
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The flare will require the “heavier aircraft” technique. Just come in with some power on

and don’t cut the power to idle or you’re sure to sink hard onto the runway. Only in the

final moments of the flare should you cut power. The flare and settle down to the runway

should occur around 70 kts or so.

The important things to remember about the Mooney are:

• Treat the engine with great care, don’t be rough with the power

• Don’t attempt to slow down by idling the engine on descents that will cause damage.

Use your speedbrakes a lot if necessary

Upon touchdown just add brakes as needed. The Mooney sits well on its main wheels, so

not much forward tilt will occur when brakes are used. Retract flaps only if rapid braking

is needed, as this will “throw” more weight on the mains.

Due to the squatty gear and overall expense of parts for the Mooney, we recommend

making really smooth landings or don’t make them at all! Practice plenty before having

other flight-simmers over to watch your Mooney techniques!

We want to thank the folks at Annistech in Cambridge, MA for letting them use their

brand new Mooney TLS Bravo in our research. Thanks also goes to the great group of

guys at East Coast Aviation of Hanscom field in Bedford, MA for their help and especially

to Mr. Adam Harris for taking us flying in the Mooney.
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Cockpit

The BeechJet cockpit was made for two pilots to operate with ease. The layout is compact

enough and easy enough for one pilot to safely fly the jet. Good side visibility comes from

the side windows. Forward visibility is fairly poor due to the high instrument panel glare

shield (typical of jets) and low sloping ceiling. There is no rear view as you’d be looking

at a door or passenger cabin behind you. In this 3D view you have access to the throttles,

flaps and landing gear. The glass tube displays shows airspeed, altitude, attitude and

vertical speed. You have to climb over the centre console to get into your seat!

The BeechJet panel is loaded with goodies. In addition to the glass tubes, which contain

most information, you’ll see radios, landing gear and flap levers, an auto-pilot, warning

lights and trimming unit. There is an overhead panel that can be accessed by “hitting” the

bottom of that panel which is shown hanging down above the centre post. This overhead

panel controls fuel and engine pumps as well as external lighting options. The best thing

is to break the panel down into all its components and we’ll do that below.
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Dimensions 

Length 48’ 5” 

Height 13’ 11” 

Wing Span 43’ 6” 

Weights

Gross Weight 16,300 lb 

Maximum Takeoff Weight 16,100 lb

Maximum Landing Weight 15,700 lb

Basic Operating Weight 10,850 lb 

Maximum Payload 2,150 lb

Maximum Fuel Capacity 818 gal (4,912lb)

Performance

Average Fuel Burn Rate 600 pph EACH engine 

Max Range 1,669 nm 

Top Speed 320 kias / 465 ktas / M.78

Average Takeoff Speed 120 kias 

Average Landing Speed 114 kias 

Glide Speed 170 kias 

Service Ceiling 45,000 ft 

Maximum Rate of Climb 5000 fpm 

Average Rate of Climb 2100 fpm 

Stall Speed (Flaps Up) 88 kias 

Stall Speed (Flaps Dn) 73 kias 

Powerplant

Engine Type Pratt & Whitney Canada / JT15D-5

Turbofans 

Engine Power 2,965 lb thrust each 
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nearby. Usually they are turned on when nearing the runway and shut off when vacating

the runway after arrival.

The ROTAT BCN is your rotating beacon. This is the red tail light. Not all of these are truly

rotating, some do, some don’t. Some just flash on and off. In any event, you should have

this switched on any time you are going to run the engines. So, before engine start up make

sure this is on, as airport ground personnel have become used to this as a signal that your

engines are about to be operated. On the BeechJet this light is on the top of the tail only.

The TAIL FLOOD illuminates the tail fin as seen from the sides. This is an option on most

planes and may not be activated on your particular aircraft.

The WING INSP is your wing inspection light. This activates a small light beam from the

sides of the aircraft to the leading edges of the wings. This is to check for visible icing at

night.

RECOG is a recognition light that is forward facing from the tail fin. It is used as added

extra collision avoidance and is on whenever the NAV lights are activated. In this plane we

hard wired the switch to the NAV lights per Looking Glass Aviation policy.

The landing lights are toggled on and off by using the “3 bump” switches. Off is down

and On is up. When the switch is thrown up, the landing lights open from the nose of the

aircraft and drop into place. As the lights illuminate, the corresponding lamp activates on

the overhead panel as well. You can turn each on separately or together. Due to the feeble

doors and the lights themselves, the landing lights have a speed restriction of 200kts.

Don’t break them off! If you want the lights to flash or pulse on and off for added

collision avoidance, just toggle them by hitting SHIFT-L. You notice the indicators flashing

as do the actual landing lights themselves. Use of this feature is an added option on

bizjets these days and is now popular due to increased awareness in high traffic areas.

Obviously this is used during daylight, as landing with the pulsing lights would be more

difficult than when they are on steady.

The A/C turns on your climate control. This is air conditioning and heat, as well as

window defrosting. When using this, some engine power may be reduced, so if you need

maximum thrust on takeoff, don’t use this feature.

ANTI ICE either prevents icing on the wings or remove what has accumulated. This all

takes a while, so be prepared for a good 5 minutes to pass before improvements are seen

if your wings have iced up. Normally, use this before entering cold clouds.

The IGNITION panel is for “backup” for the most part. It is a steady state firing of sparks

into the fuel flow instead of the once only firing during startup on the ground. If you turn

this on you are running the igniters “in the background” so to speak. Pilots use this

during takeoff or landing as a precaution for actual engine failure, just like small aircraft

pilots run fuel pumps. This ignition should be used also during heavy precipitation and

icing conditions where engine “flameouts” can occur.
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Unique Instruments, Equipment & Operation
The following are all the new instrumentation and systems for your aircraft.

Overhead Panel Switches 

This master panel is “pulled down” and hidden away by touching the lower portion  or

the ribbed area in the upper right hand corner. This controls all your external lighting,
engine pumps, air conditioning, anti-icing and battery master. Let’s take a look at

each section.

The radio master controls all avionics (with exception to exterior lights) and battery for

the aircraft. You need to toggle this switch on to have operation of

• Engine starting using battery (with exception to in air startups)

• Glass EFIS display tubes on main panel

• Autopilot 

• Electric Trim Unit

• Landing Gear

• Radios (Nav and Comm)

• Fuel Flow and quantity

When toggled on, a red lamp illuminates signifying its operation.

This panel controls all your important exterior lighting options. The NAV lights are your

red and green wingtip position lights. They should be activated anytime you’re operating

in the dark or operating in poor weather during the day.

The ANTI-COLL switch is for your anti-collision lighting. These operate the powerful

strobes on each wingtip. These should be on from takeoff through landing. These are

your most noticeable lights on the plane and are the best defence you have for collision

avoidance “see and be seen” practice. These can be seen from miles away even in bright

sunlight. Most pilots don’t use them on the ramp at night as they can blind other pilots
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The thrust reverser lights are very important. When your main wheels are on the ground

and you unlock the reversers via the keypad [*] key, these lights illuminate. This means

the hydraulic actuators have opened the buckets on the engine(s) you selected. This

creates some drag and some vibrations.

You now have control over the reverse power output. Advancing the throttles as you

normally would results in the exhaust being vented forward of the engine. This rapidly

slows you down. During this stage, the deploy light illuminates. During this operation to

slow down after landing, make sure both sets of lights come on. If there is a problem a

light may not come on. If only one side of reverse were to operate, you could have

directional control problems if you don’t take action to correct the adverse yaw. During

the deploy stage, it is normal to have a lot of vibration and noise.

If any engine should overheat to the point that the sensor thinks a fire has begun, the fire

bell sounds and this light flashes on and off. Normally, you would just shut down the

engine that’s on fire and hope that the wind blows it out. By cutting the fuel flow, this

normally happens and if the fire goes out the alarm and light go out. But, if the fire does

not go out after engine shutdown, you must take further action. Pressing the flashing light

of the selected engine discharges the extinguishing agent and put out the fire and flame

out the engine. When the fire is out and or you discharge the bottle, the horn and light

go out. Just keep in mind that you have only one “fire bottle” and if you use it up, you

have no more. In rare instances, the fire may still be burning, so other methods may be

needed to ensure safety of the aircraft if all else fails. This is almost impossible, as long as

all fuel is cutoff to that engine.

The stall warning comes on when nearing a stall. It is accompanied by an electronic horn

as well as this flashing light.

This is your angle of attack. This is the representation of a number of units above your

zero angle of attack. When approaching a stall, you’re at a high angle of attack. This
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BOOST PUMPs should be left in AUTO all the time. The lights illuminate showing you’re

in auto mode. Shutting them off will not hurt much, but if for some reason fuel flows are

weak or sporadic in nature, you could have engine failure. Note that engine startups can

be done with this switch off.

FUEL TRANS is your fuel transfer control. Normally, keeping the switches in AUTO keeps

both tanks draining equally.

The MASTER CAUTION RESET and MASTER WARNING RESET buttons serve a couple of

functions. If there is anything minor that goes wrong with your aircraft, the caution light

illuminates. The following may trip the caution light:

• Electrical system running too low 

• Autopilot failure

• Trim failure

• Pitot-static instruments failure (airspeed, vertical speed, altitude)

• AOA – angle of attack failure

• Any other glass tube function like radar, map etc.

If this light comes on, just try to find out what went wrong. But rest assured, it’s nothing

critical. Just hit reset to extinguish the light.

The Warning light is much more serious. This may indicate failure of:

• Flap motors and flaps

• Landing gear systems

• Engine Failure

• Reverse thrust bucket becoming unlocked or deployed while airborne

• Fuel quantity approaching 200 lbs per engine or less

• Engine Fire detected

When you desire, you can put out the light by pressing the reset button.

This button illuminates all the lights on the panel. It also goes through an alarm test such

as stall and fire. The fire buttons flashes as they normally do. The Autopilot and landing

gear lights all come on. Thrust reverser lights are shown as well as overhead switches

illuminating. Just press again to end the self test. This is great to impress any non-

flightsimmers in the room!
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all options ON diagram

Mach Speed Indicator shows the airspeed of your jet in relation to the speed of sound in

a percentage. In this example it is 45% the speed of sound. Use this as your cruising

speed indication when above FL 200, as indicated airspeed is unreliably slow at high

altitudes. The BeechJet cruises at M.76 which is 76% of M1.0. At sea level, M1.0 is around

700 mph, but you can’t fly that fast anyway! Mach speed is shown only when you’re flying

above M.40. Most airliners fly between M.74 and M.86. Normal climb speed for the

BeechJet is around M.65 or 300kts below 20,000 feet.
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would be the yellow range. Stalling would be in the red. On approach in a jet, you’re

slightly nose up and your flight path is down much more than at higher speeds, so angle

of attack would be up a few notches on approach. As long as you’re not in the yellow,

you’re okay.

The Digital RMI is used to orient yourself with the number 1 or number 2 VOR and your

NDB station. It’s very simple and easy to use. As you fly along, the RMI compass rose

shows your aircraft’s heading. The double arrowed needle points to whichever VOR you

have selected it to sense. You use the knob below to select either NAV 1 or NAV 2 for the

signal. The other, single arrowed needle is the ADF you’ve selected. Now, you can have

either knob point to an ADF or VOR signal. Just twist either knob to what you want and

the selection is shown right above it. Now you can get your “to” and “from” bearings by

looking at the head or tail of each needle. This gauge shows instant position of where you

are because you can read to or from the arrows right on the compass ring. There is no

way of tuning an exact radial as in a classic VOR unit. If you  want to fly to one of these

stations just turn the aircraft towards the arrowhead desired.

actual display used in the aircraft

The Primary Flight Display is the “meat and potatoes” of the entire aircraft. This shows

you everything most conventional aircraft have on their entire panel! Everything is

arranged in an easy to use format and once you’re used to this, you’ll wish you had it in

your Piper Arrow. However, the cost of an EFIS system runs in the 100’s of thousands of

dollars – many times the cost of one small plane. Someday displays like this will be in all

aircraft once the cost of this technology and the demand call for it. Let’s break down each

part in detail.
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compass rose is your selected heading bug accessed by the HDG knob. If the autopilot is

in HDG mode, it turns the aircraft to where you have the red marker set. If NAV is set on

the autopilot, the aircraft tracks to intercept the radial set on the CDI.

Decision Height DH is the altitude above ground you want to set  for the visual alarm.

You can set this through 2500 feet but normally is used for low IFR approaches under

1000 feet AGL. The visual alarm is a flashing DH number instead of steady state. In some

aircraft a tone may be heard as well. You access this via the DH knob.

Marker Information This shows your traditional OM, MM and IM in colour and tone.
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Indicated Airspeed works just like any other aircraft. This vertical bar scrolls in an 80kt

range and the stall speed and overspeed ranges are shown in “barber pole” format. The

yellow triangle is your current speed and the red marker is the speed to which you have

set your AS knob to. If you have engaged the autopilot, this knob’s movement makes the

throttles spool up or down to achieve the targeted speed. Remember IAS is unreliably

slow above 20,000 feet, so just use Mach speed as a reference. If you want true airspeed

you can get it off the number two CRT to your right.

Navigation Display This unit combines the traditional H.S.I. and your course heading

and distance to the NAV 1 station, your aircraft’s heading via the red HDG number as well

as the value shown on the compass rose right under the white upside-down triangle. The

H.S.I. has a green arrow, which is your NAV 1 needle, a blue arrow, which is NAV 2 and a

red arrow, which is your ADF pointer. The white triangle is the TO / FROM triangle in

traditional H.S.I. form. The CDI (clear dots) is there as well, showing 2 degree increments

off your selected radial. The CDI moves via the CDI knob. The red marker sitting on the
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The Artificial Horizon Indicator is your main reference for orientation when flying in

IFR weather. You see your “classic” horizon line, aircraft’s attitude wings in yellow and

the flight director wings in red. The flight director wings are done by the autopilot and

they turn, climb and descend to the correct pitch, bank or both to “get” the aircraft to the

correct attitude needed for changes. In other words, these red wings are where you or the

autopilot should steer the plane to go to the new attitude you want. So, if you select the

autopilot to climb, the flight director wings move up a few degrees, showing you the

pitch the plane goes to, to make the climb. If a turn is made via the HDG knob, these

wings bank over to the appropriate bank angle. Even if you’re hand flying, the flight

director is working to show you where to “fit your wings”. In addition, you see the

standard pitch ladder in degrees of pitch. The scale is in increments of 2, with only 10

degrees showing. At the bottom of the ladder is your height above ground or radio
altimeter. This is most handy when landing as you know the exact height remaining

below your main tires! You can make a great flare when you see only 10 feet left! On the

top you’ll see the classic arc of degrees indicating bank angle with the 45 degree bank

diamonds. The right hand margin shows your ILS glideslope with the green diamond

being the actual GS signal beam in relation to your aircraft’s height. This works as a

conventional unit does.

These are the Command Knobs for the Primary Flight Display. Twirling the AS knob

changes your airspeed “go to” pointer. Below 20,000 feet the selected numbers are in

knots indicated airspeed (IAS). Above 20,000 feet the selected numbers switch to Mach

number. The HDG controls the heading bug. The CDI spins the OBS (omni bearing

selector) display and the H.S.I. DH toggles the DH readout you want a reminder for. ALT
selects another altitude you want to go to.
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Altitude Information The red number on top the vertical tape shows the altitude you

selected via your ALT knob. This is the altitude the autopilot has locked onto when you

hit ALT or the new number you “twirled” in via the ALT knob. It also shows you the

altitude the plane is climbing or descending to. It is a handy reminder. When approaching

this number you hear a tone and the number flashes. If you twist in a new altitude, the

autopilot assumes a gentle 1000 feet per minute rate and lock the VS to that value.

However, you can adjust this yourself by unlocking VS on the autopilot, manually

trimming the plane to the rate of vertical speed you want, then hitting the VS lock again.

Now the plane climbs or descends at that value. The vertical tape shows your altitude in

increments of 20 feet. The yellow brackets are fixed and show your current altitude.

The Vertical Speed Indicator displays from zero to 4,000 feet per minute in either

direction. The green arrow and corresponding digital number show the same thing. The

digital number is in digits of 100. For example, a 3.3 would be 3,300 feet per minute.

Normal climb and descent rates are around 2000 feet per minute but can vary greatly

depending on altitude and weight of the aircraft.
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ALT makes the aircraft do one of two things:

1. Lock altitude you’re currently passing through and level the plane off by itself at that

altitude OR

2. By keeping it engaged you let the autopilot now follow whatever altitude is set by

turning the ALT knob and its corresponding readout above the altitude ladder on the

PFD

APR lets the aircraft “hand fly” an instrument approach all by itself! You must engage this

while tracking towards and ILS Localiser beam at less than 45 degrees to the inbound

course, in order for the unit to work correctly. You must also be within 500 feet of the

glideslope’s initial intercept altitude for the unit to work correctly. If you are within these

ranges, engaging the unit does the following:

• Maintains the present altitude the aircraft is at or has been set to go to via the ALT

knob until a glideslope beam is detected. When the GS beam comes to the altitude

you’re at, the ALT hold function disconnects and the aircraft starts down on its own

following the GS beams rate of descent

• Disconnects any HDG functions if on and turn the plane to automatically track the

localiser’s beam inbound. The APR function only works on a LOC and NOT a VOR.

• Whenever APR is engaged and tracking inbound, the autopilot does not use ALT, HDG,

LVL, _, or NAV functions. You can still use SPD and FD functions however.

Note: the APR function does not know when to disconnect. The sensitivity of any LOC

beam increases as you get closer. Below normal ILS minimums (200 AGL) the aircraft may

wing rock and pitch excessively to keep on the approach. The autopilot keeps following

the signal all the way into the runway pavement. THIS IS NOT AN AUTOLANDING

SYSTEM. Most pilots let the autopilot do the approach to minimums, then slap off the AP

command bar and hand fly the rest of the way. This is the farthest any cautious pilot

would let an autopilot control the aircraft! Also, strong turbulence and crosswinds can

confuse the autopilot. If the weather is stormy, don’t use it! Autopilots have been known

to snap wings off aircraft. If you’re in high speed cruise and hit massive updrafts, the

autopilot powerfully lowers the nose to keep the same altitude if you have that function

engaged. In doing so, it is possible to exceed the G’s normally designed for the aircraft. It

is conceivable that in a violent thunderstorm with the ALT mode on, the autopilot could

cause in-flight structural failure of the aircraft. So in other words, IN A THUNDERSTORM

MAKE SURE ALT MODE IS OFF and hand fly yourself through the wrath!

NAV just lets the aircraft attempt to track to or from any VOR signal that ‘s placed in the

NAV1 slot.

SPD controls the auto-throttle function. Hitting this locks your current speed for the first

time and then enable it to follow any speed selected via the ASP knob. Unselecting this

button kills the auto-throttles. You would have to engage it again to use it.

Note: you can do an auto-throttle takeoff. While sitting on the runway, with the AP

command switch ON, hit the SPD button. It “locks” your current speed of 0. Now, the

throttles are awaiting your twisting in a new speed via the AS knob. Twist in 220kts and

those throttles are going to rapidly move forward to climb thrust (there is a limit so max

power can not be obtained by auto-throttle). Just be aware that in an emergency abort

you must snap off the AP or SPD command before gaining the hand throttles back again!

Also, if you dial in only 120kts by accident, your acceleration goes quickly and then power

rapidly reduces as you hit 120kts! You see what can happen to you now don’t you? 
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The autopilot is your friend. Once the excitement of hand flying diminishes on long

trips, you’ll always want to use it. There are reasons why pilots use their autopilots much

more than hand fly.

1. It controls the aircraft with far greater precision than any human can do.

2. It reacts so much faster to oncoming attitude changes than you can.

3. It trims nicely for you, so when you do disconnect, the plane’s trimmed for your hand

flying!

4. It keeps you free to look for other traffic and gives you time to prepare for demanding

IFR.

5. It really impresses non-pilots.

In the BeechJet, the autopilot is easy to use. The main command is the horizontal slider

that goes up to activate the system in AP mode. This is the main on/off switch and

shutting the unit off disconnects all functions that were on. Turning the system on does

not engage any individual functions. The YD next to it is the Yaw Damper control which

when activated keeps the jet from yawing or wallowing about its horizontal axis. Swept

wings tend to make a plane yaw at certain times and this basically controls rudder

automatically to compensate. In terms of this simulation, it basically links rudder to

aileron inputs whether or not you have separate pedals installed. The electric trim unit

works like the “Coolie Hat” on your joystick. It can be pressed in either pitch or bank

direction to trim the aircraft more precisely and take the pressures off your hands if

you’re hand flying. As in Flight Unlimited II, it also controls the ] and SHFT < OR SHFT

> keys for rudder and pitch trim.

The other functions are press keys that light up and perform the following functions

when engaged.

HDG makes the aircraft steer to where your HDG bug is set on the PFD display compass

rose.

1 / 2 tells the plane to no longer make standard 3 degrees per second turn rates. This

makes the autopilot turn the plane at only 1.5 degrees per second. You would use this at

high speeds where the aircraft would bank steeply to qualify for a 3 degree per second

turn rate. This would frighten passengers, so up in the flight levels at full speed, you may

want to use the “half bank” feature.

VS is the vertical speed lock. Engaging this while climbing or descending makes the

aircraft hold this rate of vertical speed. It enables you to go “hands free” if you need a

faster rate than the standard 1000 feet per minute the ALT changing knob provides. Note:

as you climb higher the performance decreases. 4000 feet per minute near the ground

may no longer work at 30,000 feet so by keeping this function locked, you could

suddenly stall the aircraft!

LVL keeps the wings level and locked on the horizon. That is all this does. You don’t need

this function if using the HDG bug method of controlling heading.
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shuts on or off any airports located within your radius chosen. NAV shuts on or off any

navaids located within your radius chosen. If you’re trying to fly in a small range and

there’s too much “clutter” around you, these buttons can come in handy.

weather radar showing storms and lightning strokes ahead

WX turns on a very powerful onboard doppler weather radar. By activating this button,

you’re scanning the sky in about a 60 degree angle to either side, in front of your aircraft.

The radar shows level of precipitation intensity in a colour code. Green is light to

moderate precipitation. Yellow is generally heavy and red is extreme. The most

dangerous weather is thunderstorms. These may exist as only green but usually show

yellow and sometimes red. Efforts should be made to avoid flying through all colours but

green. Yellow or higher could mean violent updrafts, downdrafts and possible hail. Red

would definitely mean violent up and downdrafts and very intense precipitation (usually

rain or hail). With only 3 scales, red has been saved for the absolute worst – perhaps a

45,000 foot storm or greater! You can fly in rain or snow and not see it on radar. Snow,

especially does not show up well. If the snow is particularly heavy, you may see green

splotches only. In snow, any yellow ahead could mean hail because there would be no

rain at high altitudes where it’s too cold. You can have thunderstorms in snow but it is

rare.

Lightning strokes are displayed via small + symbols over the display. Usually they are

concentrated near thunderstorms and visible precipitation but not always. You could have

lightning strokes showing up over green areas or no areas. A cluster of strokes most

definitely means business. One or two stragglers may be just erroneous information. The

best method for dodging convective weather is to “steer clear” of the clustered areas of

lightning. Each lightning  stroke is stored onscreen for 5 minutes and then disappears to

help keep the display up-to-date.

In using weather radar remember it can only see in that 120 degree arc in front of your

aircraft. Good procedure means you’ll avoid all precipitation and lightning if practical. In

FlightIII we have replicated actual precipitation echoes to match where the rain and snow

is outside your window! If you travel into heavy precipitation, you likely see it on your

windshield. While this may be tantalising for thrill seekers, we have included accurate

levels of violence for thunderstorms. The tender days of Flight Unlimited II storms are

over. You’d best bring a crash helmet if you choose to be so foolish!
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FD either turns off or on the flight director wings in the AHI. It’s the closest thing you’ll

get to a simple old-fashioned artificial horizon in the BeechJet, if all this new fangled

technology frightens you! The flight director bars are only “where you should place the

plane to go where you want to go” guidance wings. That’s all they do.

all modes engaged picture

Multi-Function Display:This innovative gadget is easy to use and provides the pilot with

a host of available information.

Across the top of the screen is your true airspeed shown in knots. This shows how fast

you’re actually moving through the air and is computed using air density, pressure and

temperature. This changes as you fly through different atmospheric conditions so can not

be accurately used as your primary airspeed indication. But you’ll note it can be double

the indicated airspeed. In cruise, the BeechJet should be going between 420 and 460 kts

true airspeed.

Groundspeed is your speed across the ground. In a no winds aloft situation, it would be

close to your airspeed all the time. But this is rarely the case as you almost always have

some headwind or tailwind. Your groundspeed is used in calculating time en route to

waypoints and airports. Think of this as the speed your shadow is going over the houses

below!

OAT is the air temperature sensed outside the aircraft. When below 32F, you could have

icing if you’re flying in clouds.

WPT shows what waypoint is selected. You can only select one waypoint via the triangle

keys. Only available airports and navaids in the Flight Unlimited system are shown. When

selecting one, the corresponding BRG shows you the heading to fly in order to get there.

The DIST shows how far you have left to go in nautical miles (nm) and the TTG is your

“time to go” to the station shown in hours, minutes and seconds.

Below the line is your 360 degree radius circle around you. This is where the moving

map, or “GPS” is shown. By toggling the + or - key you select either 5, 15, 25, 50, 75, or

100 nm around your aircraft. You see this shown in the upper corner of the display. By

using the arrow keys you can scroll through the list of available navaids and airport 3-

letter identifiers. Whichever one you choose is shown in the main display window. AIR
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The flaps panel is easy as pie. The top shows the indicator window that shows the

number of degrees you have the flaps set to. This is the actual position of the flaps. The

bottom panel is just the flaps lever where you select the flaps position. Normally, 0 is

used for most takeoffs. During a short field or obstacle departure, you can use up to 20

degrees of flaps to lower your liftoff speed by 10 kts or so. Landings are best done at full

flaps, unless strong crosswinds are evident.

The Trim Indicators work just as in Flight Unlimited II. The green bands are neutral. Use

the “hat switch” on the autopilot unit to activate the trims and use these windows to

position them the way you want. Pitch trim is also the [ key and the ] key . The Rudder

trim is the SHFT < and the SHFT > keys.

The SPDBK toggle controls your speedbrakes. They can also be called spoilers. In the

BeechJet you only have “spoilerons” to control roll as you don’t have true ailerons. In any

event, toggling this lever up pops the spoilerons on each wing into the up position. This

adds drag to the point where a descent occurs. It also prevents speed from building up

on the aircraft when a rapid descent is performed. These are used often, as the sleek

design of the aircraft does not allow it to slow down very well until flaps and gear are

added. Speedbrakes can be used at all speeds while flaps and gear are for slow flying only.

The ATC speed restriction of 250 kts below 10,000 feet is a good example of when to use

speedbrakes. Even with power at idle, a descent at 300 kts or greater requires you to pop

the speedbrakes when closing in on 10,000 feet. It should be noted, speedbrakes do

create some added vibrations and rumbling in the cabin, so don’t use them too often if

your passengers are nervous flyers to start with! Upon landing, after main wheel

touchdown, toggle the speedbrakes up. This dumps lift and help slow the aircraft down.
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Engine Gauges Stack is centrally located for quick reference. The top row shows your

primary fan speed or N1 speed. The second row shows your interstage turbine

temperature (ITT) and the third row is your everyday oil pressure and temperature dials.

The fan gauge is your reference for setting the aircraft’s power. Think of it as RPM if you

like. The redline is maximum and should not be exceeded, unless a special takeoff or go-

around dictates the use of max power. In any event, prolonged use in the red is to be

avoided. This scale is the percentage of designed 100% rpm. The digital display gives you

a decimal readout of the same values.

The ITT is the interstage turbine temperature that is an average temperature of all

thermocouples inside the engine and exhaust regions. All you need to be concerned with

is keeping the needles out of the yellow or red zones.

The Oil Gauge is very important. On the left is the temperature range and the right is the

pressure for each engine. As in any aircraft, this is your first indication of upcoming

engine trouble. Usually engines quit when starved of oil, which would be shown by high

temperatures and low pressures.

The Fuel Row from left to right shows the total fuel quantity, fuel flow for the left engine

and fuel flow for the right engine. The total quantity gauge shows the left and right

tank’s percentage of total with digital readouts indicating the exact lbs of fuel in each

tank. Each tank holds 2700 lbs of fuel and the digits go from 0 to 27 showing value in

hundreds of pounds. The fuel flow shows the rate of fuel consumption for each engine.

Normal cruise burn at 39,000 feet is around 500 pph each engine. This would be shown

with the needle on the 5. Naturally, a climbout at low altitude burns much more fuel than

when at altitude at cruise power.
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Thrust reversers are only used on the landing rollout to slow yourself down rapidly. In

most cases, the power output is great enough to negate the use of toe brakes. Upon

touchdown and nosewheel contact on the runway, unlock and deploy reversing power.

Usually you use max reverse power. In some cases of long runways or airports where

noise is a concern, less than full can be used but you may need brakes then to stop.

Reversing causes a great deal of rumbling and noise from the cabin and is very loud from

the outside. Use reverse down to 50 to 60kts only, then manual brakes from thereafter.

Using reverse to lower speeds only increases the likelihood that debris is sucked up and

around the engines, causing damage. Never use reverse thrust on the BeechJet for

backing up. The price of Flight Unlimited III does not include the cost of a new jet

engine.

The landing gear panel is standard for any aircraft. This shows the gear going down.

This shows the gear after locking in the down position. If the gear is up, all lights are out.

Your radio stack is slightly newer than some. From top to bottom you have the COMM,

NAV1, NAV2, ADF and TRANSPONDER rows of entry. To change a frequency, just either

click on the row of digits you want to change and type in a new number (like in Flight II)
or hit the small right hand row button to select that row and then “spin” the correct

frequency in by using the knob. The big inner knob controls to the left of the decimal and

the little knob controls to the right. To activate using the mouse, the left mouse key

dragged to the left decreases digits, to the right increases. The right mouse key in the

same order works the right hand numbers! We hope you like the new radio interface! You

can only “edit” the row that is highlighted. NAV1 can be used for VOR and ILS but NAV 2

is only VOR.

engine starter selected left engine

The engine start panel contains three main components. The electronic engine
controllers or EECs located on the top. The tiny push buttons should remain in. This

controls and regulates the amount of fuel being pumped into the engines. It keeps “heavy
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The Engine Power Levers or throttles make it all happen. Combined on the unit are the

Thrust Reverser Levers. Let’s explain each.

The engine power levers work like any pair of throttles. Pushing forward adds thrust

while pulling them back reduces power. For takeoffs, push them almost all the way up,

careful not to hit redline on the rpm gauges. Upon the flare, cut them to idle. You can

operate one engine’s power output one at a time by pushing on the appropriate throttle

or by selecting SHIFT E. Just remember in a jet, the turbofan engines take a while to

react, so moving the power is not as instantaneous as in a propeller driven aircraft!

The thrust reversers are a bit more complex. To operate the thrust reversers, you must

“unlock” each one first. There is a safety in that you can’t unlock a reverse thrust bucket

unless you  right click on either of the reverser handles. You can also hit keypad [*] to

unlock each reverser or both together. Which ones unlock depends on if you have both or

separate engines toggled or not.

You deploy the reversers after they are unlocked by increasing thrust. The corresponding

deploy light illuminates. You should operate both at the same time, so it’s easiest to do

this by having both engines linked and pushing forward on your joystick’s throttle per

normal movement. The reversers are still activated, so you’re not using normal power

now. Whichever way you choose to use the reversers is up to you, but until you lock

them, any throttle movements are in reverser mode. To lock or stow the reverser buckets

again, just bring power to “idle” if using normal throttle movement or slide each lever

back up towards the fullest extent of the travel for the reverser levers. Hit the keypad [*]

key again to stow the reversers and resume normal throttle usage and forward thrust.

figure shows actual thrust reverser usage after a landing
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Operating Limitations
Vmo (maximum operating speed) (SL – 8,000 ft) 264kias

Vmo (maximum operating speed) (8,000 to 11,000 ft) 320kias

Vmo (maximum operating speed) (11,000 to 26,000 ft) 320kias

Vmo (maximum operating speed) (above 26,000 ft) M.78

Maximum operating altitude 45,000ft

Va (designed manoeuvring speed) 127kias

Vfe (maximum flaps 10 extended speed) 200kias

Vfe (maximum flaps 30 extended speed) 165kias

Vlo (maximum landing gear operating speed) 200kias

Vmc (minimum controllable airspeed with only one engine running) 89kias

Vtire (maximum speed for tires to operate on ground) 165ktas

Maximum takeoff weight 16,300lb

Maximum landing weight 15,700lb

Maximum Load Factor Flaps Up +3.2  / -1.0G

Maximum Load Factor Flaps Dn +2.0G / 0.0G

How to Fly your BeechJet 400A
This one takes practice. Jet flying is an entirely different feel than flying a small general

aviation aircraft. You must learn to think way ahead of the aircraft and get used to

travelling checkpoints or VORs three to four times faster than you have before. You’ll also

be seeing the world way below you as you sit up high in the deep blue skies.

We get into the details of flying the BeechJet in the Descriptive Section. For now, go on

to the Checklist Section.

Checklist Section

Starting Engine 

• Press E if you don’t want to do this manually.

• Set parking brake

• Battery / Radio Master switch ON from overhead panel

• WX radar OFF

• Press Test warnings and lights from glareshield

• Nav lights ON if needed for night or dark weather

• Rotating Beacon ON

• Engine EEC buttons check IN

• Engine starter select toggle L or R

• Engine starter button for the same engine IN (verify light is now on)

• Overhead panel fuel boost pump light is now ON

• Engine should be heard winding up
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handed” pilots from flaming out engines or boosting them over limits. It’s basically a

“smoother-outer” computer. Punching out these buttons could lead to flameouts, power

surges etc. The yellow starter buttons drives the starter motors, activate the fuel boost

pumps and cause the engine to fire up automatically. The starter lights glow on when this

sequence is initiated. You select which engine to start via the engine select toggles. You

can start either engine first, but not both together. When done starting engines, place the

toggle in the off position. When this happens, the yellow starter buttons goes out and so

do the boost pumps from the overhead panel. You’re done. Use the starting checklist for

exact procedure to follow.

showing the starter lights engaged

The clock has been enhanced as well. You can “edit” the time by clicking into the clock

and entering the local time you want. This effects your daylight effects! You have a handy

stopwatch on the right. Clicking into this region resets the timer.

Switches not shown on Panel

• Interior Panel back lighting & rear cabin nightlights [J] (refer to keypad reference card)

• Pulsing landing lights [shft-L] (refer to keypad reference card)

• Engine Control [shft-E] and cutoff [ctrl-E]

Flight Controls
• Yoke Just pull towards you to bring your nose up, forward to lower the nose. Side to

side makes your aircraft bank towards the direction you’ve moved the yoke.

• Rudder Pedals The Beechjet’s pedals are completely standard and easy to use.
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Cruising

• High Speed Cruise power set between 97% at FL300 to 104% at FL430 (TAS ranges

from 462 to 426 respectively)

• Long Range Cruise power set between 86% at FL300 to 100% at FL430 (TAS ranges

from 347 to 414 respectively)

Landing

• Keep speed below 200kts on downwind

• Landing lights ON if desired

• Flaps 10 when abeam airport area

• Gear DN

• Overhead Ignitions ON 

• Yaw Damper OFF

• Flaps 20 and 150kias on base

• Flaps 30 and normal approach speed on final

• Final Approach Speed is as low as 95kias at light weights and as high as 120kias at

heavy weights and or just flaps partial. Actual flare and touchdown speed are about

10kias less.

• Reversers after main wheel touchdown should only be used down to 50 – 60kias.

After Landing

• WX radar OFF

• Speedbrakes down

• Reversers stowed

• Flaps UP

• Trim neutral again

• External lighting as needed

Engine Shutdown

• Parking Brake ON

• A/C OFF

• External lights OFF except beacon

• CTRL-keypad [-] to cut fuel off and shutdown occurs

• Beacon off

• Battery / Radio Master OFF
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• Check for ITT gauge rising

• Check for Oil Pressure rising to 70 psi and Temperature rising to 45 – 50 degrees C

• Fan idle should reach 25%

• Fuel Flow at 200 pph per engine

• Switch off engine starter select toggle

• Check for engine starter button to now go out as well as overhead boost pumps

Taxiing

• Use rudder to steer with

• Use care not to blast aircraft and people behind you

• Reverser check – perform unlock and stow. Verify unlock lights go ON and OFF

Pre-Takeoff Check

• Trim neutral or slightly nose up

• Speedbrake handle down

• Flaps 0, 10, or 20

• Engine EEC’s still IN

• Overhead Ignitions ON

• Yaw Damper OFF

• Anti-collision lights ON

• Landing Lights ON if desired

• WX radar ON if desired

• Anti-Icing OFF unless takeoff into immediate icing occurs

• A/C OFF

Takeoff

• Power to max thrust or top of green

• Rotate at 100 kts if flaps 0 and light weight, 120 kts if flaps 20 and full weight

• Rotate at 92 kts if flaps 20 and light weight, 109 kts if flaps 20 and full weight

Climb

• Gear up after positive rate, then flaps up

• Power to top of green or less for noise abatement

• Climb at 250kias or whatever vertical rate of speed you wish until 10,000 feet

• Landing lights out above 200kts

• Overhead Ignitions OFF

• Yaw Damper ON

• Resume lower vertical speed above 10,000 feet and faster forward speed (300kias)

• Above FL200, use M.68 for climb speed
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of course, just reduce power, but jets burn fuel at very high rates down low, so the

quicker you can get up into the thin air, the better. Once past 10,000 feet, you can go as

fast as you’d like. Lower the nose to around 5 degrees or so above the horizon and let

your airspeed accelerate to near 300kias. Take whatever vertical speed you get at 300kias.

At 18,000 feet change your altimeter to 29.92 to get converted to flight levels. Up to

around 20,000 feet start to use 270kias (remembering indicated airspeed drops as you

climb, even though you are not slowing down). Above about FL230 or so, use your Mach

Airspeed number for accuracy now. Hold around M.60 to M.65 for climb. Hold that speed

until reaching your cruise altitude. Once you reach your cruise altitude, you can let your

plane accelerate further.

Once you are level and accelerating towards your cruise speed of M.73 to M.78 you can

bring back the power to your rpm setting. Please keep around 98% thrust or consult the

table for exact settings you desire. At an average altitude of FL350 you can expect to get

around 450ktas or about 520mph. Enjoy the view. Notice the great visibility up there and

the deep blue sky. Enjoy the good life of high speed jet travel! Notice the outside air

temperature may be as low as –70F. Don’t open the window! You should use the

autopilot for altitude, heading and autothrottle. You may want to engage the navigation

functions as well.

If you journey up to above 40,000 feet you’ll notice your fuel flows drop way down. At

FL430 you are burning almost half as much fuel as you would at 15,000 feet! Thus it

always pays to go higher!

When flying a jet like the BeechJet 400A, you should plan your cruise altitudes based on

the distances you need to go. I like to follow the following rule of thumb with cruise

altitudes compared to the total trip distance.

DISTANCE OPTIMAL ALTITUDE

<30 miles 3,000 feet

30><60 miles 7,000 to 11,000 feet

60><120 miles 11,000 to 16,000 feet

120><200 miles 16,000 to FL210

200><250 miles FL210 to FL300

250><300 miles FL300 to FL370

300><400 miles FL370 to FL410

400> miles FL410 to FL450

When about 120 miles away from your destination if cruising at FL300 or greater, it’s time

to descend. To start a let down of about 1500 feet per minute, just bring back the power

a bit, select the altitude you’re going to and the aircraft will start about a 1000 feet per

minute descent. To get 1500, release the VS mode on the autopilot, trim down a bit and

when at 1500 feet  per minute, just hit VS again. Note your airspeed on the way down.

Keep it around M.70 until noticing 300kias on the airspeed gauge. When that happens,

use 300kias from now on for the descent. You can go up to your barber pole redline

around 340kias if you want to. Just be aware any turbulence could shoot you over

redline!

When reaching 10,000 feet you must slow down to the 250kias limit. Either bring power

to idle or pop the speedbrakes or both. Whatever you need, you can use! Descending

down to lower altitudes you can think of turning off the autopilot if you want to hand fly.
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Descriptive Section

Flying the BeechJet will open up your world. It is the ideal aircraft for commuting

between the San Francisco region and the Seattle region in FlightIII. You should be able

to make the trip in about 1.5 hours. When we get other regions into the Flight Unlimited

world, the BeechJet will make the cross country trip in one fuel stop midway, for a total

time coast to coast in about 6 hours. On average, you’ll be travelling around 525 mph or

about 440 knots true airspeed, somewhere between 37,000 and 43,000 feet. This is

roughly 78 percent of the speed of sound, or M.78 as shown on your Mach meter. This is

also the cruising speed of most modern twin-engine jetliners.

After getting the engines started using the checklist items described above, we’re ready to

discuss taxiing this 16,000lb machine. Keep the power at idle and release the brakes. If

you are lightly loaded, the plane may start rolling on its own. The engines produce

enough power on their own so you won’t have to add much. If you’re full, you will have

to advance the throttles to about 30% N1 power. Once you “break away” from your

standing position you can bring the power back to idle. Taxi around 10 to 20kts

depending on the openness of the taxiway. You can go up to 30kts if you’re on a good,

smooth taxiway. Use the groundspeed shown on the right hand tube to taxi with. The

normal airspeed tape doesn’t become active until 60kts. Steering with your feet is

traditional. Use differential braking for sharp radius turns. Remember that anyone behind

you can get blown around by the ‘dirty air’ your thrust additions create, so be careful

when advancing power. You can use differential power to turn as well. Just throttle up

one engine and keep the other at idle. If you wanted a left turn, throttle up the right

engine to about 45%, use left brake only and you’ll be able to pivot very well. Some time

on the taxi, you must test the spoilers and thrust reversers. To activate the spoilers, just

hit the speedbrake toggle to pop up the “boards”. Then stow them. Now to test the

reversers, just unlock the buckets by pressing the keypad [*] key or right clicking on a

reverser lever. Note if the unlock light comes out. If so, keep it there no more than 5

seconds and stow the reverser by either right clicking again or hitting the keypad [*] key.

During unlock, you may here a clank. That is just the sound of the clamshells coming

together when open. Do this for both engines to make sure the buckets  operate

normally. Now you are ready to perform the preflight checklist once you reach the hold-

short zone.

Once your flaps, instrumentation and exterior lights are set along with the pre-takeoff

checklist, you’ll be ready for departure. Align yourself with the runway centreline.

Smoothly apply maximum power for takeoff, or more realistically, just about to the

redline. There is no real need to push the power to the wall as you have plenty to spare.

Acceleration will be brisk after a slight lag for engine spool-up. At 60kias the airspeed will

“come alive”. Cross check the engine instruments are still “good to go”. Any aborts would

have to be done now. At your Vr (rotate speed) of around 110kias, pull back gently to

bring the nose up towards the horizon or up to around 10 degrees. Notice your VSI and

when you get a positive rate of climb you’re ready to bring up the gear. After gear up, any

flaps down should now be brought up. At 1000 feet, bring back the power to about 99%

or slightly under red. This will be your noise abatement procedure. Notice your airspeed

and you’ll be accelerating beyond 200kias very easily. Before 200 kts, shut off the
landing lights. They are on retractable doors and could get damaged if left in the wind.

If you find yourself nearing 250kias, just pitch up more steeply to keep the climb going.

You are not allowed to exceed 250kias below 10,000 feet, so pitching up will keep your

speed under control and at the same time, give you a high vertical climb rate. You could
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recommend it. The aircraft is NOT certified for aerobatics and thus you are risking the

lives of you and your passengers should you decide to be so intrepid. All aircraft have

a structural load limit or G-force limit expressed in terms of your weight. Any

aerobatics can produce up to 7 times that of normal earth gravity – just enough to

damage or destroy an aircraft not made for such events. The Looking Glass built

BeechJet 400A is designed to give you many years of troublefree service and

dependability. You only get one however, so don’t break it.

We want to personally thank the nice crew who took us on our great BeechJet flight on a

glorious September day. Flying at 31,000 feet, I got a great hands-on feel for the aircraft

and had a blast performing turns and basic manoeuvres. The aircraft has a very heavy feel

to it at the same time being very responsive. The spoilerons make the aircraft rumble

every time you make a turn. It is very subtle however and I doubt passengers would

notice the difference in an aileron aircraft.

A very big thanks goes to Mr. Stephen Tisdale of Texas for personally working with us on

ensuring our simulation is accurate in every regard. Mr. Tisdale is a BeechJet and Learjet

pilot currently flying all over the USA. His knowledge and ability to get answers for us was

exactly what we needed, when we needed it! Thanks Steven and we hope you log as

many hours at home in your BeechJet as the real thing!
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Complete your pre-landing check below 3000 feet and enter your downwind leg at 1500

AGL around 200kias. Add a flap and put the gear down. Turn on landing lights if desired.

If during the day in a high traffic area, it’s good to use the pulse lights instead. They will

make your aircraft more visible to other traffic. On base you can add another flap and

reduce to 160kias. On final, the last flap is your option. For the most part, use it, unless

strong crosswinds are evident. On short final, keeping around 115kias start thinking

about the landing flare.

After crossing the runway threshold, gently level off the jet around 20 feet or so above the

pavement. If your sink rate is between 500 and 800 fpm down, you’re power is good for

touchdown. Just by holding the nose above the horizon slightly is all you need to do. The

aircraft will settle onto its landing gear. If your sink rate is less than 500 fpm, you may

want to take a little power off. If your speed is high and you are floating cut power to

idle. The important thing is to keep your attitude up so the mains hit first! If your sinkrate

is more than 1000 fpm you will have to add power immediately, then take it away to stop

the descent and prevent an uncommanded go-around. Any go-arounds should be done at

full power, nose up and a positive rate of climb. The landing gear goes up then flaps in a

go around.

Upon a good touchdown, gently lower the nose to the ground, hit the speedbrakes and

engage the reversers. You really won’t need to use brakes unless stopping distance is an

issue. At about 50kias make sure the reversers are brought to at least idle reverse (unlock

can still exist). Upon exiting the runway, stow the reversers, bring up the flaps and retract

the speedbrakes.

If you’re around other aircraft at night, shut off the strobes to prevent blinding other

pilots. Once parked, just put on the parking brake and cut the fuel control off via the

CTRL-E keys. Shut off lighting and master radio / battery switch. All checklists should be

followed closely.

Additional Notes when flying the BeechJet:

• for IFR approaches, after the outer marker, keep speed around 120kias and at two

notches of flap

• remember that an approach in a jet is heavier than in a light plane. The nose will

remain near the horizon at the same time your sink rate may be heavy. You’ll always

need plenty of power to maintain an approach with flaps and gear down. Only cut to

idle when in the flare.

• Use your ground speed for timing and flight planning

• At high altitudes, your stall speed goes way up. The difference between the high speed

limit and stall speed may be only around 50kias at FL450. This means at this altitude,

your aircraft only has a 50kt range of any possible airspeeds! At sea level, you have

some 360kts to play with. In other words, at high altitude you could hit severe

turbulence, overspeed and potentially damage the aircraft. At the same time and

windshears could rapidly make you stall. A stall at high altitude can come rapidly and

without warning. Where stall speed and high speed limit meet, is the absolute altitude

any aircraft can be operated at. Even though the book says you can fly at FL450, in

most cases, 410 is more likely.

• Jets are usually quite aerobatic right out of the factory. The BeechJet is no exception. It

has a lot of power and rapid manoeuvrability so you could in theory perform loops

and rolls. Even a 747 can do these manoeuvres by experienced pilots! We don’t
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Muskrat

Created in the 1940’s for use in the Canadian bush, the Muskrat is a durable aircraft well

suited for exploration. A six-seater, it has the capacity for fairly heavy loads. The Muskrat

was originally developed with a radial Pratt & Whitney R-98 engine, producing a

maximum of 400 horsepower. Later, the design was upgraded to a 450 hp engine. The

first Muskrat flight took place in 1947, marking 1997 the Muskrat’s fiftieth anniversary

with the release of the Turbo Yoosun Muscrat. The Turbo Muscrat has a more powerful

and reliable turbocharged engine produced by Yoosun Industries. This gives the new

Muscrat a more streamlined appearance as well as a much faster cruise and climb speed.

In the years to follow this aircraft’s maiden flight, 986 were purchased by the United

States Army and Air Force. The Muskrat’s all-metal construction, high-lift wing and

versatile flap system has made it a successfully rugged flying machine. Its capacity for

short takeoffs and landings is unmatched in its class. Although often fitted with floats or

skis, it is equally at home with wheels.

Pilots new to the Muskrat are advised to keep a watchful eye on airspeed and bank angles

during climb as the aircraft in FlightIII is equipped solely with floats. The resulting

additional vertical surface can cause some directional instability.
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AIRCRAFT HISTORIES

Piper Arrow PA-28R-200

In 1967, Piper™ introduced the PA-28R Arrow, a streamlined, single engine aircraft

destined for success. A direct descendant of the Cherokee 180, this aircraft used the then

new “T-throttle” power quadrant and a modernised instrument panel. The addition of

retractable landing gear gave the Arrow the ability to move as a contender into the light

retractable aircraft market.

Since its introduction, the Arrow has gone through many incarnations, including the

Arrow II (1972) built with a five inch-longer fuselage, the Arrow III (1977) with the Piper
Warrior tapered wing and the new Turbo Arrow (1988) previously known as the Turbo
Arrow III, with the addition of an improved instrument panel and a standard backup

electric vacuum pump. Strangely, the once standard auto landing gear system was no

longer manufactured with Arrows produced after the mid-1980s.

The Arrow is one of three trainer aircraft currently made by New Piper Aircraft. Built with

a 200 horsepower Lycoming engine, this plane has a cruising speed of 131 KIAS and a

cruising range of 750 nautical miles. New pilots are advised to try this aircraft as a step up

from the Trainer 172, as the Arrow is somewhat faster.
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North American P-51D Mustang (United States)

Possibly the best known combat aircraft of World War II, the P-51 Mustang is considered

one of the most versatile fighters ever made. Designed and built in record time (under

120 days), the P-51 was truly an impressive feat of engineering.

Although its airframe is somewhat heavier in construction than its contemporaries, the P-
51 was known for its extreme power combined with its reliability and manoeuvrability.

Originally fitted with an Allison V-12, the P-51 was eventually given a Packard Merlin two

speed, two stage supercharger engine to counter the weight of its solid airframe.

Best remembered as an escort fighter during the US Eighth Air Force’s daylight bombing

offensive against Germany, the P-51D became the mainstay of the US Army Air Force

during the last year of the war. Post WWII, the aircraft was adapted for racing and sport,

with its production resuming in the 1950’s as it came to be used during the Korean War.

Today, the venerable P-51 is still cherished and in high demand; approximately 100 highly-

modified P-51’s are still privately owned and flown.

Despite its reputation for being stable and fairly easy to fly, the P51-D Mustang can be

trouble if its pilot is unfamiliar with the aircraft’s limitations. A light touch and minimal

aerobatics are initially suggested for the inexperienced pilot.
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Windhawk USA (United States)

The prototype for this twin-engine aircraft first flew in 1960. The Windhawk boasts

impressive power, derived from twin 194 kW (260 horsepower) Continental IO-470-Ls
engines. It has an excellent reputation for all-weather capability. Originally a four-seat

cabin monoplane, the Windhawk is now a four to six seater.

Although more focused towards business users than either the Trainer 172 or Arrow, the

Windhawk can be an excellent private aircraft. In 1965, the Model 95-B55 was selected as

a twin-engine instrument trainer for the United States Army. By 1978, 2,188 Windhawk
had been delivered to the civilian and military sectors. Today, the most newly made

Windhawk and the one represented in FlightIII are the Model 58’s, although Model 55’s
can still be found.
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Fokker DR 1
Length 18 ft 11 in 

Height 9 ft 8 in 

Wing Span 23 ft 7.5 in 

Gross Weight 1289 lb 

Maximum Takeoff Weight 1289 lb

Maximum Landing Weight 1289 lb 

Maximum Zero Fuel Weight 893 lb 

Basic Operating Weight 893 lb 

Maximum Payload 396 lb 

Maximum Fuel Capacity 25 gallons approx.

Top Speed 103 mph 

Average Cruise Speed 80 mph 

Average Takeoff Speed 40 mph 

Average Landing Speed 35 mph 

Glide Speed 50 mph 

Service Ceiling 20,000 ft 

Maximum Rate of Climb 4000 fpm 

Average Rate of Climb 2500 fpm

Engine Type Thulin-built Le Rhone 9J 9 cylinder air cooled rotary

Engine Power 110 hp

Manufacturer Fokker Flugzeug-Werke GmbH

The Fokker DR1 easily became one of the most easily recognised aircraft in history. Its

infamous pilot being the “Red Baron”, the DR1 became one of the most feared planes by

WWI allied pilots. There is no doubt that the Baron was an ace in his own ability, but the

aircraft he chose for many of his battles is certainly credited towards many of his kills. The

DR1 is a triplane of extreme agility, able to “pivot” in the air on a dime. Its rapid turning

ability at slow speeds (40mph) would give it the advantage needed when trying to get on

someone’s rear. The DR1’s three wings provided such great lift, that rapid climb rates of

3000 fpm and service ceilings of 20,000 feet could be obtained! Its maximum forward

speed was 103 mph and most dogfights occurred around 50 to 70 mph. The triplane was

not very strong however and once speeds in a dive exceeded 140 mph or so, you could

expect to shred some fabric! Just as it is so much fun to fly, it’s a beautifully built machine

and any WWI aircraft fanatic drools over its mystique.
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Trainer 172 (United States)

Currently manufactured in the 1990’s, the Trainer 172 originated in 1955. It soon became

very popular and has been evolving and improving since its creation. Although its origin

and main place of production is in the United States, a smaller portion are manufactured

in France.

This lightweight, single engine piston aircraft is often used for training new pilots, both

civilian and military. Its large electronic flaps make manoeuvring surprisingly easy,

although misuse of them on the ground in strong winds can sometimes result in

difficulties. A four-seater, it is also commonly used as a recreational or family aircraft.

Using a Textron Lycoming fuel-injected engine, this small plane produces 160 horsepower,

at 2,400 RPM.
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directory. Note that if you need to reposition a marker, the saveposition and

saveorientation commands replaces earlier markers that have the same name.

There is a faster method for saving off lots of markers related to a given challenge, which is

useful for creating hoop-based challenges. Place a line in your flt3.cfg file that reads

“working_challenge chalname”, replacing chalname with the name of your challenge

directory. With this line present, you may press ALT – SHIFT - M while flying to automatically

save the position and orientation of the plane at any time. The markers are automatically

named and you are presented with a dialog box that states exactly what was done.

Note: These dialog boxes can cause FlightIII to lose the input focus; if you have problems

issuing keyboard commands after using the automatic marker feature, task-switch out of

and back in to FlightIII.  You can also disable these dialog boxes by placing the list

“no_automarker_dialogs” in your flt3.cfg file.

3. Write a description of your challenge. Create a text file in your challenge directory

named “desc.txt”. This text file contains the challenge title and description displayed

in the Challenges screen in FlightIII. It should consist first of a line reading TITLE,

followed by a single line containing your challenge title. Next should come a line that

reads DESCRIPTION, followed by one or more lines that describe your challenge.

FlightIII automatically word-wraps your description text to fit the area in the

Challenges screen. For examples, reference the desc.txt files in the challenges

provided with FlightIII.

4. Create multimedia files associated with your challenge. Create a subdirectory named

“MOVIES” to place movie files your challenge uses, a subdirectory named “SOUNDS”

for PCM-encoded .WAV files and a subdirectory named “MODELS” for any new models

your challenge employs. Your challenge may also use any models that shipped with

the game; you do not need to copy these “stock” models into your MODELS directory.

5. Create optional challenge files. You may place saved weather files and flight plan

files inside your challenge directory. Your challenge script may then load these files to

recreate a flight plan or specific weather conditions.

Scripting

Create a text file named “script.txt” in your challenge directory. This text file should

contain the challenge script that defines the actions and events your challenge consist of.

The document The Flight Unlimited III Scripting Language provides details of how to

write a script.

Debugging

As with any programming language, it is easy to write challenge scripts that contain

errors. When you select FLY from the Challenges screen, your challenge script is

processed and most errors are reported at this time. If an error in your script is found,

you are returned to the FlightIII menu. At this time you may make changes to your

script.txt file; when you re-select FLY from the Challenges screen, it loads a fresh copy of

your script and re-evaluate it.

Placing the line “+debug” in your flt3.cfg file enables FlightIII to run windowed on video

cards that support it. This makes it far easier to switch between FlightIII and your text

editor.

Some errors are only detected at run-time and these may be harder to debug. FlightIII
reports all the information it has about such errors before aborting the script.
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CREATING FLIGHT UNLIMITED III CHALLENGES
Design

Carefully read the document The Flight Unlimited III Scripting Language to be aware of

the capabilities of the FlightIII challenges system. You can find that document (called

chalscrp.doc) on CD 1. You are given control over much of the game and access to much

of its information and you may introduce models, sounds and AVI cut-scenes to your

challenge scenarios. Write down a detailed description of the sequence of events in your

challenge.

Organisation

To begin creating your new challenge, follow these steps:

1. Create a subdirectory for your challenge. Within the Regions subdirectory you find

directories for each region installed (FlightIII ships only with Seattle.)  Within the

specific region’s directory there is a directory named CHALNGES. For your new

challenge, create a new, uniquely named directory in the CHALNGES directory. This is

the directory in which you place all files related to your challenge.

2. Place markers for your challenge. Often, your challenge makes use of specific

locations in FlightIII’s world. These locations may be used for positioning goals, the

initial position of your plane, the position and pathways of moving ground objects, or

the positions of sounds. FlightIII allows you to place named markers for locations in

the world interactively within the game; these named locations may later be

referenced from your challenge script.

To create a marker:

Place a line in your flt3.cfg file (located in your FlightIII installation directory) containing

only the word “zoar”.

Start FlightIII and begin flying in the region of your challenge.

Press CTRL-Z to enter “zoar mode.”  This mode freezes your plane at its current position

and allows you to move freely throughout the world using your joystick. Use the joystick

buttons while moving to adjust your pitch, roll and yaw.

Position the camera at the location you wish to place your marker.

Press CTRL-Z again to place your plane at this location.

Press CTRL-Z again to freeze your plane at this spot.

Decide if you want to place a position marker or an orientation marker. A position marker

stores the location the plane is currently at. An orientation marker stores the direction the

plane is currently facing.

For a position marker, type a colon (:) to enter “console mode,” then type:

saveposition <chalname> <markername>

Where <chalname> is the name of the directory you created for your challenge and

<markername> is the name of the position marker that you reference from your

challenge script. Leave off the <> symbols. For an orientation marker, the syntax is:

saveorientation <chalname> <markername>

Any errors are reported; otherwise a tetrahedron appears in the world where your marker

was placed. Quit FlightIII and you should find a markers.dat file in your challenge
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Initiating IFR flights
New to Flight Unlimited III is the ability to get IFR clearances to destinations within the

flight region you’re in. To activate or “file” a flight plan, just select the communication

menu (SPACEBAR) when on ground or clearance delivery frequencies and choose the IFR

flight option. Here, you can select your destination and an “IFR routing” is generated for

you. You can get your clearance from the clearance delivery controller or ground

controller at the airport you’re starting at.

Clearance Delivery Controller
Location:

At airports that underlie the primary Class B Airspace

Principal Responsibilities:

The clearance controller gives out the entire IFR clearance you need before flying into the

system on an IFR flight. They include your callsign, destination, routing, altitude,

departure frequency and squawk code for your flight. This person does not control

aircraft movements at all. Often, it may actually be the ground controller operating the

clearance microphone, but asking them for anything else would be an annoyance for

them! The clearance is a verification of all the information you requested in filing your

flight plan. Whether or not you get the same route each time depends on the overall

picture of how traffic is flowing that day.

Pilot Interaction:

You must contact the clearance delivery at a Class B airport before taxiing and calling

ground on an IFR proposed flight. If you try to taxi without calling clearance, you’ll not be

activating an IFR flight. On clearance, you are issued your clearance for your flight. That is

all you need to do with the clearance delivery person. At airports without a designated

clearance delivery frequency, the ground controller issues you the same instructions. The

menu changes to reflect the IFR clearance capability on ground control at these airports.

You can choose to pick up your IFR clearance after hitting spacebar and choosing to do so.

This is the added function in addition to the original Flight III ground controller options.

Ground Controllers

Let’s start with the Ground Controller. As the name implies, the ground controller is

responsible for safe movement of all aircraft and vehicles on the ground. Pilots are

required to notify the ground controller when ready to taxi to the active runway, or

needing an IFR clearance if no clearance delivery person is available. Pilots, when sitting

on the tarmac, should first monitor the ATIS (Automatic Terminal Information Service)

frequency to obtain the current ATIS identifier, airport weather conditions and the active

runway prior to contacting the ground controller for taxiing instructions.

• To request a taxi clearance, first press the SPACEBAR to bring up a text menu with

selection options. The ground controller issues specific taxiway routing instructions

for the pilot to get to the active runway.

Tower Controllers

You’ll notice some airports have Control Towers and some don’t. This is due to the

amount of traffic that is serviced by a particular airport. When traffic reaches a certain

volume level, a Control Tower is deemed necessary to ensure safe operation at the
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Packaging

To share your new challenge with others, simply zip up your challenge directory (be sure

to zip it recursively if you have any subdirectories). Other users may place your challenge

directory in their CHALNGES directory in the appropriate region and enjoy your new

adventures!

FLYING WITH AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Operating at Uncontrolled and Controlled Airports
FlightIII implements the first fully interactive, real-time Air Traffic Control System
found in a PC flight simulator. This chapter provides you with a basic understanding of

the different types of air traffic controllers present in FlightIII, what each air traffic

controller’s responsibilities entail, describe services provided by the various controllers to

the pilot and explain how the player interacts with them.

• Communicating in FlightIII is intentionally made easy. It’s a simple process which

you’ll learn in seconds.

• Hit SPACEBAR 

• Pick the words to “speak” from the numbered list

• Hit ENTER to make your request

• Wait for the ATC controller to reply

That’s It!

Controlled vs. Uncontrolled Airports

Controlled Airports, usually larger in size, such are those airports which, generally due

to the volume level of air traffic to and from the airfield, must have a Control Tower

installed in order to manage the aircraft coming in and out of its airspace. Examples of

control towered fields in Flight Unlimited III are Sea-Tac International, Renton, Boeing

Field, Everett, Olympia and Tacoma-narrows. The two military fields (McChord & Grey

AAF) also have operating control towers.

Uncontrolled Airports, usually smaller in size, do not have enough traffic passing

through to warrant the installation of a Control Tower, but, nonetheless, require a

UNICOM controller on the ground to direct what little traffic there generally is. Here,

pilots announce “in the blind” on a generic frequency where they are, thus alerting other

nearby pilots of their whereabouts. Most pilots participate in this process and announce

when they are departing, downwind, base and on final.

Private Airports, are certainly uncontrolled and don’t have a UNICOM operator either.

Most of these “backyard” strips are either dirt or grass and often poorly maintained. They

are not intended for use by the public.

Please refer to the remainder of this chapter for explanations of the aforementioned

terms.

Air Traffic Controllers

Air Traffic Controllers provide an invaluable service to help aircraft avoid each other

during taxi, departure, en route and approach to landing phases of flight.
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This aircraft is:

1) Identifying himself (…TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF) to the air traffic controller

(Auburn Traffic…) at Auburn Airport.

2) Indicating where he’s located in the traffic pattern (…LEFT DOWNWIND).

3) Indicating the runway on which he plans to land his aircraft (…RUNWAY THREE
FOUR, AUBURN).

Interacting with UNICOM: The Airport Advisory

UNICOM is a service in which a person located on the ground at a given uncontrolled

airport delivers what’s known as an airport advisory, providing detailed information on

what is occurring at said field. In FlightIII, the UNICOM controller provides you, the pilot,

upon request, with data via the COM radio regarding the landing runway, traffic pattern

direction and the number of aircraft currently operating in the traffic pattern at that field

(if applicable).
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airport. This is the home of the Tower Controller. The number one responsibility of a

tower controller is to make absolutely sure aircraft do not run into each other¾on the

ground, or in the air.

Radar Approach Controller

The radar controllers issue vectors direct to airports or give you full routings toward an

IFR approach. Once tuned to the correct radar facility frequency, your “spacebar menu”

includes these options. In Flight Unlimited II radar controllers would only “bring you in”

or vector you towards an airport.

A new job of the radar controller in FUIII is to provide vectors on departure. This now

completes the IFR environment. Before, there were no vectors unless requested for

inbound legs. Now, after takeoff, the tower has you contact departure on an IFR flight.

Note: This function does not occur if you don’t activate an IFR clearance in the first place.

The “departure controller” is the same as the radar controller and vectors you towards

your routing and or all the way to your destination within the flight region. Even though

you can fly to the SFO area (if you have FU2) you can not get full IFR routings there, so

we do not model long range centre controllers – only the local radar controllers. You can

only have complete IFR flights within the Seattle region or the San Francisco region, but

not to both or in between.

Operating at an Uncontrolled Airport
This section describes how to fly to and communicate with an uncontrolled airport. We

have approximately 20 airports within FlightIII’s terrain area which are deemed

“uncontrolled.” Uncontrolled airports, by definition, have no Control Tower installed at

the field.

The Position Report

Pilots are expected to make position reports around the traffic pattern to let other

aircraft know where to visually look for them and maintain separation. This is done on

the UNICOM frequency. Even when you can’t see the aircraft making the position report,

you have an idea where they are in the pattern and can determine if they are a factor to

you by monitoring radio communications.

Each uncontrolled airport has what’s known as a Common Traffic Advisory Frequency

(CTAF). This is also usually the same frequency to which you can find a UNICOM
operator. This frequency may be shared with other uncontrolled airports. It is often

common to hear air traffic at other airports 50 or 60 miles away because they’re on your

frequency too. Aircraft begin each position report with the name of the airport traffic,

followed by their callsign, position in the pattern, landing runway and finally, the actual

name of the airport. For example, a correct position report over the COM radio for an

inbound flight would sound like the following:

>PILOT: “AUBURN TRAFFIC, TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF, LEFT DOWNWIND,
RUNWAY THREE FOUR, AUBURN.”  
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Requesting and Receiving an Airport Advisory

The full message is displayed on the screen as follows: 

1. ARLINGTON UNICOM, TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF, NORTH OF THE AIRPORT,
REQUEST AIRPORT ADVISORY.

The last phrase, “…REQUEST AIRPORT ADVISORY,” is automatically tacked on since, as

was previously mentioned, you are attempting to receive information about the status of

traffic at that airport before approaching.

Simply press the 1 key when you’re ready to actually send the message over the radio.

The first thing you hear is your own pilot’s voice delivering the message you just built

verbatim to the UNICOM controller. Soon thereafter, you hear the following reply from

the Arlington UNICOM controller:

>UNICOM CONTROLLER: “Aircraft calling Arlington Unicom, Arlington is landing
runway three four, right traffic, be advised the pattern is empty.”

The UNICOM controller is:

Identifying your aircraft/acknowledging your presence (Aircraft calling Arlington

UNICOM…).

Identifying which runway is the active runway for landing procedures (…Arlington is

landing runway three zero).

Telling you in which direction the traffic pattern is heading (…right traffic).

Indicating how congested the traffic pattern is (…be advised the pattern is empty).

Entering the Pattern and Delivering Your Position Reports

Because you are flying into an uncontrolled airport, you should enter the traffic pattern at

Arlington on a 45-degree heading to downwind and make a position report immediately

upon completing the turn to downwind.

The delivery of your initial position report is begun by pressing the SPACEBAR. This

displays the airports sharing the UNICOM frequency set in your radio. Since we are

directly notifying aircraft in the traffic pattern at Arlington of our entry on downwind, the

second option, Arlington Traffic (no longer Arlington UNICOM) is our selection. The

remaining airport menu selections are there only if the player decides to go to a different

airport, which shares this same frequency:

1. Arlington UNICOM

2. Arlington TRAFFIC

In this case, choose menu selection 2 (press the 2 key) and the following text and menu

appears together on the screen:

ARLINGTON TRAFFIC, TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF,……ARLINGTON.

1. …left downwind.

2. …left base.

3. …right downwind.

4. …right base.

5. …final.
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Scenario 1: Entering the Traffic Pattern
In this scenario, the player is attempting to come in and land Arlington airport, an

uncontrolled airport. He’s flying a Trainer 172.

Contacting UNICOM and Relaying Your Intentions

The first thing you, the pilot, should do as you approach Arlington is enter the proper

UNICOM frequency into the Comm. radio for that airport (in our example, 122.70 for

Arlington Airport). You do this by clicking on the Comm. radio, typing in the relevant five-

digit frequency, (don’t forget the decimal) then hitting the enter key to finish. The keypad

works great for this too!

Once the frequency is set, press the SPACEBAR. A menu appears overlaid onto the cockpit

screen, listing all of the UNICOM controllers in your flight area using this particular

frequency (listed by airport):

1. Arlington UNICOM…

2. Kenmore UNICOM…

Some frequencies may have many airports from which to choose.

In this case, since you are approaching Arlington, you should choose menu selection 1

(press the 1 key) for Arlington UNICOM. The following text then appears on the screen

with a new menu, displaying the four cardinal directions:

ARLINGTON UNICOM, TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF,…

1. …North of the airport.

2. …East of the airport.

3. …South of the airport.

4. …West of the airport.

Note: You are gradually “building” a prepared response to send to the UNICOM

controller. This is how the menu selection process for the ATC interface works—through

adding phrases relevant to the situation presented to you, one at a time, to prepare a

sentence which, when completed, will eventually be transmitted over the Comm. radio to

the waiting controller.

Next, you should choose the direction from which you plan to enter the pattern. In this

case, let’s assume you are North of the airport, so you should choose menu selection 1

(press the 1 key). The sentence is now complete.
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Summary:

1. Contact the UNICOM controller at the desired airport.

2. Identify your aircraft to the controller.

3. Identify the direction from which you plan to enter the pattern.

4. Request an Airport Advisory from the UNICOM controller.

5. Receive the advisory over the Comm. radio.

6. Enter the pattern and deliver your initial Position Report.

7. Receive acknowledgement from the UNICOM controller over the radio.

8. Deliver subsequent Position Reports.

9. Receive subsequent acknowledgements from the UNICOM controller over the radio.

Pilot Notes

Players should make position reports immediately upon rolling out on Downwind, Base

and Final during each pattern.

One important point on departure from an uncontrolled airport:  Although aircraft

report final, you should always visually check that final is actually clear of traffic prior to

taking the runway for departure. Some pilots may be too busy to call in and thus you

would have never heard them. The world in FlightIII is just as realistic and from time to

time you’ll be ambushed by someone on final you never heard.   

If you still require further clarification on entering an uncontrolled airport, go to Lesson
Four of the in-flight lessons which describes, in detail, how to accomplish a correct entry

to an uncontrolled airport. You even have the option to be a passenger as the instructor

flies a demonstration.

Note: Because airports share the same CTAF, the radio can quickly become saturated. It is

very important you pay attention to other aircraft making position reports at the field to

and from which you are flying and be careful not to block other aircraft making radio

calls. It is also important you do not interrupt the UNICOM controller acknowledging

these reports. Both tell you via terse radio messages when you are being a nuisance.

Transmit your radio call only when the frequency is clear!

Operating at a Controlled Airport
This section describes how to fly to and communicate with a controlled airport. We have

8 airports within FlightIII’s terrain area which are deemed “controlled.” controlled

airports, by definition, possess a  Control Tower installed at the field which oversees all

aircraft operations within its range of influence.

Automated Terminal Information Service (ATIS)

ATIS is a service in which a pre-recorded tape is updated hourly to provide the pilot  with

valuable information over the Comm. radio regarding cloud ceiling heights, visibility, wind

direction, wind velocity and the active runway. Once the frequency is dialled into the

radio, the ATIS information is read in a steady, monotonous stream. It continues looping,

unabated, until the pilot either decides to change frequencies or turn off the radio.

Note: ATIS is a service provided only at controlled airports. UNICOM (see above), on the

other hand, is a less extensive service provided only at uncontrolled airports. Additionally

note that while contacting ATIS is always optional, it is highly recommended for the

important information it provides.
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Now choose menu selection 3 (press the 3 key) to notify the UNICOM controller of your

intention to proceed right downwind in the pattern. The following text and menu

appears:

ARLINGTON TRAFFIC, TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF, RIGHT DOWNWIND,… 

1. …runway One Six.

2. …runway Three Four.

There are two runways at Arlington at which you may presently land. In this case, choose

2 to complete the sentence and automatically transmit the message over the radio:

>PILOT: “Arlington traffic, Trainer Five Lima Golf, right downwind, runway three
four, Arlington.”

Referring to the previous diagram, the next position call after right downwind would be

right base. Pressing the SPACEBAR displays the following text and menu:

ARLINGTON TRAFFIC, TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF……,ARLINGTON.

1. left downwind…

2. left base…

3. right downwind…

4. right base…

5. final…

Note: For ease of use, once you have made your first position report on downwind, all

subsequent position reports “next in line” in the pattern is automatically highlighted in

the menu and can be selected by simply pressing the SPACEBAR key

Now, press the SPACEBAR key and the following text and menu appears:

Arlington Traffic, Trainer Five Lima Golf, right base,…… 

1. …runway One Six.

2. …runway Three Four.

Press the enter key again to complete the position call and transmit it over the radio. You

once again hear your pilot’s voice:

>PILOT: “Arlington Traffic, Trainer Five Lima Golf, right base, runway three four,

Arlington.”

The pilot is:

Identifying himself and calling out his intentions to both the UNICOM controller and any

pilots in the pattern at Arlington who happen to be listening (Arlington Traffic, Trainer

Five Lima Golf…)

Relaying his position in the pattern (…right base).

Identifying which runway is the active runway (…runway three four, Arlington).

The UNICOM controller then replies.

And so the interface continues until you either land, buzz the airport or eventually leave.
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Once the frequency is set, press the SPACEBAR. The following menu and text appear

overlaid onto the cockpit screen:

Olympia Tower, Trainer Five Lima Golf, ready for takeoff runway Three-Five

1. …remaining in the pattern.

2. …departing north.

3. …departing east.

4. …departing south.

5. …departing west.

…RUNWAY THREE-FIVE indicates the runway from which you are currently slated to

depart. Since your intention is to remain in the pattern once you’ve taken off, you’ll now

choose menu selection 1. The following text appears:

1. OLYMPIA TOWER, TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF, READY FOR TAKEOFF RUNWAY THREE-FIVE, REMAINING
IN THE PATTERN.

When you’re ready to actually make the call to Tower and tell them what your intentions

are, press the ENTER key again to transmit the radio message. You hear your pilot’s voice

deliver the message.

Receiving Tower Instructions

Soon thereafter, you hear the Tower offer an audible reply concerning what traffic and/or

weather conditions in the pattern are like at this time and what you should resultantly do

with your aircraft. There are several possible Tower replies:

>TOWER: “Trainer Five Lima Golf…...”

“…hold short departing traffic.”

“…hold short landing traffic.”

“…winds 010 at 5, cleared for takeoff, Three-Five, make right traffic, report downwind, be

advised traffic pattern altitude is 1100.”

“…cleared for immediate takeoff, landing traffic on base.”

“…winds 010 at 5, cleared for takeoff, Three-Five, right turn, northbound approved.”

“…winds 010 at 5, cleared for takeoff Three-Five, maintain runway heading.”

There are many more possible tower controller instructions, however, for this example,

let’s assume you have just received reply C): “Trainer Five Lima Golf, winds 010 at 5,

cleared for takeoff, runway Three-Five, make right traffic, report downwind, be

advised traffic pattern altitude is 1100.”

The tower controller is:

Identifying your aircraft/acknowledging your presence (TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF…).

Telling you that the winds are coming out of the Northeast at five knots (…winds 010 at 5).

Giving you takeoff clearance (…cleared for takeoff).

Identifying the name and number of the runway (35) from which you are cleared to

depart (…Three-Five ).

Telling you in which direction the traffic pattern is heading (…right traffic).

Asking you to deliver a position report once you reach downwind in the pattern

(…report downwind).
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Let’s continue with a discussion of how a pilot goes about interacting with the tower
controller.

Interacting with Tower Control
When an airport becomes congested with traffic on a frequent enough basis, an air traffic

control system is installed to ensure safe operation. Once a Control Tower is installed, the

following services are made available to the pilot:

1. Automated Terminal Information Service (ATIS)

2. Clearance Delivery Controller (only if wanting IFR flight)

3. Ground Controller

4. Tower Controller

5. Hand-offs to available Radar Services

Unlike an uncontrolled or private airport, where a pilot can simply fly in and land without

saying a word on the radio, a controlled airport requires pilots to obtain specific

clearances prior to operating an aircraft on or within the airport boundaries. In FlightIII,
just as in the real world, all aircraft must first obtain clearance from the tower controller

prior to departing or entering tower-controlled airspace. Should you enter without

permission, there is an increasing risk of a mid-air conflict. You may also be reprimanded

by the tower or face FAA enforcement actions against you depending on the severity of

your occurrence.

In this section, we discuss two scenarios describing the manner in which the player is

expected to interact with the tower controller. The first scenario covers how a player

remains in the traffic pattern for landing practice. The second scenario covers how a

player enters a tower-controlled field from outside tower-controlled airspace.

Scenario 1: Taking Off and Remaining in the Traffic Pattern 
In this scenario, the player has already requested and received ATIS information and has

finished taxiing onto the active runway at Olympia Airport in his Trainer 172. The ground

controller has just given instructions to contact Tower when ready for takeoff. Once

airborne, the player plans to remain in the pattern in order to practice touch and go

landings.

Contacting Tower Control and Relaying Your Intentions 

>GROUND CONTROLLER: “Trainer Five Lima Golf, contact Tower for takeoff
clearance on 118.5”

Once you have received the [optional] ATIS and Ground Control information, the next

thing you should do is contact Tower Control at that airport. Each controlled airport has

its own Tower Control frequency. Enter the proper Tower Control frequency into the

radio (in our example, 124.40 for Olympia Airport). You do this by clicking on the COM

radio, typing in the relevant five-digit frequency, then hitting the enter key to finish.
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Identifying Traffic

Once you are airborne, the tower controller “sequences” you, as necessary, by calling out

the nearest traffic considered a factor to you. A possible tower reply at this time might be:

>TOWER: “Trainer Five Lima Golf, number 2, traffic to follow is a Learjet 12

o’clock, less than a mile, report base.”

The tower controller is:

1. Identifying your aircraft/acknowledging your presence (Trainer Five Lima Golf…).

2. Identifying which number in the pattern you are (…number 2).

3. Calling out traffic and in so doing apprising you that a Learjet is directly in front of

you, a mile away, in the pattern, presumably preparing to land (…traffic to follow is

a Learjet 12 o’clock, less than a mile).

4. Requesting you deliver a position report at this time (…report base).

Note: Whenever Tower has identified traffic to you, he expects one of two possible replies

from the player: traffic in sight or looking for traffic. Give yourself a few seconds to

visually locate the traffic before acknowledging the controller.

When ready, press the SPACEBAR to reply to Tower:

TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF,……

1. …traffic in sight.

2. …looking for traffic.

If you choose menu selection 2, the controller gives another traffic call to you and tell

you to report base. Tower then issues clearances to report base and final (please refer to
the previous diagram) until you are number one to land. If, by chance, you report

downwind and are number one to land, you receive landing or a touch and go clearance
message at this time. Tower may additionally direct you to extend downwind, or do a 360

degree turn, or go around on final, all due to insufficient “spacing” of other aircraft

currently in the traffic pattern. So listen up and comply with the controller.

If you choose 1 and have traffic in sight, your landing clearance should follow.

Summary:

1. Contact ATIS (optional).

2. Contact the tower controller at the given airport.

3. Identify your aircraft to the controller.

4. Identify your intentions once you are airborne.

5. Receive instructions from Tower concerning conditions in the pattern.

6. Takeoff and enter the pattern.

7. Once airborne, deliver your initial Position Report.

8. Allow the Tower Control to identify traffic in the pattern for you (if any).

9. Deliver subsequent Position Reports.

10.Receive subsequent acknowledgements from the tower controller over the radio.
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Indicating the altitude (1,100 feet AGL) above the airport at which the pattern is

circulating (…be advised traffic pattern altitude is 1100).

You must now acknowledge this message from the tower controller by pressing the

SPACEBAR to bring up the following text and menu overlay and selecting 1,2, or 3.

Trainer Five Lima Golf,……

1. …Roger.

2. …Copy.

3. …Wilco.

Choose menu selection 2 to issue a standard acknowledgement call¾actually, any of the

three choices suffice.

The radio message is transmitted and your pilot’s voice is heard: 

>PILOT: “Trainer Five Lima Golf, copy.” 

Note: Failure to acknowledge a message from Tower results in the controller querying whether or

not you actually heard the message (in this example, clearance for takeoff). Repeated failure to

acknowledge such messages ultimately results in Tower Control not talking to you anymore and

other aircraft staying away from you, as you are be branded a “rogue.” (Tower issues a message

such as “Attention all aircraft: We have a disoriented Trainer in the pattern.” And if you

find yourself in military airspace while ignoring the Tower, you’ll be in for a rude awakening!

Entering the Pattern and Delivering Your Position Reports

The Tower has requested you make right traffic and report downwind.

When you “roll out” on downwind, press the SPACEBAR and the following text and

menu appears:

TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF,……

1. …left downwind.

2. …left base.

3. …right downwind.

4. 1…right base.

5. …final.

Choose menu selection 3 to relay your initial position report to the Tower.

TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF, RIGHT DOWNWIND, RUNWAY THREE-FIVE,……

1. …full stop.

2. …touch and go.

3. …touch and go, departing.

The last phrase, “…three-five,” is automatically tacked on since this was previously

established by Tower as the active runway. Press the SPACEBAR key again to relay your

wish to practice landings to the Tower. The following text appears:

1. TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF, RIGHT DOWNWIND, RUNWAY THREE-FIVE, TOUCH
AND GO.

Finally, press the ENTER key to transmit the message to Tower over the radio:

>PILOT: “Trainer Five Lima Golf, right downwind, runway three-five, touch and go.”
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When you’re ready to transmit the request, press the ENTER key.

Receiving Tower Instructions

Soon thereafter, you hear the Tower offer an audible reply: 

>TOWER: “Renegade Five Lima Golf, Tacoma Narrows Tower, report right

downwind runway 35.”

The tower controller is:

1. Identifying your aircraft/acknowledging your presence (Renegade Five Lima Golf…).

2. Identifying the source of the radio transmission (…Tacoma Narrows Tower).

3. Asking you to deliver a position report once you reach right downwind in the pattern

(…report right downwind).

4. Identifying the name and number of the runway at which you are presently cleared to

practice your touch and go landings (…runway 35).

Press the SPACEBAR to acknowledge Tower:

Renegade Five Lima Golf…….

1. …Roger.

2. …Copy.

3. …Wilco.

Choose menu selection 2 to issue a standard acknowledgements call—actually, any of the

three choices suffice.

The radio message is transmitted and your pilot’s voice is heard:

>PILOT:  “Renegade Five Lima Golf, wilco.” 

Entering the Pattern and Delivering Your Position Reports

Now fly your aircraft so as to align yourself for a 45 degree entry to a right downwind to

runway 35.

After completing your turn to downwind (in this case, a reference heading of 170 is

displayed on the Directional Gyro), make your downwind position call, as requested by

Tower, by pressing the SPACEBAR and selecting the appropriate menu option:

TRAINER FIVE LIMA GOLF,………

1. …left downwind.

2. …left base.

3. …right downwind.

4. …right base.

5. …final.

In this example, you’ll choose menu selection 3 (press the 3 key) to relay your initial
position report to the Tower:

RENEGADE FIVE LIMA GOLF, RIGHT DOWNWIND, RUNWAY THREE-FIVE…...

1. …full stop.

2. …touch and go.

3. …touch and go, departing.
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Scenario 2: Entering a Tower-Controlled Airport
In this scenario, the player is outside of Tacoma Narrows’ Airport’s airspace and decides

to practice touch and go landings there. Tacoma Narrows Tower controls the airspace

within a five mile radius of the airport and from the surface up to, but not including,

2,500 feet above ground level (AGL). The player is flying a Renegade Seaplane and is

currently seven miles north of the airport (with clear weather conditions).

Contacting ATIS

The first thing the player should do is tune the ATIS frequency (in this example, 119.65
for Tacoma Narrows Airport) into the COM radio to obtain the current ATIS information

at the airport. You do this by clicking on the COM radio, typing in the relevant five-digit

frequency, then hitting the enter key to finish.

Once the frequency is set, press the SPACEBAR. The ATIS information spews forth in a

steady stream. For this scenario, ATIS information Foxtrot is current.

Note: If you contact Tower before obtaining the ATIS information, the tower controller

always requests you receive the current ATIS information for that airport and then call

them back (e.g., “Renegade Five Lima Golf: Advise you monitor ATIS.”).

Contacting Tower Control and Relaying Your Intentions

Once you have heard enough of the ATIS information, contact the Tower next by tuning

the COM radio to Tacoma Narrows Tower frequency (118.50).

Once the frequency is set, press the SPACEBAR. The following text and menu appear

overlaid onto the cockpit screen:

TACOMA NARROWS TOWER, RENEGADE FIVE LIMA GOLF,……..

1. …North of the airport.

2. …East of the airport.

3. …South of the airport.

4. …West of the airport.

The Tower wants you to choose the direction from which you plan to enter the pattern at

Tacoma Narrows. In this example, you are north of the airport so you’ll choose menu

selection 1 to relay the positional information to the Tower. The following text and menu

appears:

TACOMA NARROWS TOWER, RENEGADE FIVE LIMA GOLF, NORTH OF THE

AIRPORT……..

1. …for landing.

2. …for touch and go’s.

3. …for touch and go, departing…

4. …request to transit your airspace.

Now the Tower wants to know what you plan on doing when you reach his airport. Since

you’re going to practice touch and go’s, you’ll choose 2. The radio call is now considered

complete and is fully displayed on the screen as a single option 1. Note the word foxtrot
appearing at the end of the message indicating the current ATIS information received.

1. Tacoma Narrows Tower, Renegade Five Lima Golf, north of the airport, for

touch and go’s, with foxtrot.
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them! The clearance is a verification of all the information you requested in filing your

flight plan. Whether or not you get the same route each time depends on the overall

picture of how traffic is flowing that day.

Pilot Interaction:

If departing from a Class B airport like Sea-Tac International, you must contact the

clearance delivery before taxiing and calling ground on an IFR proposed flight. If at an

airport not under the Class B, Ground Control issues you your IFR clearance. You are

issued your clearance for your flight. That is all you’ll need to do with the clearance

delivery person.

You can choose to pick up your IFR clearance after hitting spacebar and choosing to do

so. This is the added function in addition to the original F II ground controller options.

Example:

In this scenario, you’re flying the BeechJet on a short IFR flight from Olympia to

Arlington.

Pressing the SPACEBAR to select your IFR flight and destination yields the following reply:

“BEECHJET NINER LIMA GOLF, YOU’RE CLEARED RADAR VECTORS DIRECT, ,
MAINTAIN 3000, EXPECT 15000 TEN MINUTES AFTER DEPARTURE, DEPARTURE
FREQUENCY ON 119.0, SQUAWK 5543.”

During the flight you’ll be given the usual vectors but this time they will start with the

new departure controller.

Interacting with Ground Control

The ground controller’s principal responsibility is to ensure that pilots know where they

are supposed to go when they are on the ground at a controlled airport (never

uncontrolled). This controller must ensure that aircraft don’t have any sudden “meetings”

with other aircraft and don’t encroach onto active runways used by other departing

and/or arriving flights. He does this by issuing what’s known as a taxi clearance to the

awaiting aircraft followed by precise taxiing instructions.

In FlightIII, just as in the real world, all aircraft must first obtain taxi clearance from the

ground controller under two circumstances: 

1. Prior to taxiing onto an active runway for departure.

2. Taxiing to the tarmac/hangar from the runway following arrival.

In this section, we examine two scenarios involving each.
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The last phrase, “…runway three five,” is automatically tacked on since this was

previously established by Tower as the active runway.

Press the 2 key again to relay your wish to practice landings to the Tower. The following

text appears:

1. RENEGADE 5 LIMA GOLF, RIGHT DOWNWIND, RUNWAY THREE FIVE , TOUCH
AND GO.

Finally, press the 1 key to transmit the message to Tower over the radio:

>PILOT: “Renegade Five Lima Golf, right downwind, runway three five, touch

and go.”

Note: Because airports share the same CTAF, the radio can quickly become saturated. It is

very important you pay attention to other aircraft making position reports at the field to

and from which you are flying and be careful not to block other aircraft making radio

calls. It is also important you do not interrupt the tower controller acknowledging these

reports. Both tell you via terse radio messages when you are being a nuisance. Transmit

your radio call only when the frequency is clear!

Identifying Traffic 

From this point on, everything is the same as described in the first scenario of this

section. Tower assigns you a number in sequence to land and call out the nearest traffic

to follow or nearest traffic that is a factor to your flight path (whichever is appropriate).

Summary:

1. Contact ATIS (optional).

2. Contact the tower controller at the given airport.

3. Identify your aircraft to the controller.

4. Relay your directional positional informational to the controller.

5. Relay your intentions once you reach the airport.

6. Receive instructions from Tower concerning what you need to do once your aircraft

reaches the pattern.

7. Enter the pattern and deliver your initial Position Report.

8. Allow the Tower Control to identify traffic in the pattern for you (if any).

9. Deliver subsequent Position Reports.

10.Receive subsequent acknowledgements from the tower controller over the radio.

Interacting with Clearance Delivery

Clearance Delivery Controller 

Location:

At airports that underlie the primary Class B Airspace

Principal Responsibilities:

The clearance controller gives out the entire IFR clearance you need before flying into the

system on an IFR flight. They include your callsign, destination, routing, altitude,

departure frequency and squawk code for your flight. This person does not control

aircraft movements at all. Often, it may actually be the ground controller operating the

clearance microphone, but asking them for anything else would be an annoyance for
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Summary:

1. Contact ATIS (optional).

2. Contact the ground controller at the given airport.

3. Identify your aircraft to the controller and request taxi clearance.

4. Receive taxi instructions from the controller.

5. Taxi out to the departure runway.

6. Receive clearance for takeoff.

Scenario 2: Landing and Receiving Taxi Instructions
In this scenario, the player receives taxi instructions upon landing at Renton, a tower-

controlled Airport. The Windhawk aircraft has just touched down.

Radio Step Summary 

Includes standard scenarios not covered in this section

Communication System Hot Keys

SPACEBAR -Enable COM Radio Menu Interface 

1 – 9 - Menu Selection Options

ENTER–Transmit message, select a default option or repeat message

ALT+F  – Cycle available comm frequencies at that airport you’re at
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Scenario 1: Obtaining Clearance and Taxiing for Takeoff
In this scenario, the player departs Renton, a tower-controlled Airport and must first

obtain taxi clearance from the ground controller prior to doing so. The BeechJet aircraft

is currently sitting on the tarmac outside of the Looking Glass Aviation hangar and the

pilot has just received the latest ATIS information.

Contacting Ground Control and Requesting Taxi Clearance

Once you have received the [optional] ATIS information, the next thing you should do is

contact the ground controller at that airport. Each controlled airport has its own Ground

Control frequency. Enter the proper Ground Control frequency into the radio (in our

example, 121.60 for Renton Airport). You do this by clicking on the COM radio, typing in

the relevant five-digit frequency, then hitting the ENTER key to finish.

Once the frequency is set, press the SPACEBAR. The following text appears overlaid onto

the cockpit screen:

1. RENTON GROUND, BEECHJET NINER LIMA GOLF, TAXI FROM LOOKING GLASS
AVIATION.

You are basically requesting taxi clearance from the Renton ground controller to the

departure runway from the Looking Glass Aviation tarmac. This message automatically

appears on the screen any time you initiate a request for taxi clearance, with the precise

wording identifying the name of the Ground Control, the name of the soliciting aircraft

and the location from which said aircraft wishes to taxi (in that order).

Simply press ENTER to send the message over the radio. You hear your pilot’s voice:

>PILOT:  “RENTONGROUND, BEECHJET NINER LIMA GOLF, TAXI FROM LOOKING
GLASS AVIATION.”

Receiving Taxi Instructions

Soon thereafter, you receive an audible reply over the radio from the ground controller

similar to the following:

>GROUND CONROLLER: “Beechjet Niner Lima Golf, Taxi Runway xx via Echo.”

The ground controller is:

1. Identifying your aircraft/acknowledging your presence (Beechjet Niner Lima Golf…).

2. Identifying the name of the runway to which you are cleared to proceed and depart

(…Taxi Runway xx).

3. Identifying the name of the taxiway (…Echo).

You are now cleared to taxi. Use the Overhead Camera View [F8] to manoeuvre the

BeechJet into position.

Cleared to Contact Tower Control

Once you’ve reached the base of the departure runway, the ground controller

automatically relays a message to you over the radio similar to the following:

>GROUND CONROLLER: “Beechjet Niner Lima Golf, contact Tower Clearance on

124.7.”

The ground controller is now “handing you over” to Tower Control and admonishing you

to contact the Renton controller on the listed frequency. The ground controller is finished

with you and you are now free to depart at the discretion of the tower controller.
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comment: Radio navigation aides such as your VOR (see next) should always be

considered a back-up to Dead Reckoning. If your VOR breaks or malfunctions, or the

aircraft experiences electrical failure, Dead Reckoning is the only way you’ll find home.

Navaids in brief

VOR/DME Navigation

The very high omni-range station (VOR) spews out an unlimited set of radials in 360

degree fashion. You can tune to any radial using your VOR receiver. When you select the

VOR’s frequency (108.00 thru 117.90) you can tune to where it is in relation to yourself

by turning the OBS knob. When the vertical bar centres over the hole or “donut” on the

face of the VOR receiver, you just read the heading toward the station on the top end of

the unit. This can be read above the arrow. Now, fly that heading and you’re under way.

You can also do more advanced navigation by tracking to or from on selected radials or

“airways”. See our ground lessons for more information on that kind of navigation.

Aircraft fly IFR across the USA by using various routes defined along airways (radials)

between individual VORs. That’s how aircraft of today still fly for the most part. You can

use VOR navigation between Seattle and San Fransisco regions as well as over our other

generic regions. This helps you fly long distance trips.

You can read your distance in nm to or from a VOR on the DME (distance measuring

equipment) unit as well as your groundspeed. Your distance is slant range from your

aircraft to the station, thus if you’re overhead the station at 5000 feet, it still reads one

mile. DME never goes to zero, unless you’re really close to the ground. Groundspeed can

only be accurately read if you’re going directly on a centred course to or from a VOR. If

you’re off the course’s centreline, your groundspeed is not accurate.

NDB Navigation

The NDB is a very old piece of navigation, going back to the ol’ days of aviation. However,

some airports still use them as the only instrument approach aid. To use and NDB, just

tune your ADF to the frequency shown and watch the needle on the face of the ADF unit.

If you’re in range of the station, the needle swings rapidly to where the station is. Just

turn the plane to head where the needle is pointing to fly to the station. When you arrive

over the station, the needle flips to behind you. It’s that easy. Of course, like a VOR you

can track certain bearings to or from an NDB. To fly and NDB approach, you have to

know how to do this also. Please see the expanded lessons for more info.
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NAVIGATION
Note: Please see black board lessons for complete detail and aircraft sections for

individual gauge operation.

Navigation is one of the most difficult tasks for a student to perform while learning to

become a pilot. Pilots primarily navigate by a method known as Dead Reckoning. Dead

Reckoning is strictly a visual method of using known references on the ground to confirm

your location. Flight simulator terrain has never been rendered at high enough detail to

allow someone to practice this procedure—until now. With FlightIII’s advanced, photo-

accurate, high-resolution terrain modelling, you can identify actual landmarks that pilots

use in real life to actually visually navigate. The term used to describe this method of

navigating is called VFR Flying.

VFR vs. IFR Flying

VFR stands for Visual Flight Rules and IFR stands for Instrument Flight Rules. As the

names imply, VFR uses landmark identification to help the pilot fly while IFR uses

navigation instruments. Weather conditions solely determine whether a pilot can fly VFR

or is required to fly IFR. As an example, by strict definition, to fly into Sea-Tac Airport

(denoted by the Federal Aviation Administration as Class B Airspace) through VFR means,

you must remain clear of the clouds and have at least 3 miles of visibility. If weather

conditions are worse than this, you must obtain an IFR clearance from the radar

controller to enter Sea-Tac airspace. VFR weather criteria is more restrictive at Sea-Tac

Airport (Class B Airspace), tower-controlled airports (Class D Airspace) and uncontrolled

airports (Class E Airspace). According to the FAA, the pilot must remain 500 feet below

the base of the clouds, 1,000 ft above the tops of the clouds, 2,000 ft horizontally from

the clouds and visibility at least 3 miles to be legally flying under VFR. If these conditions

are not met, then the pilot must rely on his cockpit instrumentation through IFR means

(see VOR/DME Navigation below for details on IFR Flying).

Dead Reckoning: A Pilot’s Perspective

If I determine my ground speed and hold a specific heading, then I know how long it

takes to arrive at a specific turning point or destination. For example: Let’s say I’m flying

at 120 knots ground speed, which is 2 nautical miles a minute and along my flight route

on the map, I notice a large tower 10 nautical miles down track from my present position.

If I “hack a clock” I should be over the tower in 5 minutes. I have a little acronym I use to

Dead Reckon called “Clock, to Map, to Ground.” Always look at the clock first to see how

long you’ve been flying. Next, look at the in-flight map to determine where you should be

along your intended flight route and find a prominent landmark you expect to see at this

time. Finally, look out the window at the ground and find the desired landmark to

actually confirm your position.

It is very important to choose prominent landmarks which are easily identifiable. Try to

choose one or two points along each navigation leg to stay aware of your position along

your entire flight route. If you’ve been maintaining a constant heading and ground speed,

you can determine what the wind is doing to you. Thus, if you’re left or right of the

landmark, or arrive at the landmark sooner or later than expected, then the wind is

blowing you off course and you should apply heading and airspeed corrections, as

necessary. You should constantly apply Dead Reckoning every few minutes to verify a

known position on the ground. Don’t look at something on the ground and make it look

like something on the map. If you go from ground to map, you’ll soon be lost. One last
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ATIS (Automatic Terminal Information Service)

A recorded message hear over the COM radio of the current weather conditions at a

desired airport. ATIS is updated hourly or when significant weather occurs.

Aviation Alphabet

The phonetic word designations for each letter of the alphabet.

Bearing to a VOR station

The magnetic heading on the VOR indicator which, if you fly towards it, takes you directly

to a VOR station.

Blackout or (G induced Loss Of Consciousness (GLOC))

During continuous high G loading on the aircraft the Pilot can experience a loss of

consciousness due to lack of blood flowing to the brain. The pilot experiences a grey out

just prior to a Blackout.

Carburettor Heat 

In some piston engine aircraft (like the Trainer 172), a Carburettor Heat control knob is

installed to provide warm air to the Carburettor to prevent icing.

Class B Airspace

The airspace depicted on the in flight map surrounding San Francisco International

airport is class B airspace. Due to the high volume of aircraft traffic at this airport, it is

given a Class B airspace designation. To fly a light aircraft into this airport requires a

clearance from the Radar controller and the aircraft must be equipped with a transponder

with mode C (Altitude) capability. Pilots may operate VFR in class B airspace provided in

flight visibility is at least three miles and the Pilot remains clear of any clouds.

Class C Airspace

The airspace depicted on the in flight map surrounding Oakland Airport and San Jose

Airport is class C airspace. When compared to class B airspace, the requirements to

operate an aircraft in class C airspace are the same. The volume of traffic is not as

congested as class B airspace. The weather requirements to operate VFR change to 3 miles

visibility and the Pilot must remain 500 feet below the cloud base, 1000 feet above the

tops of the clouds and 2000 feet horizontally clear of the clouds.

Closed Traffic Approach

The name of the term used to describe the completion of a low approach, at which time

the given aircraft performs an immediate pitch to downwind.

Clouds 

Term used to describe the current cloud conditions with subsets as follows:

-Few: Less than 1/8 of the sky has clouds.

-Scattered: 1/8 to 3/8’s of the sky has clouds.

-Broken: 4/8’s to 6/8’s of the sky has clouds.

-Overcast: Greater than 7/8’s of the sky has clouds.

Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (CTAF)

For tower-controlled airports, this is the frequency used for all air traffic operations. For

uncontrolled airports, this is the frequency used to make advisory requests and position

reports at the given airport.
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GLOSSARY
Absolute Ceiling

The altitude where a particular aircraft’s climb rate reaches zero. It can not fly any higher;

all available lift is used up.

Accelerometer

Cockpit instrument that measures the force of acceleration on the plane, measured in G’s.

It additionally records the maximum and the minimum G’s sustained during a flight.

Active Runway 

The runway, designated by the tower controller, which is being used for takeoffs and landings.

Adverse Yaw

The yaw or veering action from an intended flight path generated when the ailerons are

used. The lifting wing generates more drag, causing the plane to yaw toward it.

AGL

The abbreviation for Above Ground Level, used to denote altitude from a given aircraft to

a point on the ground directly beneath it.

Ailerons

Hinged portions of the trailing edges of a wing which can change the wing’s lifting

properties. These are the primary source for banking an aircraft.

Airport Advisory 

An airport advisory is requested by the pilot when intending to land at an uncontrolled

airport. A person at the intended airport transmits the active runway and other

information to the requesting pilot.

Airport Elevation 

The altitude of a given airport above sea level.

Airport Rotating Beacon 

A light found on top of the Airport Control Tower. It flashes white and green to indicate a

civilian airport. Two white flashes followed by a green flash indicate a military airport.

White and yellow are water landing areas.

Airspeed Indicator

Cockpit instrument which registers velocity through the air, in nautical miles per hour

indicated air speed (KIAS).

Air Traffic Control (ATC)

A radar and communications system designed to assist pilots with flight operations in very

congested areas.

Altimeter

Cockpit instrument which displays your altitude above sea level (MSL).

Attitude Indicator (AI)

Cockpit instrument which displays your artificial horizon. It is used when you fly into

adverse weather conditions to give you information on the pitch and roll of the aircraft. It

is the primary display for complete attitude and reference when flying IFR.
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Drag 

The force created by an airfoil moving through atmosphere, opposite to the direction of

motion. As a plane moves faster through the air mass, any antennas or landing gear

protruding out into the wind stream additionally produces this phenomenon.

Elevator

The hinged portion of the horizontal stabiliser (see below), which adds or subtracts lift

from the tail, changing the pitch attitude of the aircraft. The main way to go up or down.

Engine RPM Indicator 

Cockpit instrument displaying power output of the engine in hundreds of revolutions per

minute, or in the case of a jet, the percentage of available power.

FBO or Fixed Base Operation

The small but important building located near the  ramp and runways of minor airports,

from which airport activity is co-ordinated. In Flight II, your home base and the place

from which you make choices in the game.

Feathered Propeller 

A condition in which the propeller control lever is positioned full aft, thereby producing

the least amount of drag on the aircraft. This is important if your engine fails because

feathering the prop allows you to glide a further distance.

Fixed Pitch Propeller (Trainer 172-only)

A type of propeller system whereby power output of the engine is controlled by the

throttle and the resulting speed of the propeller is dependent upon this throttle setting.

Flaps

Hinged portions of the wing that act together to increase the lift characteristics of the

wing. Most often used to allow slower landings and shorter takeoffs.

Flap Switch 

Cockpit instrument used to raise and lower the flaps in precise increments.

Flight Level

Your altitude when above 18,000 feet MSL and your altimeter always set to the world

standard of 29.92”. Flight level 350 refers to 35,000 feet.

Flight Plan 

A pre-planned route of flight which is registered with the Flight Service Station. If you crash

your aircraft, air traffic controllers know where to look for you when you’ve filed one.

Flight Planner

In Flight II, the tool used to plan flights between airports.

Glidepath

The desired slope angle during descent to the runway, displayed on the ILS indicator in

the cockpit. Instrument Landing Systems (ILS) and Visual Approach Slope Indicators

(VASI) provide a 3 degree slope angle to the runway.

Glideslope Indicator

The horizontal bar located on the ILS indicator commonly referred to as the  “glide” which

shows how high or low you are on approach to the runway during an ILS-enabled landing.
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Compass Rose 

Found on both the Flight Planner Map and In-Flight Map around VOR navigation stations.

Indicates magnetic North.

Convective Sigmet

The terms used to mean strong thunderstorms in the area.

Controlled Airport

Any airport which has an Air Traffic Control system installed (i.e., possesses a Tower).

Controlled Airspace 

Airspace designated as requiring a clearance from the tower controller in order to operate

your aircraft.

Control Surfaces

The moving, pilot-controllable portions of the airframe, including flaps, ailerons, rudders

and elevators.

Copy 

Radio term use to acknowledge having heard the instructions issued to you by the tower

controller.

Course 

Intended direction of flight in the horizontal plane measured from degrees north.

Course Deviation Indicator (CDI)

Needle present on the VOR indicator showing position in relation to selected course.

Crosswind 

The wind component that is perpendicular to the landing runway.

Dead Reckoning 

A primary means of navigation using a clock, a map and visual ground references.

Decision Height (DH)

This term is associated with an Instrument Landing System (ILS) approach. If you refer to

an approach plate you’ll notice a decision height published at the bottom of the approach

plate. This is the lowest altitude the pilot may descend to during the approach, at which

point he must make the decision to land the aircraft if he sees the runway, or go missed

approach. For most ILS systems, the DH is 200 feet AGL (above ground level).

Departure Control 

A radar controller who handles aircraft departing from airports on an IFR clearance or

aircraft that enter controlled airspace.

Directional Gyro (DG)

Cockpit instrument that serves as a heading system indicator, displaying a given aircraft’s

heading from 001 to 360 degrees.

Distance Measuring Equipment (DME)

Displays aircraft distance (slant range only) from a selected VOR station or Localiser in

nautical miles. The DME can also display the aircraft’s ground speed, if heading directly to

or from the station. Ground speed is important for Dead Reckoning (see above).
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KIAS 

Abbreviation for Knots Indicated Air Speed.

Knot

A unit of speed—one nautical mile per hour—which translates into approximately 1.15

statute miles per hour.

Landing Gear Switch

The control for raising and lowering the landing gear.

Level Flight

The aircraft is level with the horizon and not turning, climbing, or descending.

Lift

The force created by an airfoil moving through atmosphere, perpendicular to the

direction of motion.

Logbook

A pilot’s record of his flying achievements, including flight time, takeoffs, landings and

manoeuvres mastered.

Low Approach

The aircraft descends as low as desired over the runway but does not touchdown.

Mach Speed

Is the gauge on jets that judges the percentage of the speed of sound you’re actually

travelling. It is used as primary speed control when in the flight levels. Passenger jets fly

around .80 Mach or 80% of the speed of sound. Supersonic is M1.0 or greater. Speed of

sound near sea level is about 740 mph.

Magnetic Compass

Also known as a Whiskey compass and displays the magnetic heading of the aircraft.

Magnetic Heading

The direction of the aircraft as compared to magnetic north. Due to magnetic variations

around the world. Straight North is not always a 360 degree heading. You’ll notice the

compass roses displayed on the inflight map do not indicate North as straight up and

down. This is due to the magnetic variation in the area.

Manifold Pressure

The air pressure indicated at the intake manifold of the engine. On complex aircraft like

the Arrow, this is the main power unit. It is measured in inches of mercury. When the

engine is off, your MP gauge reads the current altimeter setting!

Manifold Pressure Gauge

Displays manifold pressure in inches of mercury.

Mayday

The word used by pilots to transmit over the radio an aircraft in distress.
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Go Around

This is a directive call by the tower controller to deny landing clearance to an aircraft on

final.

GPS Button

This button, when selected from the In-Flight Map, displays the current position of the

aircraft and its actual route of flight.

Greyout

Greyout occurs when gravitational stresses impair the flow of blood to your brain. Loss of

vision and, eventually, consciousness can occur when you pull heavy G’s.

Ground Speed 

This is the speed the aircraft is moving while on the ground during takeoffs or landings.

Guard Frequency 

Emergency radio frequency used to transmit urgent information to a specific aircraft. The

player monitors guard frequency at all times.   

Horizontal Stabiliser

The horizontal section of the tail which provides downward lift to 

balance the weight of the nose.

IFR Conditions

Term used to describe weather/visibility conditions that are poor enough to warrant

instrument-aided flight. Usually results from cloud decks which are  broken, overcast and

are less than 1,000 feet AGL and/or visibility is less than 2 miles.

Indicated airspeed

Is your airspeed as read directly off the airspeed gauge. It is the actual ram air force going

into the sensors (pitot tubes) on the aircraft. It is a good judge of how much “wind” is

blowing over the wings too. It is a lousy indicator of how fast you are really travelling once

you start getting up above 5000 feet as the air density decreases, there is less pressure

flowing into the pitot tube and it appears that you’re going slower than you thought. Thus,

when flight planning, you use your true airspeed. At 40,000 feet, your indicated airspeed is

half as fast as what you see at sea level, yet you have not slowed down!

Instrument Flight Rules (IFR)

When weather conditions deteriorate to the point where the pilot can no longer operate

his aircraft in visual meteorological conditions (VMC), the pilot must contact a radar

controller and obtain an IFR clearance. The controller assigns an altitude and heading for

the pilot to fly. As the pilot begins to lose ground references, he or she must transition to

the cockpit instruments to maintain aircraft control. The radar controller assists you in

continuing on to your desired destination.

CAUTION:  To fly into weather the pilot must be instrument qualified.

Instrument Landing System (ILS)

An ILS is a precision approach that provides the pilot with course and glide path guidance

to the runway. The localiser frequency displayed on the approach plate must be set in the

navigational radio in order to receiver the information on the ILS indicator in the cockpit.

You can request vectors from the radar controller to intercept the localiser and execute an

ILS approach at certain airports.
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Pitch

The angle of the plane’s nose-to-tail axis relative to horizontal.

Pitot Tube

This is the tube that protrudes from under the left wing and measures the airspeed of the aircraft.

Position Report

Pilots make position reports in the traffic pattern to signal to other pilots where they are

in relation to the landing runway. For example, a typical position report would sound like

this; Half Moon Bay Traffic, Trainer 5 Lima Golf, downwind, runway 16, Half Moon Bay.

Precision Approach Path Indicator (PAPI)

A lighting system at the approach end of runways which provides  glide path indications

to the pilot. PAPI’s provide obstacle clearance out to four nautical miles from the

approach end of the runway.

Propeller RPM Indicator

Displays the propeller rotation in hundreds of revolutions per minute.

Quick Flight

The interface used by the player to get up in the air and flying as soon as possible.

Radar Contact

The radar controller tells you “Radar Contact”, when he verifies your transponder code

on his radar.

Radar Flight Following

When workload permits, a Radar Controller provides traffic advisories en route to your

destination. The pilot must request Flight Following with the controller and receive a

transponder code so the controller can establish radar contact.

Radial 

Think of radials as spokes on a wheel. There are 360 spokes on every VOR, the VOR being

at the centre of the wheel. The pilot can determine which radial he or she is currently on

by tuning in the desired VOR and turning the VOR dial until the Bar is centred and the

to/from indicator indicates “from”.

Ramp

An airport parking lot for aircraft.

Redline

The airspeed above which it is unsafe to fly for a given aircraft. “Redlining” the plane may

overstress or even damage structural elements in the plane.

Renderer

The part of Flight III which generates three-dimensional images.

Reverse Thrust

The engine is NOT changing its direction or neither are its blades! The normal thrust

exhaust is vented forward instead of normal backward movement. This forward

movement rapidly slows an aircraft down. In the case of most jets, clamshell doors or

buckets open on the engine nacelle venting the exhaust forward. Once the buckets are

open, normal thrust is increased to slow the aircraft down!
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Middle Marker (MM)

A beacon that transmits an audible tone to the pilot to indicate the aircraft has reached

the missed approach point on the instrument approach procedure. Middle Markers are

located approximately one half mile from the approach end of the runway. In the cockpit,

an amber light flashes as the aircraft passes over the marker beacon.

Military Operations Area (MOA)

Depicted Airspace on your chart where a high volume of military training is conducted.

Pilots flying VFR are allowed to transit this airspace, however it is not very smart.

Minimum Controllable Airspeed

The speed at which the aircraft is still controllable without stalling. Usually this is within 5

knots of actual stall speed.

MSL (Mean Sea Level)

Altitude above sea level. Airport elevations are indicated in feet above sea level.

Nautical Mile (NM)

A nautical mile is 6000 feet. Whereas, a statute mile is 5280 feet.

Navigational Aid (NAVAID)

VOR’s, Localisers, TACAN’s, VORDME’s and NDB’s are all types of NAVAID’s that can

provide pilots with information to help them navigate. The pilot must have the proper

equipment installed on the aircraft to use the desired NAVAID.

NAV Radio

The radio control that is connected to the Navigation instruments in the cockpit.

Oil Pressure Gauge

Indicates oil pressure in pounds per square inch.

Oil Temperature Gauge

Indicates how hard the engine is working and displays oil temperature in degrees

Fahrenheit.

Outer Marker (OM)

A beacon that transmits an audible tone to the pilot to indicate the aircraft has reached

the final approach fix (FAF) on the instrument approach procedure. Outer Markers are

located approximately four to seven miles from the approach end of the runway. In the

cockpit, a blue light flashes as the aircraft passes over the outer marker beacon.

P-Factor

When a propeller rotates it produces more lift during the downward segment of the

rotation of the blade and less lift during the upward segment of the rotation. This causes

the aircraft to yaw left during high throttle settings.

Pilotage

Navigation by visual reference to land marks.

Pilot-Controlled Lighting (PCL)

When operating at uncontrolled airfields at night the pilot can activate the runway lights

by clicking on the traffic pattern frequency five times within a five second period. The

lights remain illuminated for a fifteen minute period.
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Spin

Any manoeuvre in which one wing is stalled and one is not.

Spoiler

Surface that pops up on the wing to destroy lift and slow you down at the same time. It is

frequently called speedbrake or airbrake. Jets and high performance aircraft need them to

descend without gaining airspeed.

Spoileron

Control surface that is not an aileron but the effects are the same. It is not a complete

control tab but rather a “board” or piece that only goes up on the wing to spoil lift and

not generate it.

Squawk

This is the four digit code which is issued by the radar controller to the pilot. The pilot

must set this code in the transponder in order for the radar controller to establish

positive radar contact.

Standard Rate Turn

The turn slip indicator provides standard rate and half standard rate turn markers. When

the indicator indicates standard rate, it requires two minutes to complete a 360 degree

turn. The required bank angle to achieve a standard rate turn varies depending on the

aircrafts true airspeed. An easy rule of thumb is divide your true airspeed by ten and add

five, i.e. 130 Knots divided by ten is 13, plus 5 is 18 degrees of bank should result in a

standard rate turn.

Stick

A control in the cockpit that controls the elevators (forward/back axis) and the ailerons

(left/right axis).

Straight In Approach-VFR 

When the weather is good, the controller may elect to clear aircraft on a visual straight-in

to the active runway. Pilots are expected to be aligned with the landing runway by five

miles so as not to be in conflict with other aircraft operating at the airport.

Tachometer/Engine RPM Indicator (Trainer 172-only)

An onboard instrument that gauges engine speed (measured in rotations per minute).

Tailwind

A wind blowing from behind the aircraft. Tailwind is bad during takeoff and landing

because a faster ground speed is required before the aircraft becomes airborne during

takeoff and requires more runway to stop during landing.

Taxiway

A road leading from the aircraft parking area to the runway. It is always marked with

yellow lines.

Thermal

Air rising or falling due to temperature and pressure differentials. Useful in soaring.

Throttle

The control in the cockpit that controls engine output.
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Restricted Airspace

Airspace that a pilot can not fly into without a clearance.

Roger

Acknowledgement by the pilot that he or she has heard the controllers instructions.

Roll

The angle of the plane’s wings relative to horizontal. Also, any manoeuvre in which the

aircraft attains every roll attitude.

Rudder

A hinged, movable section of the vertical stabiliser used to control the aircraft’s yaw. Also

used as a verb, meaning to angle the rudder in a particular direction.

Rudder Trim Indicator

Indicates the amount of rudder trim in degrees left or right of centre, desired by the pilot.

Runway Alignment Indicator Lights (RAIL)

Extended centreline lighting used by pilots as a visual reference to align the aircraft with

the landing runway.

Runway End Identifier Lights (REIL)

The system consists of a pair of flashing lights located laterally on each side of the runway

threshold. The are designed to provide pilots with a rapid method of identifying the

approach end of the landing runway.

Runway Heading

A controller may issue a clearance to pilots to fly or maintain runway heading. Pilots

should fly the magnetic heading of the departure runway until cleared further clearance.

Runway Lights/Runway Edge Lights

This system is installed to identify the edges of the runway during night and poor weather

conditions. The edge lights are white, except on instrument runways amber replaces the

last 2000 feet to form a caution zone to pilots that they are approaching the end of the

runway.

Sectional Map

A unique map that is used by pilots to navigate a cross country. A sectional map contains

class airspace boundaries, NAVAID radio frequencies, airport locations and frequencies,

obstructions and displays landmarks which may be useable by pilots to identify there

position.

Selected Engine Indicator

Indicates the current engine instruments are being monitored in the BARON multi-engine

aircraft.

Sequence Flashers (SFL)

This system is a single row of lights which appear to the pilot as a ball of light travelling

toward the runway at high speed. The sequence flashers flash at a rate of twice per

second.

Speedbrake

Same as spoiler.
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Vertical (Visual) Approach Slope Indicator (VASI)

The VASI is a system of lights arranged to provide visual descent guidance information to

the pilot during the approach to the runway. VASIs provide obstacle clearance ten degrees

either side of runway centreline and up to four miles from the runway threshold.

Descent, using the VASI, should not be initiated until the aircraft is aligned with the

runway and the VASI’s indicate red over white.

Vertical Speed Indicator (VSI)

An onboard instrument that gauges the rate of climb or descent (measured in feet per

minute).

Vertical Stabiliser

The vertical section of the tail that helps keep the aircraft aligned with its direction of

motion.

Very High Frequency (VHF)

The established frequency band used for radio communications.

Visual Flight Rules (VFR)

VFR weather requirements vary depending on the class airspace you are operating in. For

the purposes of this product, the minimum weather to operate VFR in controlled airspace

is 1500 and 3 miles visibility. The minimum weather to operate an aircraft VFR in

uncontrolled airspace is 1000 feet and 2 miles visibility.

VOR (Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range) Station

A VOR provides back up radio navigation to pilotage. When you become lost, dialling a

specific VOR frequency into your NAV radio and determining what radial from the NAVAID

you are currently on, can help you tremendously in finding your position.

VOR Indicator

The cockpit instrument used to indicate what radial or bearing you are from a desired

VOR station.

Wilco

Means that the pilot heard the controller and will comply with the controllers

instructions.

Windshear 

This is a rapid change in wind direction and velocity over a short period. Windshear is

usually encountered around mountains and rapidly moving cold fronts. Windshear can be

vertical as well as horizontal.

Yaw

The angle of the plane’s nose-to-tail axis relative to its direction of motion.

Yoke

The control wheel in the cockpit, used to moved the primary flight control surfaces.
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Touch and Go

This is a request by the pilot to land on the runway and then takeoff again. Clearance to

execute a touch and go is provided by the tower controller when conditions permit.

Traffic Pattern

This is a rectangular flow of traffic around the active runway for aircraft practising

landings at the airport. The pattern could be left turns, or right turns. Standard patterns

are right hand turns.

Transponder Radio

This is the radio in the cockpit in which you must enter the assigned four digit squawk

code issued by the radar controller.

Trim

These are the secondary control surfaces on the elevator and the ailerons. Their primary

purpose is to reduce control stick forces and make flying the aircraft easier.

Trim Indicator

Indicates the amount of units of nose up or nose down trim the pilot has desired.

True airspeed 

Indicates your actual speed of travel through space. It is not calculated from ram air

pressure like indicated airspeed and is more accurate. If you had no headwind or

tailwind, your groundspeed would always equal your true airspeed. At 40,000 feet, your

true airspeed is about double what your indicated airspeed shows!

Turbulence

Turbulence is primarily produced by uneven heating of the earth’s surface. Pilots

experience turbulence around cities, large bodies of water and near rapidly moving cold

fronts.

Turn Point

These are designated points along a desired route of flight to the pilots destination.

Turn/Slip Indicator

This is the primary instrument used to identify if an aircraft is in a spin. The needle

indicates the direction of the spin and the ball is pinned to one side of the indicator. To

spin an aircraft you must first stall the aircraft and then induce a yaw.

Uncontrolled Airport

These are airports that are not serviced by a tower controller. Due to the low volume of

traffic operating at an uncontrolled airfield, a safe operation can be maintained by pilots

making position reports in the traffic pattern. To operate VFR at an uncontrolled airfield

the weather must be at least 1500 feet and visibility not less than 3 miles.

UNICOM

This is the common traffic advisory frequency used by pilots operating at a specific

airfield.

Vector

This is a specific heading issued to the pilot by the controller. The pilot is expected to

maintain this heading until a further clearance is issued.
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